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A Viagra Triangle dive rises
under chef Amanda Barnes
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A NOTE FROM A SENIOR STAFF WRITER
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A FEW WEEKS AGO there were ten raw half chickens “dry-aging” at
the Kedzie Inn in Irving Park, their skins exposed to the ambient cold
of the cooler. Those scare quotes are a tell that this isn’t quite the same
lengthy process as the one used to concentrate beefy flavor in fine
steaks, but it’s similar. In a short period of time—just a couple days—it
produces a very fetching, glassy, crispy skin on a roasted bird.
These days that’s an unconventional, time-consuming method—but it’s
an ancient one. The young chef responsible for it was Oskar Singer of
Rye Humor Baking, who served the yardbirds at the Reader’s weekly
Monday Night Foodball pop-up. Singer learned it from Amanda Barnes,
the veteran Chicago chef behind a fascinating, handcrafted, farm-focused menu at a very unlikely place: Pippin’s Tavern, the 48-year-old
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erstwhile Viagra Triangle Irish dive, now in shiny new digs on the Gold
Coast, a neighborhood not known for the kind of slow, crafty, and creative food Barnes built her career on.
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Singer moonlights in the basement at Pippin’s, where Barnes and her
cooks have about a dozen food preservation projects in the works—fermenting gooseberries, kumquat miso, and tuna “ham.” It’s a riot down
there. For food-focused folk, that kind of work would be exciting no
matter what neighborhood it’s in, but at the intersection of Chicago
and Wabash, it’s downright rebellious. Weirdly, there’s been minimal
chatter on the subject. Maybe this week’s cover story will change that.
— MIKE SULA
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CITY LIFE
Street view

Seeing red

A Valentine’s Day-averse
photographer dresses for the
occasion
By ISA GIALLORENZO

I

was sitting at the window table at the
Bongo Room in Wicker Park, having a
lazy Valentine’s Day brunch with my
husband, when I saw a pop of red walk
by on the other side of the street. Even
though it was a bit of a sacrifice to abandon
my pear and dried cherry French toast, I had
to run and pursue that timely vision. It was
worth it: photographer Kristine Bo Bean,
whose Instagram motto is “If I’m too much,
go fi nd less,” truly delivered the ultimate look
for the date.
“As a concept, I don’t really like Valentine’s
Day,” Bo Bean says. “I think it puts down people that are not in relationships. I don’t think
that’s cool. But I love the vibe. I love the hearts
and the cute, fuzzy, fun girly stuff. So [the outfit] is just based on ‘What do I have that’s, like,
Valentinesy?’ And then I went from there.”
Picking out such an elaborate outfit is actually not too hard for the Rogers Park resident,
who ventured southbound that day to enjoy
some ice cream at Vaca’s Creamery. Since Bo
Bean doesn’t have much storage in her apartment, she basically lives in a boutique, with all
her clothing conveniently displayed all over.
“I have a clothing rack with all my coats on
it, and piping on the wall to hang sweaters
and stuff,” she says. With a collection of more
than 100 sunglasses, Bo Bean likes to have
plenty to choose from, but she’s not a snob: “I
like to shop a lot, but mostly secondhand and
vintage, just because I like to have more things
than less. I’m not a quality-over-quantity person,” she says, adding: “I don’t think you need
to spend a lot of money to look good.”
Bo Bean describes her style as “expressive, funky, and eclectic, with a little bit of
everything”: “It’s very colorful, with a lot of
texture—like fur, lace, and leather. I’m very
‘feely.’” She dresses according to her mood,
and doesn’t like to follow trends. To her,
fashion means “freedom” and “wearable art,”
a form of expression she highly values in her
everyday life.
No matter her vibe, she always makes deliberate sartorial choices: “This is going to sound
a little morbid for a second. We could die at
any time, right? That’s the truth. But if we
come back as ghosts to haunt people, I want to
look cool. So I need my ghost outfit,” she says,
proving that to live your best life—or death—a
bit of styling goes a long way. v

Kristine Bo Bean embraces
red while visiting Wicker
Park.  ISA GIALLORENZO

 @chicagolooks
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“Cross is a marvel”

-Chicago Reader

Henrik Ibsen’s

THE LADY
FROM THE
ADAPTED FROM A
NEW TRANSLATION BY

RICHARD NELSON

Directed by

SHANA COOPER

SEA

ON STAGE THROUGH MARCH 27
STREAMING THROUGH APRIL 10
Sponsored by
Sidley Austin Foundation
Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation

MAY/JUNE
Tickets:
(773) 753-4472
CourtTheatre.org
5535 S Ellis Ave, Hyde Park
Free Garage Parking

August Wilson’s

TWO TRAINS
RUNNING
directed by
Ron OJ Parson

Photo of Chaon Cross
by Michael Brosilow.
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NITO CAFÉ

Keep up with Nito Café’s progress at Twitter
(@nito_cafe), Facebook (TheNitoCafe) and
Indiegogo (indiegogo.com/projects/nito-cafe-acommunity-hub-for-pop-culture)

CITY LIFE

A rendering of the future home of Nito Café 
COURTESY TAYLER TILLMAN

shop local

Nito Café seeks to
create community for
local anime lovers
Chicagoan Tayler Tillman hopes to
open America’s first manga cafe.
By AMANDA FINN

I

n Japan, manga cafes are innumerous. They
are places where manga or anime fans
can enjoy snacks and refreshments while
reading or spending time together. Somehow,
despite the culture’s popularity in the United
States, there are none of these types of cafes
around—until now.
Chicagoan Tayler Tillman wants to bring
these Japanese mainstays stateside with Nito
Café. As a lifelong fan of Japanese comics
(manga) and animation (anime), Tillman
knows that the community in and around Chicago can support an endeavor like Nito Café.
Tillman graduated from Chicago’s Saint Xavier University with both a biology degree and
an MBA, and she currently works for Loyola
University as the office manager in Business
Career Services.
She loves showing elements of Japanese
culture to people, which is one reason she feels
compelled to open Nito—particularly after
discovering an introverted YouTuber who
spends a lot of time in manga cafes in Japan
because they’re comfortable for him. “The
idea of being an introvert in that space [got
me] thinking about how I could make that idea
better and how I can elevate it to this community,” Tillman says.
Per a recent tweet from Nito, a manga cafe
is a place where visitors can pay an entry fee,
usually the equivalent of $1-$4, to spend time
in rooms in the cafe where they can read the
manga. The cafes additionally sell snacks,
drinks, and have other things to do like play
video games or watch shows or movies. Some-
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times you can even stay overnight in the cafe.
While that isn’t exactly what Tillman has in
mind, Nito Café is inspired by that structure.
She wants her space to be a “twist” on a manga
cafe that expands beyond Japanese culture/
anime/manga.
Though anime and manga fans might not
be visible unless a convention like the Chicago Comic and Entertainment Expo (C2E2) or
Anime Central is in town, Tillman says that
there are many fans of both manga and anime
in our area.
“There are a lot of kids or people [who] fail
to realize that others are into anime,” Tillman
explains. “They just don’t have that outlet to
show it. So I really feel like things like this and
just instilling that to the youth will give them
something to really expect, it’ll give them
a creative outlet, and [they] will be around
peers or mentors that can show them the way.
We’ll get them into the arts [and] the languages. That’s why spaces like this are very, very
important.”
Tillman says that the cafe will provide

a place for camaraderie. Young anime and
manga fans are sometimes subject to bullying
by their peers even though art and animation
are becoming more mainstream. Tillman says
she hears a lot of stories about fans being
bullied and that, in providing space for them
to gather together, she hopes they’ll gain a
greater sense of community. She also doesn’t
want it to be strictly catering to Japanese fandoms either; it’s a place where proud nerds of
all kinds can gather together.
Nito Café is still in its funding phase on Indiegogo with a flexible goal of $295,000. They
originally started a GoFundMe where they
raised over $2,000. Per their Indiegogo, the
Café will include 20 private multi-use rooms
like their Japanese inspiration. Nito Café will
serve themed snacks at their cozy coffee bar
and feature an “expansive” manga library and
a “gallery featuring works from anime and
popular pop culture favorites from comics and
film.” They will also have an internet cafe style
element with PCs for public use.
Ideally, Tillman wants the space to be

functional for events as well. She’s hoping to
be another venue for cosplayers to show off
their costumes, which isn’t something they
can often do outside of attending conventions.
Nito Café is going to be a space where folks can
be themselves without fear of judgment in a
way that just isn’t possible in other venues.
Snapshots of Tillman along with the renderings of the Nito Café space have gone viral a
few times over the last few months on social
media. People on social media often praise
both the fact that she is a Black woman entrepreneur and that she is opening the first cafe
of its kind in the country. Those posts have
drummed up the attention Nito Café needs to
become a reality in the city. She hopes that the
centrality of Chicago as well as the number of
fans living in the area will help spur other iterations of Nito Café in other parts of the country as well to inspire their nerd communities.
“What I am trying to do is bring the people
that weren’t aren’t aware of this community
together—to put it on the map,” Tillman says.
“I want to bring awareness [to this community] and to let people know that it’s OK to be
who you are. Especially diverse groups like the
Blerd (Black nerd) community. This is a place
for us . . . I let my community know this is for
everyone. I’ve had people from the LGBTQ+
community reach out to me to ask, ‘Can we
come here?’ Of course, that’s what I want!”
The whole idea of Nito Café is to cultivate a
space where anyone can be both who they are
as well as who they were meant to be, Tillman
adds.
As they crowdfund support and reach out
to private investors, Nito Café does have a
general timeline in place for their launch. Per
their Indiegogo, they hope to have a building
leased by early in the second quarter of 2022
with a grand opening by the middle of quarter
three. In the meantime, people can donate
money, share the crowdfunding campaign, or
just generally get the word out about the cafe.
Tillman knows that this place will be something special.
“Once I have an idea that I want to do, I’m
going to do it,” she says. “Which is why I
know in my heart this is going to happen. It’s
going to benefit so many people and just help
Chicago and the community. That’s why I’m so
happy about it.” v

 @FinnWrites
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OFFICIAL INFORMATION REGARDING
APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Social by
Nature

I. B. E. W. Local 134 and the Electrical Contractors’ Association sponsor
apprenticeship programs in Cook County, Illinois through the Electrical Joint
Apprenticeship and Training Trust (EJATT). EJATT has permission from the
U.S. Department of Labor to open a registration for new applicants for its Communications Program. For more information on this program, please go to our
website at www.ejatt.com.

APRIL 10 @ 2PM

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Registration for the Communications Program will take place at the
IBEW-NECA Technical Institute
6201 W. 115th Street, Alsip, Illinois
on the following dates and times

AuditoriumTheatre.org :: 312.341.2300
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC LIVE

Deborah and
Bruce Crown
North American
Presenting Sponsor
Photo by Ronan Donovan.

Series Sponsors
(Chicago, IL)

50 E Ida B Wells Dr | Chicago, IL

Monday, April 18, 2022 through Friday, April 22, 2022
9:00 A.M. until 11:00 A.M.
All applicants must report in person and bring the following documents in
order to register:
1. Your valid Driver’s License.
2. Your original Social Security Card.
You must provide copies of the following documents that will be kept by EJATT
(No documents will be copied in our office or returned to you):
1. A $50.00 non-refundable registration fee (Money Order only made payable
to EJATT).
2. To prove employment eligibility you must provide a copy of your U.S. Birth
Certificate, U.S. Passport, Certificate of U.S. Citizenship or Naturalization,
or Permanent Resident Alien Card. (Minimum age of 17 at registration).
3. To prove High School Graduation (HS), you must provide a copy of your HS
transcript (official or unofficial with a graduation date posted), or a copy
of a HS Diploma, or GED Certificate. College transcripts do not satisfy this
requirement. HS seniors in their last semester prior to graduation may
register with acceptance contingent upon graduation.
4. To prove one full year of HS level Algebra with a grade of at least “C” or
better, or one post HS level Algebra course or higher level course with a
grade of at least “C” or better, you must provide a copy of a transcript.
Note: The GED Math Certification does not satisfy this requirement.
Upon an offer of apprenticeship, you must be able to demonstrate that you can
perform the essential functions of an apprentice electrician with or without
a reasonable accommodation. In addition, a drug screen, physical exam, and
background check will be required.
EJATT will not discriminate against apprenticeship applicants or apprentices
based on race, color, religion, national origin, sex (including pregnancy and
gender identity), sexual orientation, genetic information, or because they are
an individual with a disability or a person 40 years old or older. The EJATT will
take affirmative action to provide equal opportunity in apprenticeship and will
operate the apprenticeship program as required under Title 29 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Part 30.”
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FOOD & DRINK

From left : smoked carrots, veal sweetbread corn dog, beef heart meatballs; oyster chips  NICK MURWAY FOR CHICAGO READER

RESTAURANT REVIEW

A Viagra Triangle dive rises
under chef Amanda Barnes
After nearly a half century, Pippin’s Tavern embraces crafty, chefdriven, farm-centric food.
By MIKE SULA

U

sed to be, if you worked up a hunger
bending your elbow at Pippin’s Tavern,
you could vanquish it with a dog, a polish, a beef, or a burger from Downtown Dogs
next door. Over the 48-year history of the Rush
Street Irish dive, its charms never included
food prepared with deeper thought, effort, or
feeling than that. For the most part, the same
was true of its surroundings, just under the
base of the Viagra Triangle, where corporate
fast food dominates the tourist trade.
You can still get a burger at Pippin’s, but
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now it’s ground in-house from Slagel Family
Farm chuck and topped with seven-year-old
cheddar. If selling your soul at Chick-fil-A
across the street doesn’t sit right, you can
order a pickle-brined fried chicken thigh
sandwich with housemade garlic-dill sours
and pimento cheese aioli on a King’s Hawaiian
bun. There’s a corn dog on the menu too, but
its golden batter jackets a core of veal sweetbreads braised in liquid shio kogi and served
with a spicy aioli-spiked Korean ssamjang.
“I like corn dogs,” says Amanda Barnes, the

veteran chef behind a radical mid-pandemic
rebirth of Pippin’s. “I was downstate last summer and I was eating a corn dog, and I realized
the textural similarities between sweetbreads
and hot dogs—that creamy, bouncy texture. So
I had a moment.”
Barnes, who’s clocked innumerable shifts
in vaunted Chicago kitchens—from Moto to
the Publican to Hot Chocolate—underwent a
bit of rebirth herself in the middle of the pandemic. After two bruising years as the opening
executive chef at the Hotel at Midtown, she
was ready to hang up her apron for good. “It
burnt me out a lot,” she says. “I was working
120-hour weeks to get that place open. It happens a lot in the restaurant industry where the
money just doesn’t understand how an actual
restaurant functions.”
Barnes caught a lifeline just before lockdown when she was asked to help out at Logan
Square’s Superkhana International, where
chefs Zeeshan Shah and Yoshi Yamada have
cultivated a reputation for nurturing up-andcoming chefs—and in this case, an established
pro. “Zeeshan called and said, ‘Hey, I know
you’re overqualified to be a line cook, but we

need some help.’ I wanted to see if I remembered why I did this in the first place—and it
was great. We were making good food. It was
super professional. And it was fun.”
Meanwhile, on the Gold Coast, the Lodge
Management Group—which also owns Mother’s, the Redhead Piano Bar, and five other
kitchenless bars—was forced to shutter Pippin’s (and Downtown Dogs) due to a landlord
dispute. The group’s CEO, Lyn McKeaney,
viewed the introduction of food sales as a
means of survival, and the vacant Devon Seafood Grill space around the corner presented
an opportunity for that—and to keep the Pippin’s name alive.
“I was approached by Lodge and they said
they wanted to do a food-forward concept,”
says Barnes. “I was like, ‘Uhhhh Pippin’s?
Mother’s? Redhead? This doesn’t sound like a
group I’m gonna be interested in.’ I said, ‘If you
want chicken wings and hot dogs I’m not the
chef for you.’”
But they insisted they were committed to a
scratch, chef-driven kitchen, and despite her
misgivings Barnes submitted a sample menu.
When she was offered the job after a tasting,

ll

ll

PIPPIN’S TAVERN
R
39 E. Chicago
312-982-2752

FOOD & DRINK

pippinstavern.com

South of the Viagra Triangle and largely under
the radar, remarkable things are happening at
Pippin’s Tavern thanks to chef Amanda Barnes.
 NICK MURWAY FOR CHICAGO READER

she was persuaded by Lodge’s longevity (River
Shannon is the 12th-oldest bar in the city).
“They definitely have the financial stability
and the long-term vision to do this.”
Barnes signed on last May, and while
supply-chain logjams delayed the opening for
months, she and her sous chefs busied themselves with a host of preservation projects
in the restaurant’s basement, pickling and
fermenting the summer’s ephemeral local
produce.
By mid-November her opening menu featured most of the dishes on her sample menu,
incorporating preserves and pickles from
the wall of jars shelved in the walk-in. They
started with the raw bar—a concept inherited
from Devon—which features preserved Slagel
cherry tomatoes with the Maine lobster, chanterelle conserva with the jumbo lump crab,
and on the happy hour menu only, Thai chiliand preserved lime-seasoned oyster chips,
made by pureeing bivalves and then steaming,
cutting, dehydrating, and frying them so they
puff into chicharron-like chips. “Inevitably,
if you have a raw bar you have oysters that
don’t get consumed,” she says. “I didn’t want

to do something tired or staid like Oysters
Rockefeller or grilled oysters. I wanted to do
something that was a little more interesting
and forward thinking.”
That sort of thrift has been standard in
certain kinds of chef-driven, farm-focused
restaurants for decades—particularly some
of the ones Barnes came up in—but it’s practically unheard-of around the intersection of
Chicago and Wabash. The restaurant’s basement is currently home to a dozen different
active ferments—orange and kohlrabi misos,
lacto-fermenting gooseberries, vinegar made
from apple scraps—some of them R&D that
may never hit the menu.
“I tell my staff, ‘If there’s an interesting
ingredient that you wanna work with, lemme
know and we’ll tackle it together,’” she says.
“I’m like that with all my cooks, my sous chefs,
servers, bartenders; anybody that comes
through that door. It’s something I want to foster. I’m only ever gonna be as good as my least
experienced cook.”
Last summer they made some 800 pounds
of sorbet from overripe Mick Klug Farm
peaches, the starring ingredient in the Teach-

es of Peaches cocktail; while the pickled ramps
served with smoked Werp Farms carrots are
probably going to last just until this season’s
wild alliums start poking up from the ground
any week now.
One of Pippin’s biggest sellers is its roast
chicken, an unimaginative necessity on most
menus that here is “dry-aged” in the cooler for
48 to 72 hours, served with roasted, smashed,
and fried fingerling potatoes in a soy-caramel
sauce, and mounted with “a metric ton of
butter.” Dry-aging is a technique typically
employed with beef that Barnes adapted from
her experience working with aged wild game
in the UK, the process rendering the bird’s skin
glassy and shatteringly crisp. It’s a time- and
space-intensive method that’s already spread
beyond her kitchen; Oskar Singer of Rye
Humor Baking—who moonlights in the Pippin’s basement on Sundays—employed it at a
recent Monday Night Foodball pop-up.
Another big seller: meatballs with polenta
made with Slagel Family Farm wagyu beef
hearts. “This idea that animals walk around as
loins is frustrating,” says Barnes, who grew up
on her parents’ cattle ranch outside of Hous-

ton. “I grew up eating like this. I wanted to do
something approachable that utilizes something that most people wouldn’t eat. If I said I
was gonna serve you six ounces of grilled beef
heart, people are not gonna necessarily embrace that. But who doesn’t love a meatball?”
Going in, Barnes knew her approach was
going to be a tough sell with some of the old
Pippin’s regulars—and some early Yelp whinging reflects this. And though the remarkable
things happening at Pippin’s over the last
five months have gone largely unnoticed citywide compared to other late-stage pandemic
openings and reopenings, she says they’ve
captured a regular following from many of
the residential high-rises in the neighborhood
whose options for this kind of food exist only
in the relatively rarefied dining room at NoMi.
“I wanted guests to be able to come in, have
something easy that wasn’t something they
had to think too much about, and come back
the next time and trust us with something a
little more complex.”
So yes, the menu carries the gateway
burger and roast chicken, but for the fearless
there’s a saffron-tinged potato salad with
chickpea miso bagna càuda, an herbaceous
Fernet-Branca semifreddo, and on April 7, a
seven-course Malört dinner featuring, so far, a
tuna Wellington wrapped in five spice-Malörtaged bacon, a Malört twinkie, and those oyster
chips, dusted in Malört powder. “I am notorious for trying to be the gateway for people to
get into Fernet and Malört,” she says. Barnes
is about to become notorious for opening another sort of gateway on the other side of the
Viagra Triangle, a new space in the same orbit
as Lodge’s late-night Division Street bro bars.
“There aren’t a lot of options for handcrafted food there,” she says. “I’m not saying there
have to be towers of foie gras and black truffles, but you can do approachable food that is
delicious.” v
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Five months is a helluva punishment.  COOK COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE

POLITICS

Jussie justice
Apparently, 150 days in jail is the penalty for the high crime of being a horse’s
ass.
By BEN JORAVSKY

L

et’s start with an apology to readers
tired of reading about Jussie Smollett—
because having watched last week’s
sentencing, I just got to get something off my
chest . . .
150 days! Are you kidding me?
My Smollett-hating readers, I realize, have a
point—there are far more compelling matters
to discuss, what with the species on the verge
of destroying itself throughout the world. But,
still . . .
150 days? That’s five freaking months!
OK, Smollett may serve less, if they take
time off for good behavior. But still, that’s
a helluva punishment for the high crime of
being a horse’s ass.
At last Thursday’s sentencing, Cook County
judge James Linn declared the time had come
to take a strong stand against Smollett’s dirty
deeds. “The hammer of justice has to fall,” the
judge proclaimed, “and it’s falling right here.
Right now.”
It was, he added, a “heater” case—that is, a
crime so upsetting it put “a stain on a city that
prides itself on diversity.”
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Hmm. Well, with all due respect to the
judge, I’m not really sure Chicagoans take
pride in diversity. Neighborhoods around here
generally stay integrated from the time the
first Black family moves in until the last white
one moves out—to paraphrase Saul Alinsky.
And I’m not even sure this case is a heater.
Typical heaters involve crimes so horrific
there’s a universal outcry to find the culprits,
if only to rid the streets of a dangerous threat.
I think we’ll all agree that under that definition, Smollett’s crime is more theater than
heater.
There was no dangerous criminal to get off
the streets, as the only crime was the crime of
making up a hate crime.
From the moment Smollett emerged with
his tall tale of being attacked by two white
guys in MAGA hats while walking home from a
Subway sandwich shop at two in the morning
on one of the coldest nights of the year—well,
everyone pretty much knew he was full of shit.
Don’t believe me, check out Dave Chappelle’s
take.
No, if there was any compelling reason for

police to move heaven and earth to find out
what happened to Jussie, it was to prove he
was a fraud, and to embarrass the liberal types
in Hollywood who fell for his fantasies.
In short, blowing open Jussie’s story was as
much about owning the libs as solving a crime.
And it will always be about owning the libs,
judging by the MAGA fundraising emails I receive using Jussie to demonstrate the softness
of Democrats on crime.
To understand the context of the fury over
Jussie, go back to November 2015. That’s when
a Cook County judge ordered Mayor Rahm to
release the video of police officer Jason Van
Dyke shooting Laquan McDonald.
The ensuing outcry helped launch Kim
Foxx’s successful campaign against incumbent
State’s Attorney Anita Alvarez in the Democratic primary.
Foxx called for alternative sentencing—a
change from the age-old model of cracking
down on crime by locking up Black men
whether they’d committed a crime or not.
For her efforts, Foxx has been public enemy
number one to MAGA types ever since. Just recently, Tim Butler, a Republican state rep from
Springfield, introduced a bill that would set
up the process for voters to recall Foxx. Why
would a downstate Republican care about the
state’s attorney in Cook County? Because the
Republicans have set up Foxx as a punching
bag, and now they’re getting ready to start
whaling away just in time for November’s
elections.
In fact, if there’s any “victim” to Smollett’s
hate-crime fantasies, it’s Foxx. Apparently,
she was taken in by the celebrities and political big shots who called her on Smollett’s
behalf in the early days of the investigation.
In any event, she threw common sense out of
the window when she agreed to drop charges
against Smollett without compelling him to
confess to his lies.
Thus, we had the absurdity of watching
Smollett claim the dropped charges proved his
innocence.
It was Smollett’s arrogance in professing
his victimhood, as much as anything else, that
turned what had been an amusing diversion
into a crime of the century.

Corporate lawyer Dan Webb got appointed
as a special prosecutor to reexamine the case.
Charges were filed against Smollett. A jury
found him guilty. And last Thursday, Judge
Linn dropped his hammer.
Look, I realize faking a hate crime is a serious offense. But who got hurt—other than, as
I already said, Kim Foxx and the Democratic
Party?
Taxpayers won’t even be out any money because Linn ordered Smollett to pay $130,000
for the police costs of investigating his “hate
crime.” So, really, what’s to be served by
throwing him into jail for 150 days? Other than
spending even more taxpayer money to incarcerate him.
But it’s a get-tough-on-crime era in America, and so the horse’s ass gets locked up.
Certainly, Smollett’s sentence is a contrast
to the one meted out nine years ago to Richard
Vanecko for manslaughter.
Vanecko is the nephew of one mayor (Richard M. Daley) and the grandson of another
(Richard J. Daley) who was sentenced to 60
days in jail after pleading guilty to killing
David Koschman in a fight in 2004.
It took years of Sun-Times articles by Tim
Novak, Carol Marin, and other reporters about
allegations of police cover-ups before Webb
was appointed to investigate the matter.
During the years before and after the SunTimes investigations, I don’t recall great outcries for justice for Koschman from Republicans or Mayor Rahm—a close Daley ally. They
were all too busy sucking up to the Daleys.
Now the Vanecko case is a classic Chicago
“heater”—as investigating officers felt the
heat that comes from knowing the Boss is
watching.
Coincidentally, another mayoral nephew/
grandson will be coming before a judge for
sentencing: former Alderman Patrick Daley
Thompson, who was recently convicted on
federal bank fraud charges.
Granted it will be a different judge in a
different courtroom. But will Daley Thompson draw more time than Smollett? We shall
see. v
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when rapture calls: love letter to Jack

By Jada Amina Harvey

the House
where a home was made
suspended there, in the shimmer,

AT S T. C H A R L E S

with every revolution
each pulsating synth
spirit breaks free of the flesh
bones lose their heaviness
tongues fly to the roof of our mouths
there is a surrender
Freedom! at the sound of the scratch
before I was here
I was handled warmly
held deep in the crease of my mother and her mother’s mother
whom kept a song on the forever of their bosom
and a gat somewhere close by

“You deserve
recovery.”
KAT C. / RCA ALUMNI

Granny worked dough
like she did the dancehall floor back in Little Rock
I stood at her side while she made cobbler crusts from scratch
watching her hands work to make something sweet out of this life
her hands,
the most tender part of her body, lay bare the bitterness
they had seen more sun than her face, sweating bullets in a field of cotton, she prayed for a
magnolia breeze
say she never got a chance to dance
as much as she would’ve liked to
but in the new world
her daughter made up for it
her footwork rebuked the boogieman who discoed under her bed
a preacher’s kid, my mama is, so she knows what it mean to be holy
and damn sure what it means to be not
saw ghosts run all over The Ware(house)
a paranormal zephyr, the DJ booth be a pulpit
speaker system be a Griot
singing high praises
for the record be the reason
and blessed be the House
there is surrender
to the joy and jinn in tha juke joint
Surah speaks of sin as a smokeless fire
ReverendPastorPreacher say,
let no man put asunder
FarleyJackmasterFunk say,
the same
when it calls,
jack

Jada-Amina is a South Side Chicago born and based, Black Indigenous American singer, writer, and
cultural worker.
In Jada-Amina’s world, Black Chicago is a surrogate motherland, House is a home, the dance floor is
soil and synths are sirens, sending us back into the scene of the rapture.
This iteration of the Poetry Corner curated by Jada-Amina , The Space We Make is a selection of
poems that considers the importance of Black spatial intimacy amidst state violence. From plantation
to pew, poetry is our common ground. Defining us by a sense of radical possibility, this collection
reflects on the spaces that transcend demolition & displacement and courrier Black future in Chicago
and our cousins in other chocolate cities.
A biweekly series curated by the Chicago Reader and sponsored by the Poetry Foundation.

FREE Online Events from the Poetry Foundation
Celebrating the Poets of Forms & Features
Featuring poets honing their craft in this long-running
workshop series
Thursday, March 24, 2022, 6:00 PM
Learn more about resources and opportunities at
PoetryFoundation.org

Overcome
Addiction in 2022
INPATIENT & OUTPATIENT TREATMENT INCLUDING

TELETHERAPY, FAMILY SUPPORT & ALUMNI SERVICES

As your journey to recovery begins at our world-class
facility, you will be treated with compassion and dignity
by our expert team of addiction professionals.
Our team is dedicated to treating addiction and healing
families and will be by your side from the time you call
us through a lifetime in recovery.

In-Network with Major Insurance Providers

Open & Admitting Patients 24/7/365

Call Today: 331-422-4851
RecoveryCentersOfAmerica.com/stcharles
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Tosca at Lyric Opera  TODD ROSENBERG

CULTURE

A resonant Tosca
Someone needed to take him out.
By DEANNA ISAACS

T

here’s a war raging in Europe. A brutal
clash that includes an entrenched repressive autocracy and ordinary civilians
determined to fight for their freedom. Tyrannical power is vested in one man—a deranged
“security” professional who cares only about
his own twisted agenda. He decides who lives
and dies; everyone trembles before him.
Someone needs to take him out.
Sound familiar? It’s Tosca at Lyric Opera,
where someone does take him out. But with
consequences. It’s not a happy ending.
Meanwhile, it’s feast or famine for opera
in Chicago. We can wander for months in an
opera desert, then find ourselves caught in a
torrent. Four operas and an oratorio are open-
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ing on stages here this month, most in the next
two weeks, including two on the same Saturday night—one of them a one-off. However
accidental, it feels like a festival.
Tosca famously features some of opera’s
most thrilling music. This production, helmed
by women—Eun Sun Kim conducting the
excellent Lyric Opera Orchestra, and director
Louisa Muller—doesn’t disappoint on that
score. It presents two glorious voices, soprano
Michelle Bradley and tenor Russell Thomas,
in the lead roles of an opera star (Tosca) and
her lover (the artist Cavaradossi)—along with
a story that, while set in Rome in 1800, resonates with the desperate moment we’re living
in.

All the more so since the villain, police chief
Baron Scarpia, who can be the evil but charismatic hub of the story, is, in this production,
a relatively nondescript presence. As sung
by baritone Fabián Veloz , he’s almost as unimposing as that twerp in the Kremlin who’s
holding the world hostage with threats of
nuclear Armageddon.
Tosca, with a libretto by Luigi Illica and
Giuseppe Giacosa, but riding securely on its
Giacomo Puccini score (which has been ably
described as the “best film music” ever), was
first produced in 1900. It usually plays as verismo melodrama, with Scarpia’s deviousness
and lust pitted against Cavaradossi’s noble nature and Tosca’s fiery spirit, while the battles
for control of Europe rage in the distant background. Before the curtain went up on Lyric’s
opening night, however, general director
Anthony Freud took the stage to deliver this
brief message: “Opera is an international art
form . . . our company includes members with
strong Ukrainian roots . . . our hearts go out to
all those suffering as a result of the horrifying
war in Ukraine.”
Then, as the audience stood, chorus, orchestra, and those in attendance who knew it
united for a performance of the Ukrainian national anthem. The war at the crux of Tosca’s
plot melded with the war we’re watching in
real time.
The international nature of classical music,
noted by Freud, means that the lesser effects
of this war will include cancellations of performances for logistical and philosophical
reasons. And it brings a longstanding quandary—the original cancel culture question—to
the fore.
Does an artist’s behavior matter?
Should an artist’s political or social opinion
affect our response to their work?
Is the answer different for a living artist
than for one—like, say, Wagner—who’s dead?
Earlier this month Russian soprano and
Lyric Opera favorite Anna Netrebko withdrew
from a Metropolitan Opera production of
Turandot, opening in April (and from Don Carlos next season), after the Met demanded that
she “repudiate her public support for Vladimir
Putin while he wages war on Ukraine.”
In a statement issued by the Met, general

manager Peter Gelb said this is “a great artistic loss . . . but with Putin killing innocent
victims in Ukraine, there was no way forward.”
Netrebko, who has supported Putin in the
past (and once told an interviewer that she
would have loved to have been his girlfriend),
had posted her own statement on Facebook
days earlier, in response to a concert cancellation in Denmark. “I am opposed to this war,”
Netrebko said, but “forcing artists or any
public figure to voice their political opinions in
public and to denounce their homeland is not
right.”
Lyric Opera isn’t having to deal with this
question right now; no Russian singers are
scheduled before fall. And it’s not an issue
yet at Symphony Center, where a spokesperson said no performers have publicly shown
support for Russia and its leadership, and
programming has not been impacted..
“Every week we welcome artists to our
stage from all over the world as part of an
ongoing belief that music can be a bridge from
one culture to another, can bring healing in
difficult times, and in this moment can also be
a sign of support and encouragement for the
people of Ukraine,” is how Chicago Symphony
Orchestra Association president Jeff Alexander responded to an emailed query.
But on Friday, the Auditorium Theatre
announced that appearances by the Russian-based Eifman Ballet (of Saint Petersburg), scheduled for May 20-22, have been
cancelled, “in light of COVID-19 restrictions
for international travel and the current geopolitical climate.” A spokesperson for the
Auditorium said Eifman cancelled its entire
U.S. tour.
Here’s what’s on tap for opera fans in Chicago this month: two free semi-staged concert
performances of Pale Courage, by Roosevelt
University’s Chicago College of Performing
Arts faculty member Kyong Mee Choi, performed by graduate voice students at the
Merle Reskin Theatre, March 18-19; Terence
Blanchard’s Fire Shut Up in My Bones (based
on the memoir by Charles M. Blow) at Lyric
Opera, March 24-April 8; Chicago Fringe Opera’s production of Two Remain (Out of Darkness), by Jake Heggie and Gene Scheer at the
Edge Theater, March 26-27 and April 2-3; and
Haymarket Opera Company’s one-night-only
performance of Alessandro Stradella’s oratorio La Susanna, March 26 at DePaul University’s Gannon Concert Hall. Tosca continues at
Lyric Opera through April 10. v
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HYBRIDWORK—a flexible
arrangement where employees can work from home,
their office, a coworking
space, or all three—allows
hiring teams to tap into larger
talent pools, increase diversity at their company, and retain happy employees. Here
are four elements employees
want most in a workplace:
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Six Chicago coworking spaces to
inspire your best work
By Megan Eileen McDonough, Content Strategist at Deskpass
Paid sponsored content from Deskpass

W
ANDERSONVILLE’S FRIENDLY
NEIGHBORHOOD COMIC SHOP

USE THE CODE

CHIBEST22
TO TAKE 10% OFF
YOUR ENTIRE ONLINE
PURCHASE AT
ALLEYCATCOMICS.COM
DISCOUNT VALID FOR ONE PURCHASE
PER CUSTOMER

5304 N CLARK STREET REAR
CHICAGO, IL 60640
STORE@ALLEYCATCOMICS.COM

Find hundreds
of Readerrecommended
restaurants,
exclusive video
features, and sign up
for weekly news at
chicagoreader.com/
food.

orking from home is
great, but not all the
time. While most correspondence makes sense virtually,
there’s a certain magic of meeting
with your team in person—safely,
of course, and when inspiration
strikes. With the pandemic accelerating what was already a trend toward flexible work arrangements,
it’s quickly becoming the norm.
Employees report higher levels of
productivity, less stress, and a better work/life balance when allowed
to choose (and, with Deskpass’s filters, even curate) their ideal workplace environment.
Spring is in the air, and now is
the perfect time to get out of the
house and check in to some of Chicago’s best coworking spaces, all
available on the Deskpass network.
Loop
Space: TeamWorking by TechNexus
Vibe: collaborative
Great for: remote teams
When it comes to flexible work
solutions, TeamWorking at TechNexus is tough to top. They offer virtual-enabled small-group
meeting rooms, many large TVs
on rolling carts that can connect
anywhere virtually, and the ability
for teams to access their shared coworking areas. There’s also a roof
terrace, wellness center, podcast
studio, and more.
West Loop
Space: Bond Collective
Vibe: luxury
Great for: large team meetings

Bond Collective sure knows
how to make a great first impression. It’s a design lover’s dream;
get ready for massive (yet tasteful) ceiling chandeliers, plush sofas, and leather chairs. Spanning
70,000 square feet of private and
shared office space, conference
rooms accommodate up to 12 people, and their boardroom can fit
20—whiteboards,
presentation
displays, and multimedia connectors and adapters included.
South Loop
Space: Mox.E
Vibe: inclusive
Great for: networking
Mox.E is a BIPOC-owned and
business-focused workspace with
a social-impact mission. They
support ethnic diversity and foster the spirit of entrepreneurial
collaboration. It’s a go-to coworking space for underrepresented
entrepreneurs to build, connect,
and capitalize their businesses. In
addition to three meeting rooms
and a private office, Mox.E hosts
networking events and workshops.
River Point
Space: Servcorp
Vibe: professional
Great for: corporate meetings
Located in one of Chicago’s newest and most noteworthy skyscrapers, Servcorp’s 17th-floor space
features floor-to-ceiling windows
offering panoramic views of the
Chicago River. The fully-furnished
workspace balances privacy and
open space, with a selection of offices, boardrooms, meeting rooms,

and communal areas to work from.
They have a second location in the
Loop.
Avondale
Space: Guild Row
Vibe: community-oriented
Great for: creators
Designed by emerging Chicago-based firm DAAM (an acronym
for Design, Architecture, Art, and
Making), the Guild Row campus
includes a coworking space, teaching kitchen, woodshed, live fire
cooking station, and a members
lounge with a cafe and bar. It’s definitely a go-to for creatives of all industries; you’ll find everyone here
from nonprofit professionals and
educators to artists and activists.
Highland Park
Space: Dayhouse Coworking
Vibe: welcoming
Great for: working parents
This
women-owned
workspace
has
parent-friendly policies in
place, an entrepreneurial energy, and leads
with a focus on workday
wellness. Housed in a
vintage industrial building with exposed brick
and beams, it has West
Loop luxury vibes with
suburban convenience.
Amenities
include
conference rooms,
a quiet work zone,
phone booths, lactation room, and
more.

Proximity to their home
Many workers enjoy walking
or biking to the space and
exploring the surrounding
neighborhoods to visit lunch
spots nearby, saving time
in their day and leading to
beer work/life balance.
A private space to take calls
Phone booths are becoming
increasingly important, especially for those who cowork
from the common area of a
coworking space but need
privacy for phone calls or
virtual meetings.
A professional environment
Environment is everything.
Spaces with an inspiring atmosphere, a variety of seating
options, reliable WiFi, and
easy access to public transportation are top of mind.
Business amenities
Employees prioritize workspaces with phone booths,
meeting room technology,
printing stations, and standing desks. A space’s amenities
are featured on its Deskpass
profile.

Deskpass is a hybrid work solution for companies with remote or distributed teams. Through our network of thousands
of workspaces across the world, we provide on-demand desks, meeting rooms, and private offices by the hour, day, week,
and month. There’s no setup or monthly fees—it’s purely pay as you go. Deskpass is available globally.
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Lisa Korneichuk  COURTESY LISA KORNEICHUK

On February 28, the Reader connected
with Lisa Korneichuk, a Fulbright scholar
who moved from Kyiv to Chicago with her
husband in September 2021 to study at the
School of the Art Institute. Lisa has dealt with
Russian aggression firsthand since 2014, when
her hometown of Horlivka was overtaken by
Russian-backed separatists as part of a wider
effort to occupy Ukraine’s eastern Donbas
region. Korneichuk shared her account of the
events leading up to this moment in history,
and what life has been like for her in Chicago
and her family and friends in Kyiv in the days
since Putin launched his full-scale war on
Ukraine. As the situation continued to unfold,
we followed up with her on March 14. What
follows are Korneichuk’s own words, as told to
the Reader.

I
WORLD

Life during wartime
A Ukrainian student living in Chicago shares her perspective on the Russian
invasion of her homeland.
By JAMIE LUDWIG

O

n February 24, Russian troops
invaded Ukraine under the orders
of President Vladimir Putin in an
unprovoked, illegal invasion that
sent shock waves around the world.
While Putin may have hoped Ukraine’s government, led by President Volodymyr Zelenskyy,
would be quickly overthrown, what he got
instead was a mass resistance movement of
Ukrainian civilians defending their homes and
neighbors and fighting alongside the country’s
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armed forces.
The international community has responded to the Russian aggression with economic
sanctions and provided financial and military
support to Ukraine. Businesses have suspended operations in Moscow and other Russian
cities. Individuals from all walks of life have
lent their support through private donations
and humanitarian aid, and many have even
opened their homes to some of the 2.5 million
who have fled the invasion as of this writing.

’m a Fulbright student and I really wanted to study arts journalism in Chicago. I
found this program [at SAIC] when I was
in Ukraine, and I thought it was the perfect
program for me because I run a small arts
newspaper in Ukraine called VONO (which is
currently on hold). I applied for the Fulbright
grant program, but it was postponed because
of COVID, so I only came to Chicago in September 2021.
Before I came here, I lived in Kyiv with my
husband, but originally I’m from Horlivka,
an industrial city in the east of Ukraine. It
was occupied in 2014 by Russian soldiers and
pro-Russian separatists, and I haven’t been
there since. This war that started five days
ago—this full-scale war in Ukraine—began in
2014 as a Russian invasion of these territories.
[The Russians] encouraged these territories
to separate from Ukraine, using propaganda
and some very bad tactics that Russia actually
performed before in Abkhazia, Georgia, and in
other countries, including Moldova. After this,
my family had to travel to other cities that
were controlled by Ukraine.
Right now my family are in Kyiv, and my
uncle and his family and his young children
are in Kharkiv, a city that is under very heavy
shelling and missile attacks. These attacks are
happening in civilian areas. Kyiv is surrounded

by small suburban towns, and all of them are
suffering very heavily. Many of them are almost completely destroyed. People there are
on the brink of a humanitarian catastrophe,
and this happens not only in these big cities,
but around all of Ukraine.
There are many saboteurs, groups who are
trying to provoke the conflict from the inside.
So all of my friends in Kyiv are doing something to oppose this. Some of them are joining
the Territorial Defense Forces. One guy I
know [who joined] was a cook. He worked in a
ramen cafe, and he has no military background
whatsoever. Many of my friends are artists
and designers and creative industry people.
Now they have to make Molotov cocktails and
help our military, and deliver medical aid and
food to those who can’t leave the city. Many
people in Kyiv who are disabled, or people who
need some support, some of them are just cut
[off ] from food and medicine and help. So my
friends are working very hard to help those
people right now, and to defend the city.
Since the very first day of the war, many
people have joined the resistance as volunteers. Some companies and organizations
reorganized their processes to fundraise,
deliver aid, and promote informational campaigns. Some people have to leave their work
to join the army or defense forces in their
cities. Yet many people, like my family, can’t
take an active role in resistance. They have
to take care of their relatives, neighbors, and
pets. They can’t evacuate either, so they have
to hide in shelters and basements. And every
day—five or seven times—my parents have to
go back and forth from their flat on the eighth
floor and the basement. The basements are
not really the places you want to spend time in
at all; they are dusty and dirty, and there is no
place to sleep. Some people have to just sit for
the whole night, listening to the bombing. This
is a horrific situation.
There are many people who are suffering
deeply, and [everyone] wants an independent,
liberated Ukraine—independent of Russia.
Some of them are just pure heroes who can
stop Russian tanks with their bare hands,
saying, “Go home. You are not welcome here.”
In the south of Ukraine, in occupied cities like
Berdiansk or Kherson, people protest every
day, gathering with Ukrainian flags for peaceful rallies to show the Russian military that
they are against the Russian government. [The
Ukrainian government] has accused Russian
troops of trying to organize a fake referendum
to announce this region as an “independent
people’s republic,” the same as they did in
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Donbas in 2014. But people protest against
this every day. I think this is an eloquent example of Ukrainian stances on this.
To add some context, the whole problem for
Russia with Ukrainian independence started
in 2014, when Ukrainians organized mass
protests around the country against the former president, Viktor Yanukovych, who was
a notoriously corrupt supporter of close ties
with Russia. But the Ukrainian people were
against economic or political collaborations
with Russia. And they gathered on the squares
and demanded the shift of Ukrainian politics
toward Europe because Ukraine has historically been a European country. It has European
culture, very deeply on many levels. This protest was called Euromaidan, or the Revolution
of Dignity.
It started with students, young people.
They gathered in the main square to protest
for integration with Europe when the police
heavily attacked them. When everyone saw
this footage on TV of young children being
beaten violently by the police, everyone just
ran out on the squares. It lasted for many
months. People were living on the square,
singing, making art, cooking, and building barricades. After a few months, the police started
to attack the protesters, while snipers killed
over one hundred people on the Independence
Square in Kyiv. Casualties were reported in
other cities too. It was a very tough battle, but
finally, Yanukovych left the country—which is
what Ukrainians wanted at that time.
I was there. My family was there. Everyone
I know was there. Many artists were there.
Art played a huge part in the protest. Artists
produced a lot of cultural materials, posters,
songs, and artworks. The consequences of
Euromaidan were significant: It was a huge
boost for our cultural development, for our
economic development, for our human-rights
development.
After that, the LGBTQ+ organizations got
more exposure and established mass demonstrations in Ukrainian cities. They happened
in many cities, where it was just unthinkable
before. Many new art and cultural platforms
opened after 2014, both governmental and
artist-run. Ukraine stated its desire to join the
European countries, to join the democracies,
to join some sort of basic idea of how the contemporary society should work based on the
values of law and freedom.
Russia sees Ukraine as a satellite—as a
small supplement of its empire—and it denies
the possibility of independent Ukraine. So
what we see now is a vendetta of the Russian

empire against us. [When] they occupied
parts of our territories in 2014, they started
prosecutions of, for example, Crimean Tatars,
a huge diaspora in Crimea. Those people are
basically political prisoners, whom [Russia]
claimed to be terrorists just because they are
Muslim. That’s horrible.
Ukrainians are so resilient now, and they
are fighting so hard and so tough, because
they don’t want to be part of a country where
human rights are under scrutiny, that doesn’t
have free elections, that kills people who are in
opposition or who try to speak up. We aren’t
and never will be like this. I think that’s very
important to understand that this conflict—
it’s not a conflict, actually, it’s a war—is targeted at those of us who don’t want this kind of
life.
I think if in 2014 there were still places and
regions that were kind of neutral about Russia,
nowadays I feel like every city, every town,
every part of Ukraine has made a decision to
fight till the end—until the last Russian [soldier] leaves the country. It’s war, of course, and
everyone is very upset and scared for their future, but no one wants to negotiate with Putin.
No one wants to negotiate with the criminals,
and this is what the Russian government [is].
They’re breaking war rules now. They’re using
our uniforms pretending to be in the Ukrainian
army, but they’re not. And they are bombing
civilian areas right now, using vacuum bombs
that are banned by the Geneva Convention,
shelling humanitarian corridors and blocking
humanitarian aid to the occupied cities. So
what they are doing now in Ukraine are war
crimes. They deserve to be prosecuted in the
international courts.
I was thinking today that I’ve actually
learned a lot about the world in these past
couple of weeks. The way the world has responded to the war is very insightful. I see how
capitalism works in war, I see how lobbying
works in this context, how countries can state
some values and never follow them. I see how
both the far right and the far left can take the
same position of “These are two empires [the
U.S. and Russia] fighting each other.” This is
bullshit. As a person who supports left ideas,
and who has many leftist activist [friends]
at home in Kyiv, I feel betrayed by these narratives of the U.S. promoting the war, or that
we should leave Ukraine in the Russian zone of
influence. I hear that a lot from the left. There
are plenty of those responses on many Twitter
accounts, many websites.
I just don’t want to imagine a world where
Russia gets Ukraine . . . I have to say, Russia

has larger ambitions than just Ukraine. Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, maybe Finland. Those are
countries that are definitely under the same
threat. And who knows what’s next?
[Living here in Chicago during this], I don’t
have time to go for the counseling service at
my school. I have to constantly check on my
family, my friends—I have to ask them every
two hours, if it’s quiet, if they’re in the shelters, if it’s OK in Kyiv. I beg them to leave, but
it’s hard to leave the city now. . . . I constantly
feel the guilt of not being there. And I try
spending every minute to contact anyone, to
sign letters, to translate news, to write to writers and the media—to do something.
I don’t think any kind of support can be
enough. What’s happening now is a tragedy.
Maybe a year ago, or two years ago, many big
American media companies wrote about Kyiv,
about its legendary music scene and its techno
parties. So many foreigners came to Ukraine,
to our venues and festivals, and we felt like
we were kind of discovered as a place and
community.
I feel like my friends there—the very talented people who stayed—they just don’t deserve
this. Kyiv and other Ukrainian cities don’t
deserve this. I feel like there are some places
in the world where the people are never, ever
going to feel something that other people feel.
I can’t imagine how averapeople from Syria,
or people from Ukraine can [relate] to people
from some big cities in the U.S., or Belgium,
or the Netherlands, or some other countries
where people can just live their normal lives—
where [the average] problems are just “what
to do with my life, how to build my career, how
to develop my future.” We don’t have these
challenges in Ukraine. Our only challenge is
to survive—just to survive one more day. And
we’re constantly aware that the peace we had
a few weeks ago was very fragile. Now, I don’t
really know what to say. I feel like my life will
never be the same.
In the West, it’s hard to explain that when
you are talking about Ukrainian topics, you
have to invite Ukrainians to speak. You have
to amplify Ukrainian voices. There is research
that suggests that 70 percent of the Russian
population supports this war or actively approves of the actions of their government, but
I often see how art institutions, cultural institutions, and schools invite Russian speakers
to talk about the events while Ukrainians are
missed.
For example, the School of the Art Institute
just had an event that was aimed at explaining
the politics of Russia toward Ukraine and the

history of the Russian-Ukrainian relationship.
They invited a Russian speaker to explain how
sanctions hurt and negatively impact the Russian population. No one from Ukraine was represented. . . . I feel sad that a school in the city
of Chicago, where there is such a big Ukrainian
diaspora, couldn’t manage to find a Ukrainian
speaker—they couldn’t even find a Ukrainian
student in their school. It’s like, “Maybe invite
me to join this talk.”
This is a very common situation. It happens
a lot with journalists and opinion makers who
are trying to compare Russian suffering with
Ukrainian suffering. . . . We are not fighting
[about] who suffers most, but it’s very obvious
that when you are short on money, it’s not the
same as when you can be [killed].
There are various ways to resist [the war],
both personally and collectively. And it’s up
to Russians to decide how to respond. I don’t
want to judge them. I just feel it’s wrong to distract from the suffering of Ukrainians, and to
occupy the platforms that Ukrainians should
use to speak right now.
It’s important to apply postcolonial optics
on the relationships between Russia and
Ukraine, and understand how Russia—contemporary Russia and also Russia as the main
country of the USSR—oppressed and exhausted the former republics of the USSR, its
neighboring countries, and how it appropriated their resources to enhance itself. These
narratives are still in place. For example, when
people think of the USSR, they think first of all
about Russia, and everything that was made in
the USSR is perceived as Russian.
When we fall into this type of thinking it
leads many people in the West to omit other
nations and other voices. So it’s important
for the media to be very careful about “Who
are the people who are talking about this
issue?” Specifically on the issues of war. It’s
crucial to talk to Ukrainian journalists, to talk
to Ukrainian experts, to invite Ukrainians to
speak about it. In terms of institutions, it’s
important that if you hold events on this topic
Ukrainians are represented. . . .
Words are very important in contemporary
wars. How you represent things, how you talk
about things, and whom you give platforms to
speak. It’s very important. It may be a game
changer. That’s something that Americans
have to try to find some empathy to understand, and I think American media should realize that some of the coverage they promote
about this war is very ignorant. v
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Let them play
A bill preventing trans children from playing on teams that align with their
gender identities stalled in the state assembly last year, but advocates warn
the threat still looms large.
BY ADAM RHODES

A

t least 119 bills restricting the participation of trans youth in organized sports have been introduced
in statehouses across the country
since January 2021. Most of them
were voted down, or, like one introduced in
the Illinois State Assembly by a downstate
representative last year, failed to advance by
the end of the legislative session. But nearly a
dozen other states have passed such laws.
Advocates in Illinois say the specter of such
bills could have a chilling effect on trans youth
participation in sports, despite guidance
issued by the Illinois Department of Human
Rights (IDHR) in December, which states that
both Illinois and federal law support trans students’ access to sports teams that align with
their gender identity.
“Young people learn a lot of important life
lessons in sports: leadership, confidence,
self-respect, and what it means to be part of a
team,” says Myles Brady Davis, press secretary
at Equality Illinois, an LGBTQ+ rights advocacy group. “Bills attempting to shut trans youth
out of those opportunities promote discrimination and encourage harassment.”
On March 3, Iowa’s Republican governor
Kim Reynolds signed the latest bill that would
bar transgender student athletes from participating in sports that comport with their gender identities as opposed to their sex assigned
at birth. NBC reports that the bill, which
bars trans women and girls from competing
on female sports teams “from kindergarten
through college,” is the 11th such bill passed in
the United States.
In Illinois, the Democrat-controlled State
Assembly has signaled strong support for
trans people. And in addition to the guidance
issued by IDHR in December, the Illinois High
School Association, which regulates most high
school sports competitions in the states, also
provides a framework for trans athletes to
play on teams that comport with their gender
identities.
But trans students who may not be aware
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of those protections could be dissuaded from
sports they would otherwise have access to
by the debate overtaking statehouses across
the country, says Carolyn Wahlskog, director
of operations and programming at LGBTQ+
advocacy group Youth Outlook.
And even with these robust protections, Republican legislators in the state are still taking
aim at trans youth.
State representative David Friess—a
Republican who represents Red Bud and
surrounding areas—filed a bill in May 2021
to amend the state’s Interscholastic Athletic
Organization Act to require that school sports
be segregated by gender, and force students
to compete as their biological sex, even if it
does not comport with their gender identity.
The bill would have also required a written
statement stating a student’s biological sex
and whether they had been taking any “performance enhancing drugs.”
The bill stalled in committee last year, and
Friess says that Democratic committee members have all but refused to call the bill. It’s an
issue he still hopes his colleagues consider,
however. The bill’s cosponsors, Adam Niemerg
(R-109) and Amy Grant (R-42), did not respond
to inquiries by press time.
“I would love to push [the bill],” Friess
says. But he admits that he doubts it will go
anywhere.
Wahlskog says bills like Friess’s that are
doomed from the start target trans students
for the sake of political clout.
“[Legislators] know it’s not going to pass,
they’re just doing it for their constituents,”
she says. “Bills like this are really unfortunate
for our state because it shows young people
that there are people who don’t want them to
feel included just because of their orientation
and gender identity and that’s the exact opposite of the message we should be putting out
there to young people.”
In an interview with the Reader about the
bill, Friess made a number of comments that
reflect common criticisms of the inclusion of
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transgender athletes, namely trans women,
in sports with cisgender athletes. Some of his
statements were also outwardly transphobic.
“Trans women, who are actually boys,
should not be competing [with cisgender
women],” Friess says. “This is not an anti-trans bill, this is really a pro-female athlete
bill.” He adds that the inclusion of trans athletes could also threaten sports scholarships
that he says “people in the inner city” need to
“escape.”
Critics of transgender athletes—and trans
women in particular—often argue that they
enjoy an unfair competitive advantage over
cisgender athletes. Testosterone as a determinant of one’s athletic ability is central to
those arguments. But experts have repeatedly
argued that these claims rely too heavily on
outdated notions about the hormone, its role
in the human body, and who it affects.
In 2018, South African runner and Olympic
medalist Caster Semenya, an intersex person
who was assigned a female gender at birth,
sued the International Amateur Athletic
Federation after the organization changed
its rules to force women competitors with
high testosterone levels to take medication to
lower them. The case is ongoing.
Jack Turban, a psychiatrist who studies the
mental health of trans youth, noted last year
in Scientific American that some cisgender
women may have elevated testosterone levels
due to an endocrine disorder. Turban also
pointed out that trans girls who are taking
puberty blockers, which inhibit the body’s
hormone production, have “negligible” levels
of testosterone.
Even if trans athletes enjoyed some competitive advantage, Turban and others point
out that there are also myriad, significant
factors that often prevent trans student athletes from succeeding in sports. Research has

shown that trans youth disproportionately
deal with mental illness, including depression
and anxiety, and are more likely to experience
homelessness.
And for all the commotion about trans athletes taking over youth sports, most lawmakers have either been unable to name a single
athlete in their state or admit that only a small
number of trans athletes even compete in high
school sports.
Advocates for trans youth worry that
Friess’s bill could have harmful impacts on
trans youth in the state even though it stalled
in committee.
“We know the ugly rhetoric surrounding
them is having a real impact on the mental
health and well-being [of] LGBTQ young people,” Brady Davis says.
Echoing those concerns, LGBTQ+ youth
suicide prevention group The Trevor Project
said in January that 85 percent of trans and
nobinary youth told the group as part of a poll
in late 2021 that debates over anti-trans bills
like Friess’s have negatively impacted their
mental health.
“Trans kids want the opportunity to play
sports for the same reason other kids do: to
be a part of a team where they feel like they
belong,” Brady Davis says. “For legislators
to try and discriminate against kids and ban
them from playing because they’re trans denies these kids this vital important childhood
experience and all the lessons it teaches.”
But for those same trans kids who are feeling the effects of being caught in the crossfire
of the latest culture war, advocates and supporters like Wahlskog say the solution is very
simple.
“We like to tell them that if you want to play,
you can play,” Wahlskog says. v
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An accessible pedestrian signal.  JOHN GREENFIELD

ON TRANSPORTATION

Crosswalk
class-action
clears hurdle
A lawsuit to force Chicago to retrofit
stoplight intersections with signals
for vision-impaired pedestrians
advances.
By JOHN GREENFIELD

A

ndy Slater, a legally blind 47-yearold media artist and singer for The
Velcro Lewis Group psychedelic
funk band, calls Chicago’s dearth
of accessible pedestrian signals “a
huge pain in the ass.”
Installed at stoplight intersections, accessible pedestrian signals (APS) are devices
that constantly emit a “tock” sound to alert
people with visual impairments of their
locations. When a person pushes a button on
the gadget, they’re provided with a recorded
message or other auditory and tactile cues
that tell them whether or not they have a
walk signal.
Slater lives with his wife and son in west
suburban Berwyn near the CTA Blue Line’s
Oak Park stop. He said he fi rst encountered an
accessible signal in 2006 at Roosevelt Road
and Wood Street next to the headquarters
of the Chicago Lighthouse, a social service
organization for the blind, where he worked
as the news editor for its CRIS Radio station.
The Illinois Center for Rehabilitation and Education, which also serves visually impaired
people, is next door, and the artist estimates
that hundreds of blind people travel through
the intersection daily.
Slater usually has to listen for traffic to
determine whether it’s safe to cross a street,
which he said is becoming more difficult as
near-silent electric cars become more prevalent. At loud, confusing intersections, he
has to ask passers-by whether he has a walk
signal, or even resort to requesting that they

take his arm and escort him across the roadway. Where they exist, accessible signals are
a big help in making him feel safer and more
independent.
As such, in the late 2000s Slater asked
then-Second Ward alderman Bob Fioretti’s
office if the city could install a series of accessible signals to help visually impaired Blue
Line commuters like himself navigate from
the Illinois Medical District station to the
Lighthouse and rehab center. “They said, ‘No,
it’s too expensive,’” he recalled. “I realized,
‘Oh, I have to deal with City Hall? I’m not
going to be the one advocating for this shit,
because I don’t have time.’”
There appeared to be some action on that
front in July 2019, the 29th anniversary of the
Americans with Disabilities Act, when Mayor
Lori Lightfoot announced plans to install
new accessible signals at 25 to 50 intersections across the city over the next two years
via a partnership between the Chicago Department of Transportation (CDOT) and the
Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities. At
that time there were 11 intersections with the
devices.
However, in September 2019, Disability
Rights Advocates (DRA), a legal center with
offices in New York and California, filed a
class action lawsuit against the city and
CDOT, alleging that the pace at which APS
devices were being installed was too slow.
The lawsuit, which was filed on behalf of
the American Council of the Blind of Metropolitan Chicago and three individual

plaintiffs with visual impairments, claimed
that Chicago systemically discriminates
against blind residents and visitors by not
installing enough APS devices at stoplight
intersections.
The individual plaintiffs are Ann Brash, a
retired claims specialist for the Social Security Administration; Ray Campbell, a senior
accessibility analyst at United Airlines and a
vice president of the American Council of the
Blind; and Maureen Heneghan, a volunteer
with Second Sense, a Chicago-based organization that provides services to the blind.
“Sighted people wouldn’t accept having
safety information about only 11 out of 2,670
[stoplight] intersections,” said Campbell in
a statement when the suit was filed. “Why
should I?”
By April 2021, about 20 months after
Lightfoot’s announcement, Chicago had only
installed accessible signals at four more intersections, for a total of 15.
That was when the U.S. Department of Justice announced it had moved to intervene as a
plaintiff in the private lawsuit, applying more
pressure to the city. “We are concerned about
the serious lack of accessibility to safe intersection crossings for Chicagoans who are
blind,” said U.S. attorney John R. Lausch Jr.
for the Northern District of Illinois in a statement. “We are confident that our involvement
in this important case will ultimately bring a
meaningful resolution to the city.”
Asked about that development at the time,
Chicago Department of Law spokesperson
Kristen Cabanban stated, “While the city
denies any violation of federal law, it does not
oppose this intervention and looks forward
to working with the DOJ to build upon the
commitments and foundation it has already
made in this area.”
However, at the present time, roughly two
years and eight months after Lightfoot promised 25 to 50 new intersections with accessible signals, only 15 new locations have gotten
the devices, for a total of 26, according to a
CDOT staffer. That’s less than one percent of
Chicago’s stoplight intersections.

Last week, the class action lawsuit reached
another milestone as Judge Elaine Bucklo for
the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois approved a motion for class
certification for the suit. According to Jelena
Kolic, a Chicago-based senior staff attorney
for Disability Rights Advocates, this means
Bucklo found the plaintiffs to be adequate
representatives for the class, which includes
people who are blind or have low vision.
Kolic said Brash, Cambell, Heneghan, and
the American Council of the Blind of Metropolitan Chicago spent years advocating for
more accessible signals in our city, and they
saw the lawsuit as a last resort to get some
movement on the issue. The lawyer clarified
that the plaintiffs are not seeking a fi nancial
settlement (“No checks will be cut here”),
but are simply asking the city be required to
retrofit existing stoplight intersections, and
include APS whenever new traffic signals are
installed.
Kolic said Chicago may be the worst major
city in the U.S. for accessible signals, with far
fewer of them than western cities like Los
Angeles, Phoenix, San Francisco, and Seattle.
She added that New York City had more APS
intersections than Chicago when DRA fi led a
lawsuit against that city over the same issue.
Last year NYC was ordered to install accessible signals at all traffic signal intersections
within 10 years, and Kolic hopes for a similar
outcome in Chicago.
A spokesperson for Chicago’s law department declined to weigh in on Bucklo’s decision. “The city does not comment on ongoing
litigation.”
Asked what he thinks of the local lawsuit,
Slater said, “I love it. I was so happy to hear
about it.” He added that if accessible signals
were installed at every stoplight intersection
in town, “I would feel so much more confident
and safe to go out on my own. It just pissed
me the hell off that the city either doesn’t
know, or doesn’t care, how important APS is
for people like me.” v
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THEY CALL US

theycallus.com
The magazine will release its next issue, “They
Call Us Matrons,” on Thu 3/31.
The They Call Us
team (L-R) Asko
Skladany, Kailah
Peters, Morgan
Kail-Ackerman,
and Meg Harris. 
COURTESY THEY CALL US

LIT FEATURE

They Call Us and we answer back
Chicago-based literary magazine works toward reclamation and empowerment.
BY SAM STROOZAS

T

wenty-three-year-old Morgan Kail-Ackerman was catcalled three separate
times near Fullerton in Lincoln Park.
“Fuck you lady,” “Bitch,” and a familiar, cringeworthy wolf whistle accompanied her walk
near DePaul University.
As she held the door open for a man at Lou
Malnati’s, she was objectified. “He thought
that because I opened the door for him, he was
entitled to compliment me on my looks,” she
says.
In 2019, University of Illinois Chicago student Ruth George was catcalled in a parking
garage by Donald Thurman, who got angry
when she ignored his insults. He followed
George to her car, strangled her to death, and
sexually assaulted her.
Thurman’s defense? He said he thought
George “was pretty,” and tried talking to her.
When she didn’t answer, he got mad.
In an online survey conducted by nonprofit
Stop Street Harassment in 2018, 81 percent of
women said they had experienced some form
of sexual harassment during their lifetime.
Even with a global pandemic and layers of
masks, rates of catcalling haven’t been minimized because street harassment is not just
about looks, but also about power.
When Kail-Ackerman was catcalled, she
decided she would take some of that power
back, and the first edition of They Call Us was
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envisioned.
They Call Us is a literary magazine run by
four current and former DePaul University
students. One of the publication’s goals is to
empower gender minorities, and They Call
Us accepts submissions of art and writing
from the public in order to further that goal.
The first edition of the zine, “They Call Us
Theirs,” explored body autonomy and street
harassment.
Since its launch in spring 2020, the zine has
had nine editions ranging from “They Call Us
Bitches” to “They Call Us Bridezillas,” each
exploring a different label that is often put on
gender minorities.
Slut, prude, damsel, witch, bossy, or dyke—
it’s all about letting gender minorities know
they are for themselves and no one else, says
Meg Harris, social media coordinator for They
Call Us.
“We want people to be able to see themselves and know they aren’t alone,” she says.
“There are larger societal issues at play, and by
talking about it we can identify it and change
it, where is the root and how can we rip it out.”
The final piece of prose in the winter 2021
edition helped to shape the edition’s theme,
“They Call Us Bossy.” Natosha Locken’s piece
“Call Us Bossy” reflects on the names that gender minorities have been called for centuries
and the absence of the control they’ve never

been allowed to obtain.
Locken’s essay starts, “They call me Bossy.
They call me Nasty. They call me Mean. I don’t
give a fuck anymore. I wear each of these monikers. They are my badges of honor, bestowed
upon me for being a difficult woman. For
misbehaving. For being the very thing which
threatens their fragile egos. I am bossy, nasty,
mean, difficult, and I am more.”
They Call Us opens submissions for each
edition with a prompt and a topic and allows
contributors to identify the ways many themes
may intersect. For “They Call Us Bossy,” it was
important to the founders that Black women
were highlighted in the edition because of the
intersection of racism and sexism they often
experience.
Harris co-wrote the introductory essay to
the “Bossy” edition with Kailah Peters, the
editor of They Call Us as well as the organization’s treasurer.
“Women of color had to work long before
white women started pounding the pavement.
In fact, minority women have always had a
higher workforce participation rate while
simultaneously earning significantly less pay,”
a section of the foreword reads.
Across the editions, there have been over
250 people who have contributed. Although
the beginning mirrored the DePaul arts and
literature scene, the latest editions go global
with submissions from across the world.
Peters, Harris, Kail-Ackerman and illustrator Asko Skladany plan the themes months
in advance and inspiration often comes from
their own experiences. From Kail-Acker-

man’s catcalling experience, Peters’s love of
witchcraft, or Harris’s cousin’s wedding (the
inspiration for “They Call Us Bridezillas”), the
founders say the zine is meant to get readers
talking and have the familiar realization
that only the power of female and nonbinary
friendship can provide (“Oh, that happened to
you too?”).
“We care about these topics, and we want to
write about them, but we are more than anything a platform to raise up other voices in our
community,” Kail-Ackerman said. “It is a way
to take back your voice.”
Historically, when gender minorities gather
and talk, things change. The earliest example
of this might be witchcraft—or what Peters
explains as “women gathering and talking
about things men didn’t want us talking about
and having our own power.” She continues,
“We want to reclaim that and bring it back into
the modern world.”
From the early 1930s to the late 1980s in
Chicago and surrounding suburbs, it was tradition to host a “witch burning” on Halloween.
“Burn the witch!” people would yell as a
witch effigy, often made with newspapers
and papier-mâché, was set on fire in Chicago
and suburban public spaces including Grand
Crossing, Avalon Park, and Merrionette Park.
Witchcraft has always been feared but for
They Call Us, it’s a crucial pillar of feminism
and the inspiration for Coven Congress, the
zine’s quarterly Zoom discussion about the
previous edition opened to all readers and
contributors.
Peters said that the discussions on witchcraft are separated from the practice of it
and more focused on the empowerment that
witchcraft provides.
“Witchcraft is someone feeling power within themselves and enacting that change in the
world,” she said.
The logo for the zine is the three-moon symbol of Hecate, the Greek goddess. The goddess
of magic and witchcraft, Hecate’s symbol has
two outward-facing crescent moons with a
full moon in the middle. The three moons are
described as the Maiden, the Mother, and the
Crone, each symbolizing a separate stage in
the female life cycle as well as the phase of the
moon.
Hecate, being the Divine Mother of all witches and one of the most powerful goddesses
in Greek mythology, represents the zine, the
founders said, a home for all feminists to find
not only representation but commonality. v
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The fire burned for three
days, killing hundreds,
and leaving a thriving city
in ruins. Risen from the
ashes, Chicago rebuilt as
an economic and
architectural marvel.
But just who benefited from
reconstruction efforts?

NOW OPEN AT

Discover the story behind the blaze.
Learn more and plan your visit at chicago1817.Org

EDUCATION SPONSOR

EXHIBITION SPONSORS
The A. Montgomery Ward Foundation,
Bank of America, N.A., Co-Trustee

Established in part by the Elizabeth Morse Charitable
Trust and the Elizabeth Morse Genius Charitable
Trust, the Exhibition Innovation Fund has provided
additional funding for City on Fire: Chicago 1871.

The Chicago History Museum gratefully acknowledges the support of the Chicago Park District on behalf of the people of Chicago.
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COME OVER COME OVER AND OTHER BOOKS
FROM LYNDA BARRY
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Available from Drawn & Quarterly Books,
drawnandquarterly.com

COMICS

Cover art for the reissued version of Come Over Come Over  COURTESY DRAWN & QUARTERLY

Lynda Barry is the
North Star
Drawn & Quarterly Books resurrects
three out-of-print Barry titles.
BY MEGAN KIRBY

O

ne of my prized possessions is a 1989
playbill from Lynda Barry’s The Good
Times Are Killing Me. Before the play’s
award-winning off-Broadway run, it was
produced here in Chicago by City Lit Theater
Company at Live Bait Theater. My sister
plucked the playbill from the magical chaos of
Ravenswood Used Books and gifted it to me on
my 28th birthday. It quickly became the crown
jewel of my comics collection. This odd piece
of ephemera, with Barry’s drawings of angels
and vinyl records spinning across the cover,
created a direct and physical tie between me
and my favorite artist. Before I came to Chicago to make comics, Lynda Barry was here
chasing the same life.
This year, comics publisher Drawn & Quarterly is rereleasing three out-of-print Barry
titles. In February, they dropped Come Over
Come Over, which originally came out in 1990.
The book is dedicated to Robert Roth and the
city of Chicago—that is, to a cofounder of the
Chicago Reader, and the city where Barry
made her name.
You don’t have to dig deep to find Chicago in
Barry’s history. She got her big break publishing her newspaper strip Ernie Pook’s Comeek
in the Chicago Reader. When she started
publishing Ernie Pook, she was still living in
Seattle. The weekly strip paid $80 a month—
which was almost enough to cover her $99
rent. She moved to Chicago in the summer of
1989 to live closer to other comics creators.
Around this time, she created the comics in
Come Over Come Over. Many of the bylines are
followed by “Chicago, IL.” Some were cowritten with her then-boyfriend Ira Glass. (Barry
wrote about their disastrous relationship in
her book 100 Demons—and she also gave some
piping hot breakup gossip to the Reader back
in 1998.)
For the uninitiated, Come Over Come Over is
a great introduction to Ernie Pook. It follows
the lives of 14-year-old Maybonne Mullen
and her precocious little sister, Marlys. The
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four-panel strips switch between Maybonne’s
diary entries, homework assignments, and
notes to her best friend. Marlys butts in with
a fantasy sequence or bingo card of observations. Maybonne tries her best to see the good
in things, but sometimes it’s hard. Her dad
drinks too much. Her best friend dumped her.
Boys ask her to do things in the park after sundown that leave her feeling used. The linear
narrative is a timeless portrait of girlhood, as
easy to read as any classic YA novel.
It doesn’t feel like much of an exaggeration
to say that Lynda Barry is the reason I started
drawing comics. I checked out her book What
It Is from the public library when I was 19. That
same year, I published my first zine. The colorful and complicated pages of What It Is made
my brain buzz. Her mix of collage, auto-bio
comics, writing prompts, and earnest questions about the nature of images felt almost
biblical to me, as a teenage studio art minor.
I loved how she described creativity as something joyous and alive. I wrote this Barry quote
on the inside cover of my first zine-planning
notebook: “To be able to stand, not knowing,
long enough to let something alive to take
shape.”
I started hunting out other titles—including
collections of old Ernie Pook strips. I didn’t

immediately love them. Barry didn’t try to
make her characters look polished or beautiful. Sometimes, they looked almost grotesque.
I felt put off by the messiness of her lines—
something I tried to avoid in my own fledgling
work. Then I read a strip where Marlys doesn’t
get invited to a birthday party—and I found
myself crying on the edge of my dorm room
bed. From there, I learned to appreciate Barry’s style. She isn’t preoccupied with mathematical proportions or perfect precision. She’s
working in the realm of gesture and emotion,
humor and heart.
The Mullen family never has enough money.
A humongous rift separates the adults and the
children, a chasm that can rarely be bridged.
Teachers and parents mostly exist to scold,
harm, disappoint, and abandon. In one of
my favorite Come Over Come Over spreads,
Marlys insists that the sisters throw their
mother a surprise birthday party. Maybonne
is skeptical; she doesn’t want to spend their
meager cash on a Betty Crocker cake their
mom doesn’t even want. But when they execute the surprise, their mom starts to cry in
gratitude. It’s a perfect Barry strip—a mix
of sweetness and melancholy, an immediate
nostalgia for a moment as it passes by. “I’ll always remember that night as a perfect night,”

Maybonne narrates. “A perfect night when I
saw her happy.”
I see echoes of Lynda Barry in my work all
the time: When I abandon pretension. When
my lines aren’t perfect, but I don’t really mind.
When my process feels especially electrifying,
I can usually trace my thoughts back to something Lynda Barry wrote.
Chicago is rich with underground comics influences—but Barry remains my North Star. I
like thinking about her living in Chicago, in her
30s, selling comics to the Reader. Of course,
now I’m doing the same thing. I’m grateful I
discovered Lynda Barry when I did—and I’m
grateful more of her titles will be back in circulation by the end of the year. They belong on
bookstore shelves.
I actually have the original Come Over Come
Over, published by HarperCollins in 1990. I
found it at the dearly departed Bookworks, a
used bookstore that was one of the last remnants of Weird Wrigleyville. I was young in the
city, still finding my way, reveling in bus lines
and bookstores. It felt good to find a Lynda
Barry book on the shelf, dedicated to the city
where I was building my life—like the universe
set that copy aside just for me. v

 @megankirb
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LACED

3/17-4/17: Thu-Sat 7:30 PM, Sun 3 PM, Den
Theatre, 1331 N. Milwaukee, 773-697-3830,
aboutfacetheatre.com, $5-$35.

From left : Sam Mueller, Collin Quinn Rice, and
Mariah Copeland of About Face Theatre’s Laced
 COURTESY ABOUT FACE THEATRE

PREVIEW

Collective healing
An LGBTQ+ bar confronts a tragedy in About Face’s Laced.
By ADAM M. RHODES

Q

ueer bars are more than just bars that
happen to be queer. They can be a refuge,
a meeting place, and, quite literally, a
safe space. They’re also places where our history has been written: from the Stonewall riots
to the Pulse Nightclub shooting. Sam Mueller’s
latest production unpacks what happens when
the safety and refuge of such a space is undone
in a moment’s notice.
Alongside the show’s principal plot and
setting, Laced—which begins About Face Theatre’s 27th season—is also ultimately about
how three very different people come together
to grieve and to heal amid the tragedy they are
faced with, Mueller says.
And if the show’s setting seems familiar,
that’s because it is. Mueller says they began
writing the show during the emotional limbo
between the Pulse Nightclub shooting in
Orlando, Florida, in June 2016 and the subsequent election later that year of former
President Donald Trump, who would wage a
particularly nasty fight against LGBTQ+ people in the country during his term.
Aida Delaz, who up until recently was slated
to play bartender and temporary manager
Minnow, says the shooting also serves as a
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grounding point for the actors in the show as
well.
“For me, as someone working in the rehearsal room, [Pulse] is something that is always in
my heart and in my mind, something that I’m
always trying to honor,” Delaz says. “Because
of the proximity in the play—it’s 2016, it’s
November, June was a couple of months ago—
and so this is so tender in everyone’s heart. I
mean, it is 2022 and I am still tender about it
today.”
Daniela Martinez will now be portraying
Minnow.
Mueller says the show was also an effort to
highlight different identities and experiences
from the broader LGBTQ+ community than
those usually given space in the media—
namely white gay cisgender men. That’s particularly crucial when using Pulse as a signal
post, given the often overlooked issue of how
race played a part in the tragedy, which took
place during an event serving a mostly Latinx
crowd.
But more than a mere unpacking of the Pulse
shooting, the show also examines, through the
process of literally and figuratively repairing
the bar, the blurry if sometimes nonexistent

lines between people facing harm and people
doing harm. How can one person’s way of
healing hurt another person who also needs
to heal? And how do we collectively heal from
that and other, complicated, greater harms?
“It’s about more than ‘who done it?’” says
Collin Quinn Rice, who plays another bartender, Cat. “It’s about collective healing and
noticing the moment in which we create tiny
harms for each other.”
Rice says the show also grapples with different, sometimes conflicting ways people want
or need to move on from a personal tragedy.
“Do we repair this quietly or do we fight
hard and loud and voraciously for the space
and demand the space that we as queer people
need to heal and to be in community together?” Rice says.
Though they were cast in this particular
iteration of the show in 2020, they were a
college collaborator with Mueller and have
been attached to the project in some way since
its first draft. But in the two-year delay since
being cast in 2020, Rice has found a new appreciation for the character of Cat.
“In 2020, when I was cast and was given
the offer, reaching for this character felt like

climbing a mountain,” they say. “And now two
years later after I’ve gone through immense
trauma and personal growth and healing—in
the physical sense, mental sense, and emotional sense—instead of having to reach for
Cat, I’m arriving at them and I’m meeting
them face to face.”
Rice, Mueller, and the show’s other actors
all also agree that the show’s message and
one of its central questions of our collective
responsibility to one another is only more relevant now, two years into a global pandemic
that has taken almost one million lives in the
U.S.
While the subject of the play is particularly
poignant, behind the scenes, the show’s actors
say the two-year wait to perform has made the
space electrifying.
Mariah Copeland plays the younger bartender Audra, and like Rice signed onto the
project two years ago. Laced, which is the
first live production About Face has presented
since 2019, is also her first in-person theater
production since the start of the pandemic.
“Everyone is so excited to be creating something, and something that we’ve had to reflect
on when we’re thinking about community and
shared spaces and what it means to support
people really close to you,” Copeland says.
“The play is a lot about how we keep each
other safe, how do we look out for one another? And right now this is something we are
talking about a lot of time but haven’t taken
stock of with our immediate relationships.”
But don’t expect the show to answer its
central questions by the end. Like grief and
trauma themselves, the answers aren’t neat
or tidy. And they’re not the same for everyone.
Rice and others say the show is more focused
on the messy but important conversations
than the solution.
“I really hope people leave feeling closer to
someone,” Rice says. “Watching these three
characters love each other so intensely and
hurt each other and come out of it changed
and with either a stronger sense of community
or maybe not, I hope it encourages audiences to love a little harder, love a little more
queerly.” v

 @byadamrhodes
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Audience members are all required to be masked and show proof of vaccination. For those with exemptions, proof of a negative COVID-19 test is required. For the latest health and safety procedures and guidelines visit BroadwayInChicago.com/COVID19.
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KING JAMES
R
Through 4/10: Tue-Fri 8 PM, Sat-Sun 3 and 8 PM; also Wed 3/30 and
4/6, 2:30 PM; Sun 4/3 and 4/10, 3 PM only, Steppenwolf Theatre, 1650 N.

THEATER

Halsted, 312-335-1650, steppenwolf.org, $20-$88.

King James at Steppenwolf Theatre  MICHAEL
BROSILOW

SPORTSBALL ONSTAGE

King James explores basketball and male bonding
Great performances transcend awkward plot points in Steppenwolf’s latest.
By SHERI FLANDERS

I

’ve always been ambivalent about the use
of land acknowledgements in the arts sector, but as I am not of Indigenous descent,
I can’t speak for Indigenous opinions on the
matter. At the world premiere of King James
at Steppenwolf, the audience was treated to
not only a land acknowledgement, but also to
what I like to call a slave acknowledgement,
which educated the audience on the fact that
enslaved people built this country, and that
there might be the descendants of formerly
enslaved people in the audience RIGHT NOW!
The acknowledgement wrapped up with some
oblique sentiment about the Power of Theater
Bringing Us All Together or something—I’m
paraphrasing here—but the bottom line is
that it was HIGHLY UNCOMFORTABLE. It
kind of reminded me of the time in college
when a Christian dude invited me, his atheist
friend, to his church, and the pastor asked the
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audience if anyone wanted to give their life to
Jesus, and everyone turned around and stared
at me.
Anyway, I have tickets to see Mike Birbiglia
in a few months, so I’m looking forward to
being reminded of my enslaved ancestors at
the top of a comedy show! #Inclusion
After the slave acknowledgement, the
awesome DJ in the rafters played a slow jam
R&B version of the entire “Star-Spangled
Banner,” and that’s how the play began. Written by Steppenwolf ensemble member Rajiv
Joseph, and directed by Kenny Leon, King
James follows the story of two young men who
bond over their shared love of basketball—of
LeBron James and the Cleveland Cavaliers, to
be precise. Steppenwolf co-artistic director
Glenn Davis plays Shawn, an aspiring writer
seeking to purchase season tickets to the Cavs.
Chris Perfetti plays Matt, a plucky entrepre-

neur who is desperate to sell his season tickets
to make a quick buck. Both Davis and Perfetti
are incredibly likable and engaging actors,
sharing an earnestly goofy spirit that makes
them believable as awkward new friends with
their whole lives ahead of them. Their playful
banter gives the play a sitcom feeling—you
could watch these two razz each other all
day long. The duo delivers truly excellent
performances.
Die-hard basketball fans will find much to
love, as LeBron’s career is the scaffolding for
the story, and older casual basketball fans (like
myself) will appreciate the walk down memory lane through the glory years of the sport.
Folks who aren’t so interested, prepare yourself—there’s a lot of sportsball. The night I
attended, there was a small contingent of folks
from Cleveland who cheered enthusiastically
at several deep-cut hometown references, and

shared that scenic designer Todd Rosenthal
had peppered the set with authentic Cleveland
artifacts. This is an “I see what you did there”
kind of show, complete with the requisite jokes
about flip phones and the early days of the Internet. Costume designer Samantha C. Jones
does a killer job capturing the subtleties of the
era—I immediately chuckled at the burgundy
oversized dress shirt that was wearing Matt
in the very first scene, the official uniform of
dudebros everywhere in the early aughts.
The core of the story is a simple one, tracking the growth of two men through young
adult maturity. Writer Joseph does an excellent job at exploring the intimacy gulf that
can exist between those who fancy themselves
close friends—in this instance, the gulf is constructed of masculinity, class, and race. The
strength of the story is the beautiful gentle
blooming of their personalities and closeness,
resulting in a subtly poignant metaphor of the
acute pain of loving someone or something
that doesn’t, won’t, or can’t love you back in
the same way. This is a simple, quietly devastating story that leaves you wanting more,
setting up connections and conflicts but
unfortunately not following through on the
most interesting ones. For example, there is a
really juicy subplot involving Shawn’s growing
relationship with Matt’s family (as Matt grows
further estranged) that is abandoned for a
weak act three climax that feels like retread
ground from act one, and is frankly a bit shoehorned in.
Without giving away too much, King James
wraps up in a simplistic rom-comish saccharine bow that feels like wish fulfillment for
certain audiences. For other audiences, well,
it feels . . . insufficient . . . like . . . an empty acknowledgement of some kind. Not satisfying,
not revelatory, not helpful, not for us, perhaps
well-intentioned, but definitely awkward.
Sooooooo incredibly awkward.
But hey, at least it’s something! v

 @SheriFlanders
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“THE BEST NEW WORK IN YEARS”
–Chicago Tribune
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Wife of a Salesman at Writers Theatre  MICHAEL
BROSILOW

March 11
to May 1

this unfairly neglected master, didn’t seem entirely necessary, nor half as convincing as Ball’s parade of giddy,
feeble-minded connoisseurs found them. Josiah Motok
directs. —MAX MALLER CREATING ARTHUR Through

4/10: Thu-Sat 7:30 PM, Sun 3 PM, Theater Wit, 1229
W. Belmont, 773-975-8150, theaterwit.org, $15-$45.

R Meta Miller

Directed by
LANDREE FLEMING

Wife of a Salesman upends dramatic
dichotomies.

Music Direction by
JEREMY RAMEY
Choreographed by
JENNA SCHOPPE

OPENING

R Far from a drag

La Cage aux Folles bursts with joy.

721 Howard St. Evanston, IL
Tickets at www.theo-u.com
or 773-939-4101

Never
miss a
show
again.

EARLY
WARNINGS
chicagoreader.com/early
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It’s been nearly 50 years since the first iteration of La
Cage aux Folles flew from the nest in the form of Jean
Poiret’s 1973 play of that title. Since then, there’s been
a 1978 French film, remade in Hollywood in 1996 as The
Birdcage (starring Robin Williams and Nathan Lane)
and an oft-revived 1983 musical by composer Jerry
Herman and book writer Harvey Fierstein. The roles of
middle-aged gay couple Georges and Albin—the owner
and star, respectively, of a drag club in St. Tropez—have
most often been played by cis men, often hetero ones.
(Even noted Trump supporter Kelsey Grammer took
on Georges in a 2010 Broadway revival.) But in Music
Theater Works’s current production in Skokie, we get
real star wattage from an authentic queer drag icon:
RuPaul’s Drag Race alum Ginger Minj.
She’s the best reason to see Kyle A. Dougan’s
staging. (Let’s face it: Albin is always gonna be the diva
in charge even when sharing the stage with Chicago
legend Honey West, who plays sympathetic restaurateur Jacqueline.) But she’s not the only one. The story
of Georges and Albin trying to play it “straight” for
their son, Jean-Michel, who wants to marry Anne, the
daughter of a far-right politician (think Jean Le Pen),
has moments that feel dated. But then we remember
the existential attacks on trans people happening in
state legislatures across the country, and it’s relevant
all over again.
Not that the show wears its politics on its fabulous, feathered, and spangled sleeves (although a line
about leaving “no Texas governor undefeated” sure got
applause at the opening). What makes it more than just
a cross-dressing farce about Albin trying to appease the
rigid sensibilities of Jean-Michel’s visiting future in-laws
(by pretending to be first an uncle, then Jean-Michel’s
long-absent mother) is the demand for respect, dignity, and recognition that drives Minj’s Albin even (or
especially) in the most over-the-top moments. We see
the pain of trying to “pass” as a straight man, and the
anguish of fearing that, despite raising Jean-Michel as
his own, Albin isn’t seen as “family.” And of course in the
first act showstopper, “I Am What I Am,” we see Albin
defiantly claiming all his identities in full-throated glory.
Minj is well matched by Jason Richards’s Georges,

who is equal parts desperate schemer and starstruck
lover. (The tenderly nostalgic “Song on the Sand” is
one of the touching highlights of the show.) The dance
numbers, choreographed by Mercury Theater Chicago’s
artistic director Christopher Carter, fill the thrust stage
normally used by Northlight Theatre with sass and spectacle. (This show made me particularly glad that Music
Theater Works moved out of the old proscenium space
at Northwestern’s Cahn Auditorium; it’s hard to imagine
the full range of color and glitz translating as well there.)
Project Runway vet Justin LeBlanc’s costumes and Alexis
Bevels’s work-of-art wigs on the club’s chorus line add
visual zest and wit to a show that embraces both star
power and sentiment with equal passion. —KERRY REID

LA CAGE AUX FOLLES Through 4/3: Wed 1 PM, Thu
7:30 PM, Fri 8 PM, Sat 2 and 8 PM, Sun 2 PM, North
Shore Center for the Performing Arts, 9501 Skokie
Blvd., Skokie, musictheaterworks.com, $19.50-$106.

The art of the steal

A brother’s legacy leads to a satirical scam in
Creating ARThur.
When their brother Arthur dies, leaving behind to the
world a lone splatter canvas from the heady foray into
abstract expressionism that preceded his embittered
art teacher years, Alex (Michael Appelbaum) and Andy
(Rick Yaconis) decide to right fate’s wrongs and get
the—to their minds—worthless and incomprehensible
painting accepted to a prestigious gallery. This turns
out to be a matter of playing the eminently playable art
establishment, one stooge at a time.
The art world can handle a few jabs in the eye, but
if all debut playwright (and Emmy-winning nature and
travel TV host) Bill Ball’s show with Last Nerve Live
offered was horseplay at art’s expense, it would drown
itself out with sneering. Instead, even if the parts that
seethe with contempt for painting and its connoisseurs
get a little old hat, or worse, as they pile up, the intricacy
of the scam provides enough satisfaction to largely
offset that. Appelbaum seems to relish each new word
in every new twist of his ploy, each kited check and shill
bid, on its way out of his mouth, as do we. The phony
provenance Andy and Alex concoct for Arthur’s work
is a fun ride too, even if ditching the homely-sounding
name Arthur Burns in favor of “de la Burns,” or posing as
Austrian collectors with keen appetites for the work of

Eleanor Burgess’s Wife of a Salesman, now in a world
premiere at Writers Theatre under Jo Bonney’s direction, starts out with a “what if” premise: namely, what if
Linda Loman, the long-suffering wife of Arthur Miller’s
tragic American Everyman, Willy, met “the woman in
Boston” with whom her husband had an affair and asked
her to end it? (The discovery of that affair was the event
that throws Willy and Linda’s son, Biff, into a tailspin that
wrecks his ambitions.)
But from the start, it feels a little off. The timeline,
for one thing: how is it possible for Willy to have been
a signalman in the Navy in World War II, when he
clearly would have been way too old? The program
says it’s “1950ish,” but the Willy in Miller’s play died in
the 1940s. Surely Burgess (whose play The Niceties,
produced by Writers in 2019, also concerns two women
in conflict) wouldn’t make such a careless dramaturgical
mistake?The performances by Kate Fry as the Wife and
Amanda Drinkall as The Mistress feel like throwbacks,
but it’s hard to put a finger on just what isn’t quite
translating emotionally.
Until Burgess throws up the lights on a brilliant twist.
What we’ve been watching for the last 45 minutes or so
is a play-within-a-play, and the two women onstage are
in their final dress rehearsal. They’d like to ask for some
rewrites (that expressionistic radio commentary just
isn’t working for them), but the playwright, “Eleanor,” is
staying away because she’s too nervous to attend. Fry’s
character is juggling phone calls from her husband, who
is home with their sick child, while Drinkall’s younger
actor wants to know how to balance career with a
future family. They’re far from the Madonna/Whore
stereotypes of Miller’s play, as are the women in the
play-within-the-play. But they’re also trapped by the
expectations of drama itself, going back to Aristotle.
People talking about their lives and trying to work shit
out? BORING! There must be conflict, moving toward
ever-grimmer stakes.
Director Jim (Rom Barkhordar) tries to be sympathetic (he corrects himself after saying “ladies” a couple
of times), but he doesn’t quite get why the actors can’t
just accept the world of the play as it is (captured by
Courtney O’Neill’s curvilinear set, which looks a bit like
a down-at-the-heels jewel box).
What Burgess is after is nothing less than a disquisition on the false dichotomies that hem in women
onstage and off. And if the play can’t fully deliver on
all the premises it promises, it’s still a heady, funny,
and pointed portrait of two women determined to talk
things over, even if societal expectations tell them that’s
not an interesting or valid choice. —KERRY REID WIFE

OF A SALESMAN Through 4/3: Wed 3 and 7:30 PM,

Thu-Fri 7:30 PM, Sat 3 and 7:30 PM, Sat 2 and 6 PM,
Writers Theatre, 325 Tudor Ct., Glencoe, 847-2426000, writerstheatre.org, $35-$90. v
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“AN EVENING WITH DANI AND SHEILAH RESTACK”

Thursday, March 31, 6 PM, Gene Siskel Film Center, 164 N. State;
siskelfilmcenter.org. SAIC students free, SAIC faculty and staff $5,
Film Center members $6, general admission $12.
Future From Inside  VIDEO DATA BANK

FEATURE

The banal, the brutal, and the
beautiful
Onion City welcomes experimental filmmakers Dani and Sheilah ReStack.
By KATHLEEN SACHS

I

n Future From Inside (2021)—the last
in experimental moving-image makers
Dani and Sheilah ReStack’s exhilarating
“feral domesticity” triptych—the two
artists (partners in life as well as in
certain of their creative endeavors) discuss
one half of the duo’s propensity for including
grotesque imagery in their work over apropos
footage of an injured cat.
“You just always want to show these disgusting things,” says Sheilah, “like some sort
of perverse desire to . . . gross us out.”
“It’s not ‘gross us out,’” Dani replies. “It’s
reality, which is gross. I don’t even think it’s
gross . . . reality is brutal, why wouldn’t we
show it?”
There’s an adage that just because you can
do something doesn’t mean you should. The
ReStacks, on the other hand, evince an ethos
that because something can be documented,
it’s thus ripe for inclusion in their unbound,

quasi-diaristic amalgamations, work that
blurs the line between the sublime monotony
of everyday life and the capriciousness of
imagination, which can help to conceive of
new and radical ways of living.
The ReStacks’ completed trilogy, including
also Strangely Ordinary this Devotion (2017)
and Come Coyote (2019), will have its Chicago
premiere on Thursday, March 31, at the Gene
Siskel Film Center. Titled “An Evening with
Dani and Sheilah ReStack,” it’s a co-presentation of the School of the Art Institute’s
Conversations at the Edge screening series
and the Onion City Experimental Film and
Video Festival, for which this program is the
opening night event. (Full disclosure: I have
previously been involved with the festival, and
Cine-File, the website I manage with my husband, is co-presenting the restoration of Nina
Menkes’s 1996 film The Bloody Child as part of
this year’s lineup.) The ReStacks will appear in

person for a post-screening discussion.
At just over 26 minutes, Strangely Ordinary
this Devotion is the longest in the trilogy. It’s
a sprawling, exquisitely inchoate fissure of the
ReStacks’ relationship and the socialistic ideals that compel them. The couple met in Columbus, Ohio, where they both live and work,
though Sheilah is originally from Nova Scotia;
they came together under circumstances befitting their consequent output, with Sheilah
working on a “daily writing/drawing piece,”
per an interview with FEMEXFILMARCHIVE,
called Strangely Ordinary This Devotion. Dani
expressed interest in collaborating, and the
rest is history. (The film that takes its title from
Sheilah’s project was made under the names
Dani Leventhal and Sheilah Wilson; they later
gave themselves the last name ‘ReStack’ in
reference to a poem by Anne Carson.)
Within its first several minutes, Strangely
Ordinary presents footage of Dani’s head surgery, blood gushing from an incision on her
scalp, and a sex scene during which Sheilah is
on her period. It’s often aphorized that blood
is thicker than water, and here the literal
interpretation of that is true—and necessary,
as the video later addresses (albeit opaquely)
climate change and its impact on water supply—though not the blood in their veins, but
the blood that gushes from them during their
most vulnerable moments. The ReStacks’
presentation of such imagery is decidedly aggressive, almost confrontational. Where some
might think vulnerability means metaphorically spilling one’s guts, the ReStacks take it a
step further in spilling actual blood.
Midway into Strangely Ordinary, a fantastical element emerges, one connected to the
aforementioned subject of climate change,
as a fictional newscaster-like voice declares
that there are children being born who don’t
need water to survive. “These water children
allegedly emerged through lesbian activities
in Ohio,” says the announcer. A connection
between all three films in the trilogy is the
couple’s ongoing debate over whether to
have another child (Sheilah’s daughter from
a previous relationship frequently appears
throughout). Uncertainty and desire are prevalent themes, and they relate explicitly to the
question of procreation in the approximately

seven-minute-long Come Coyote.
More tightly constructed than its predecessor, the second entry focuses on the obstacle of reproduction between the same-sex
couple. The logistics of the act exemplify the
awkwardness and messiness inherent in procreation, and are extended to include feelings
of ambivalence over going through with it at
all. It’s implied in a particularly audacious
scene—one that rivals the so-called “gross”
scenes in sheer impact—where Dani expresses hesitancy over having another child with
Sheilah. The relative sparseness of this film in
comparison to the others in the trilogy reflects
its significance as a turning point in both their
work and their lives, conveying the agility of
being and the ability of it to change quickly.
Still, the artists’ penchant for arbitrary and
irreverent images tempers the seriousness,
namely a scene involving a dog (the ReStacks
love animals) playing tug-of-war with a strapon dildo.
Water plays a role in each of the films. It
brings forth life and sustains it; it can kill us
and increasingly continues to evade us. The
recently completed Future From Inside (with
an approximately 18-minute runtime, almost
splitting the difference between the first two)
opens with an image of water, and towards the
end, various participants receive drops of it in
their eyes. The third and final entry finds the
ReStacks working with more collaborators,
specifically as “doubles” who re-create their
relationship troubles. One such simulation
takes place on a Zoom-like platform, an allusion to the pandemic-era conditions in which
the video was made. Expanding creatively
when society was intentionally isolating itself marks a bold progression for the artists,
whose work is widely regarded for its taut
intimacy.
Echoing the faux newscast from Strangely
Ordinary this Devotion, one part in Future
From Inside finds Sheilah watching a news
program that switches from an update on the
stock market to one of a particularly local
flavor. “The lesbian witches in Ohio have been
reportedly indoctrinating more people into
their cult,” it begins, a provocative edict that
suggests any number of meanings. Of course,
there’s a humorous interpretation, lampooning the idea that queer folks are forever on the
prowl for heterosexual prey. More seriously,
it conjures a sense of finality and extends an
implied invitation to viewers to join their
unconventional family and similarly relish
in the magic of the banal, the brutal, and the
beautiful. v
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THE OUTFIT

FILM

R, 105 min. Wide release in theaters.

Left : Mark Rylance as Leonard in The Outfit; right: director Graham Moore on set  NICK WALL, ROB YOUNGSON, FOCUS FEATURES

INTERVIEW

The Outfit is a layer in Chicago’s storied past
In director Graham Moore’s 1950s gangster noir film, nothing is quite like it seems.
By ARIONNE NETTLES

I

n the film The Outfit, nothing is quite like
audiences think it is—not the setting of
the tailor shop, not the 1950s gangsters
who are in and out of the shop, and not
even the tailor himself.
“Every character in the film, like a suit of
clothes, has layers and layers to them,” says
Graham Moore, director and cowriter of The
Outfit. “And over the course of the film, I think
we try to pull back layer upon layer of each of
these characters to sort of expose who they
really are, and I really love the idea that the
audience’s allegiance could start to shift a
little bit.”
Everyone and everything is more complicated than they appear. In the tailor shop,
designed by production designer Gemma
Jackson, nothing is symmetrical: Something
(or someone) is always lurking. The mobsters
aren’t just mobsters, but dealing with their
own insecurities. Secretary Mable, played by
Zoey Deutch, is not the meek and mild young
woman she appears to be. Out of everyone, she
doesn’t need any protecting.
And the protagonist, a cutter named Leon-
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ard, played expertly by Mark Rylance, has a
dark and layered past—not even flinching at
the violence happening inside of his own shop.
Leonard, a skilled cutter who was trained on
London’s illustrious Savile Row, is underestimated by everyone who comes in contact with
him. (As he tells us over and over, he is “not a
tailor, [he] is a cutter—there is a difference.”)
It’s all part of the surprises in this gangster
noir film that does its job to test the limits of
assumption. Over a 48-hour period, the characters in The Outfit break out of every box.
“We wanted this to be a kind of full-throated
crime thriller with all the kind of fun twists
and turns that the crime thrillers that I always
grew up loving have,” Moore says. “But on
another level, I think it’s a film about the difference between perception and reality.”
The Outfit is the Academy Award winner’s
debut as a director. (Moore won in 2015 for
writing The Imitation Game.) He and his
cowriter Jonathan McClain were inspired by
a real-life occurrence. In 1959, the FBI planted
its first bug to record the mob—“the Outfit”—
in a Gold Coast tailor shop.

“I think the Chicago gangland history is
something [that] falls like the snow in Chicago,” Moore says. “It’s a part of my childhood.
. . . It’s such a big part of—for better [or] for
worse—what the city was known for, especially in that midcentury period.”
Chicago’s storied past as a place of mob life
can be sometimes overshadowed in cinema,
which focuses heavily on the east coast. But
Moore, who grew up in Chicago, shines a light
on the history that happened here and the
people who made it happen the Chicago way.
“Something we talked about with The Outfit
a lot was that it’s set in 1956, so The Godfather
is basically happening offscreen in New York,”
Moore says. “That’s happening over there; this
is what’s going on in Chicago, where the criminal organizations are not as big yet: They’re
not as powerful, they’re not as moneyed,
they’re scrappier, they’re more local, and
they’re sort of fighting for turf.”
In the film, there’s mention of Al Capone
and a larger organization. And it draws on the
lives of real figures, such as Violet La Fontaine,
a French-speaking rival gang leader played by

Nikki Amuka-Bird who Moore created based
on Harlem’s Stephanie St. Clair.
As a whole, however, the film is not from the
perspective of the gangsters, but from the perspective of Leonard, who we think is in over
his head. And throughout the entire film, we
don’t leave his shop.
“The idea of setting the entire film inside the
tailor shop was something I got excited about
very early on,” Moore says. “Because it felt like
it kept the audience inside the psychological
space of our protagonist. . . . He never leaves
the shop. So we’re not going to either—we’re
only going to go where he goes, we’re only
going to see what he sees, we’re only going to
hear what he hears.”
And in this story of deception, Leonard’s
work, his life, his own history—it all has
meaning.
“It’s called The Outfit,” Moore explains. “It’s
about people who make clothes. But what are
clothes? They are these layers that we put up
between ourselves and the outside world.” v
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Brielle Brilliant’s debut feature takes place in
New Mexico, but it may as well be where the sidewalk
ends. Keith (Tim Kinsella) is trying to get his life together
while caring for Tavi (Spencer Jording), a nonbinary
child who seems to have it a lot more together than their
dad does. Keith’s days rotate around a therapy group in
which members are encouraged to reenact traumatic
events. The sessions sometimes make him lose his tether
to the day-to-day, which allows Tavi to do as they please.
When they make friends with Julian (Caleb Cabrera),
things come to a head. Even in this loosey-goosey
society of lost souls, the undefined connection between
a child and a grown man draws scrutiny and judgment.
Grappling with familial instability, gender identity,
and mental illness, the film has a lot on its mind but
moves along with surprising lightness and grace. The
feeling of each of the characters trying their very best
to connect to the world and to one another makes
it completely engrossing. The pressure from those
absent—like Keith’s wife, whose phone calls he dreads—
are as palpable as the people we see onscreen. It’s to
Brilliant’s great credit that she summons a whole world
of human connections while showing so little. The one
slight misstep is the jarringly abrupt ending. I would
have liked another ten or 20 minutes with Tavi and Keith.
But perhaps the fractured conclusion is meant to further
highlight the inconclusiveness of their lives. —DMITRY
SAMAROV 78 min. Wide release on VOD

The Outfit
Chicago native and Oscar-winning screenwriter (The
Imitation Game) Graham Moore’s directorial debut The
Outfit takes its cues from the noir gangster dramas of
Hollywood’s past, creating an entertaining if too clever
by half 1950s crime story.
English expat and former Savile Row tailor Leonard
(Mark Rylance) leaves behind a troubled past and
settles down in Chicago, opening a men’s tailoring shop
servicing a primarily mob-affiliated clientele. Aided by
his young assistant Mable (Zoey Deutch), who longs to
someday leave the neighborhood she grew up in, Leonard tolerates the use of his shop’s backroom by a local
crime family as a message drop and hangout. When the
hunt for a suspect rat in the organization takes a violent

turn, Leonard is forced to use his wits to survive a chaotic night where trust is thinner than thread.
The Outfit is meticulously crafted but lacking in
emotional resonance. Moore cleverly weaves in elements of classic crime dramas through the film, especially effectively utilizing the askew angles of the single
location to create a looming sense of unease just
around the corner as the narrative weaves its way along.
However, much of the plot is devoted to a MacGuffin
that leads to a series of reveals and counter-reveals
that don’t add much in terms of depth to the characters. The film is a bit smart for its own good, twisting
for the sake of twists and leaning too heavily on the
use of exposition and flashbacks to reveal surprising
information. Deutch is charming but isn’t given enough
to work with, and Rylance offers a strong performance
but is countered by uneven acting from the ensemble
cast and an overall lack of development for most of the
characters. —ADAM MULLINS-KHATIB R, 105 min. Wide

release in theaters

X
Ti West, whose stock in trade is retro genre exercises,
adds another notch in his IMDb page with this competently-made but utterly wrongheaded wallow in Texas
Chainsaw land. In 1979, a crew of wannabe pornographers tricks a creepy old man into renting out a building
on his ramshackle property to covertly shoot their debut
entry into the nascent adult home-video market.
The Nowhere, Texas, setting and repeated shots
of attractive young people calling into a decrepit old
house through a screen door ensure that even the most
casual horror fan won’t miss the reference to the film
that spawned a million lousy remakes. But unlike Tobe
Hooper’s masterpiece, which has a point to make about
economic desperation and cultural clash in 70s America,
West just wants to punish everyone involved in gory
ways played for laughs.
Not every film has to have a message, but, unfortunately, this film has one. What triggers the bloodletting
is the old man’s haggard wife spying on the film shoot
and feeling jealous watching the beautiful young people
go at it. She asks her husband to make love to her
like he used to, but he begs off, citing his weak heart.
Frustrated, the woman starts picking off the crew one by
one. In the end, everyone except the requisite Final Girl
is dead. West seems to think that old people wanting
sex is at least as disgusting as pornographers. The only
reason I could deduce for Final Girl’s survival is that,
in a too-cute-by-a-mile final reveal, she turns out to be
the wayward daughter of the Bible-thumper whose TV
sermon serves as the Greek chorus to this grim dirge of
worn-out tropes. I bet if West was honest with himself,
he’d admit he had more in common with that moralizing
TV preacher than anyone else in his movie. —DMITRY
SAMAROV R, 105 min. Wide release in theaters v
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Hemlock

wants us to stay in touch

On her intimate debut album, Talk Soon, the singer-songwriter also known as Carolina Chauffe weaves her relatives’
voices into cross-country folk songs to tell a story of love, family, and connection.

Carolina Chauffe, aka Hemlock  ERIK KOMMER

By TASHA VIETS-VANLEAR

C

arolina Chauffe doesn’t like to stay
in one place for very long. Some
of the most dramatic turns on her
life’s path have been unplanned—
she’s driven by what she calls
“Coincidence with a capital C.” She thrives
in uncharted territory, lured by a stretch of
road, a door held open six states away, or the
pulsing possibility of new love. A year ago, one
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such coincidence led her to Chicago.
Chauffe, who makes music as Hemlock, has
been writing songs for ten years—ever since
she bought a guitar off Craigslist at age 13.
Born and raised in Lafayette, Louisiana, and
molded by church choirs and chamber choirs
in her school days, she appreciates the power
of a song sung among friends and loved ones.
In 2018, Chauffe bought a nylon-string

OPTIONS, ALLEGRA KRIEGER, HEMLOCK
Wed 3/23, 9:30 PM, the Hideout,
1354 W. Wabansia, $12, 21+

guitar from her friend Dylan Babineaux, and
its softer, more tender strings immediately
transformed the way she played and wrote
songs. Soon Babineaux offered to record a tape
of Chauffe’s demos on his four-track, and her
project Hemlock was born.
Chauffe hasn’t stopped writing songs since,
with a pace and fluency that can only be described as prolific. She’s still never recorded
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in a formal studio, but since that four-track
session, she’s released six more collections
of demos and half-songs, all tracked on her
phone—manifesting her belief that no detail
is too small to be sung about, and challenging
her own notions of what it means for a song to
be “finished.” Last week she dropped her first
full-length album, Talk Soon, recorded in the
Oregon home studios of two musicians who
appear alongside her in its songs.
The chain of events that brought Chauffe to
Oregon—and then to Chicago—began at the
end of 2019, when Chauffe accepted an internship that took her to Seattle and Los Angeles
for 12 weeks. She fell in love with the Pacific
Northwest, and after a brief return to Louisiana to graduate from college, she packed all
her belongings into her red Toyota Camry and
toured her way back west, intending to settle
down in Seattle. But the pandemic derailed
Chauffe’s plans, and she found herself in Astoria, Oregon, where what she thought would be
a stay of a couple months turned into a year.
During that year, she gardened, began and
ended a relationship, and recorded the songs
that would become Talk Soon. In 2020 and
2021, Chauffe visited Chicago occasionally,
and when a friend of a friend told her of a room
opening up in an apartment here, she once
again packed up her car and moved someplace
new.
Talk Soon, released independently on
March 11, is a quiet, touching memento of
the places Chauffe has lived in the past few
years, the sounds she’s heard, and the people
she holds close. She plays acoustic guitar
with hypnotic intricacy and sings in a voice
that propels and soothes with confidence and
grace. The meticulous attention she pays to
the things around her casts a kind of magic
spell: Listening to Talk Soon, all of a sudden I
want to brush my hand against my bedsheets
and remember the last person who laid there
with me. All of a sudden I notice a bird’s wings
outside my window.
Across the album’s 15 songs, Chauffe weaves
in voice mails from her mom, her friends,
and her grandpa, the thoughtful and hilarious Pawpaw—he speaks with a charmingly
drawn-out southern accent, and you can’t
help but smile listening to his messages of
care and encouragement. The voice mails add
to the sense of travel and relocation implied
throughout the record. We never seem to
find Chauffe rooted in one place, but rather in
constant transition, moving through all the
places in between. There is heartache amid
the goodbyes and the I miss yous, but there is

and I feel like I have a lot to just get out of my
body, and I think writing something every day
is a way to harness that energy and try to reconnect to myself.”
And so in February of 2019 I recorded a song
every day on my phone and put it out, largely
unmixed, unmastered, all phone recordings.
Some of them finished, some of them not. But
with the idea of recording one of those songa-day projects every year for the next 12 years
until the whole calendar is blocked out.
Oh my gosh!
Yeah! So now there’s the February one from
2019, and that was largely a breakup saga in
Lafayette, Louisiana. And then the December
one, which was December of 2020 in quarantine in Astoria, Oregon. And then August was
last year, here in Chicago. So we’ll see what
happens in 2022.
It’s so impressive!
Thank you! I love evolving with this project.

Chauffe on the cover of the Hemlock album Talk Soon

freedom too, of always being on the edge of a
new beginning.
The album’s layers of vocal harmonies,
sung in a barely-there whisper, and the small
treasures tucked into its tracks—a boiling
kettle whistling, a page turning, a piano bench
creaking—make Talk Soon feel intimate and
familiar. It feels lived-in, like an old sweater
that still smells like the lover who gave it to
you—the feeling may have faded, but as you
slip into it, the memory instantly ignites and
softens. And at the end of the day, that’s all
Chauffe wants: for a song to feel like a home,
for a love to be kept close in someone’s heart,
for a new adventure, in a new city, hundreds of
miles away.
I met up with Chauffe on February 7 at her
Hermosa apartment to talk about “memory
hoarding,” her devotion to iPhone voice
memos, and what songwriting means to her.
Our conversation has been edited for length
and clarity.

Tasha Viets-VanLear: Most of your music
that exists online at the moment are these
song-a-day collections, where there’s a
song demo every day for a month. Can you
talk about how that started?
Carolina Chauffe: I went through a breakup in
February of 2019, and it was really, really hard
on me. I was like in love with this person. We
lived in our hometown still, and it was very
hard to move through the very insular music
scene without seeing him all the time. So it
felt like an uprooting from my hometown in an
emotional way, where I was ready to run away
from the feeling of being trapped by all of my
past emotional grief.
But right before that, I’d gotten the idea
from Michelle Zauner of Japanese Breakfast. . . . I ran into her Bandcamp page, where
there’s a project called June where she recorded a song idea every day, and I was like, “You
know what, I’m grieving so much right now,

And it’s such a disciplined commitment.
I can have such a combative relationship
with practicing or trying to write. I won’t
do it for so long, and there’s all of the guilt
that comes up. Or when I do, there’s so
much pressure to make good things. Now
that you’ve done so many of these, how has
this influenced the way you approach song
making, or just influenced your creative
process in general?
I love it. It’s definitely a challenge timewise.
But it’s also allowed for this very cathartic immediacy where I’m not dwelling on what I’m
writing about or how I’m writing it. It’s often
just sitting down, whatever comes out first.
And it’s playful! It’s allowed me to play in
a way that I have fully taken the pressure off
of myself, which has opened up so many windows and allows for this kind of imaginative
creativity. It gets less autobiographical sometimes, which is fun, like writing as different
characters. Or the opposite happens, where
it’s hyper-autobiographical and I’m just doing
a recount of what happened that day. But there
doesn’t have to be a through line either way.
Which opened up such possibilities.
That’s funny you should say that about
being playful. Do you know the poet Ross
Gay? I was reading an interview with him
the other day, and he was talking about
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continued from 33
letting go of this idea of approaching your
work through a lens of accomplishment,
and leaning into being playful and imaginative, and attempting rather than achieving.
I feel like that really lines up with your
ethos around this endeavor.
Absolutely! It’s not striving for imperfection,
it’s just allowing it to the point where something can feel unfinished—but it is finished.
Just leaving something where it’s at on the day
that you make it, and just staying so in touch
with that emotional immediacy every day.
I think a main goal now with that project
too is to gatekeep my idea of music way less,
because it’s not doing myself any favors by
trying to frame things around the idea of success or accomplishment or cleanness . . . that’s
stifling for me. I feel like an archivist. I want
everything that is ever made to be out in the
world. Even if something’s unfinished, I just
want it to have ears if the fates allow.
Let’s talk about the iPhone voice memo! It
seems very integral to your work.
It is! That is a through line. Even on Talk Soon,
which was recorded in friends’ homes and is
more of a “studio album” in the sense that it
wasn’t all recorded on my phone, I wanted to
make sure that there were still elements from
my phone. The voice mails obviously take us
through this journey, and those are phone
sourced. And then there’s also field recordings
that I just take all the time.
I think as the child of a hoarder, I’m a memory hoarder now. Like instead of trying to hoard
physical things, I just have so much data . . . so
many documents, photos, videos, recordings
on my phone. And I don’t want them to just
be sitting in the virtual world withering away.
I want to feel like they’re still being useful
somehow, and so incorporating them into my
work too makes me feel like it’s not a fruitless
effort.
I want to hear more about the story of the
album. Because even though the songs were
written over a long period of time, from
2018 to 2020, they still feel like a cohesive
collection.
The songs were largely written . . . well, two of
them were written at home in Lafayette, but
the rest of them were written in California,
Seattle, one in New Mexico, one in Texas. It’s
like an interstate saga, this journey I was going
through trying to find time to write while I was
on tour. I feel like a hermit crab. I feel most
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with myself and most at home when I am in
the process of transition or moving around,
like with touring.
That was one of my questions, actually. It
seems like the in-motion, the moving from
one to another, feels comfortable for you.
Yeah. I think it allows for reinvention of self
and a challenging of previous ideas of yourself
in a way that I welcome, because I want to constantly be growing and evolving with my environment. I think that’s a feeling that ties all
these songs together as well. They’re written
across all of these different places, but there’s
this feeling of home that I hope comes through
in each of them in different ways. Whether
that’s a negative feeling of home where you
feel trapped, or a positive feeling of home
where you feel fully comfortable, or the kind of
being at home that being in love imparts you
with.
I really love the voice mails on the album,
especially Pawpaw’s. All of these voices feel
so familiar to me now. There is a comfort
you get just by listening to it. It’s really
sweet and touching.
I think it’s really interesting and fun, the idea
of imparting your memories upon someone
else that’s not just lyrical. These voice mails
are like me giving memories of people in my
life to whoever is listening, and there’s an
intimacy, a deep intimacy from that. People
have told me that the voice mails have been
what’s made them cry or made them laugh out
loud. Even with things that are so specific and
unique to everyone’s interpersonal relationships, there’s still this overarching resonance
of how we connect to each other as people.
How do place and season affect your songwriting? For me as a listener, there seems
to be a direct correlation to the seasonal
and physical place that you’re in, and the
songs that come out of it—is there much
intention behind that?
I think it’s a deeply subconscious intentionality at this point, where even if I sit down trying
to write about something specific, looking
back on it retrospectively it’s always so deeply
influenced by my environment. And I think
that that probably stems from a fear of forgetting and wanting to hold on to these feelings
and memories.
Thinking about these songs, I can remember where I wrote each of them in a way that
I can’t remember conversations that I’ve had.

“Thinking about these songs,” says Chauffe, “I can remember where I wrote each of them in a way that
I can’t remember conversations that I’ve had.”  ERIK KOMMER

So maybe it’s the way the light is shining
through the rain outside of my apartment window in Lafayette, and that just happens to be
what I’m looking at when I have my guitar in
my hand, and it’s mind-blowing, and it finds its
way into the song. Now I can remember that
one time it rained in my hometown, in a way
that I can’t with other things.
What does the album dwindle down to, for
you, after listening through?

er of mine in high school who was the first
person who told me, “You can write. You have
something to say and it should be heard.” And
it’s stayed with me so much. We had these altered books that she worked on with us in high
school, and when she retired from teaching,
she left a found poem in every one of our altered books that was personally addressed to
us. And the words on the page that she left for
her found poem in my book were: “Everything
that counts is for love. Keep in touch.” v

A huge influence in my life is an English teach-
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MUSIC
CHICAGOANS OF NOTE

Angel Day, aka producer and
vocalist Yesterdayneverhappened
and Daybreak party promoter
“I feel like Black people deserve everything, so they should have fun, be chill,
and not have to deal with any bullshit.”
As told to LEOR GALIL

Angel Day, 23, is a visual artist, pop musician, and show promoter. They make eclectic
underground tracks that draw from experimental dance and hip-hop, using the name
Yesterdayneverhappened; they also organize
a party called Daybreak, which showcases
Black and Black trans artists. In January the
Empty Bottle hosted the most recent Daybreak,
titled “Frostbite,” whose lineup included North
Carolina house daredevil Dirty Bird, rising
Chicago breakcore star Casper McFadden,
New York electro-punk bruiser LustSickPuppy,
Yesterdayneverhappened, and local experimental hip-hop artist Munki.

M

y grandma played the guitar for a very
long time, since she was younger, so
I was always around music. My uncle
was trying to rap, so he’d be playing, like, oldschool rap albums around me as I was growing
up. I was rapping for a while when I was in
high school and not really doing anything with
it. But I started doing stuff with it towards the
end of being in high school.
In high school, I was listening to a bunch
of old-school rap, and I was trying to do that.
I was pulling up YouTube beats and shit and
trying to make raps over them. When I was 17,
I went to the studio for the first time—there
wasn’t anybody really making music at my
school, so I had to go into the city to actually
learn about it and do it more. It was really just
emulating people that I listened to at the time.
Around that time, I was following all the
Save Money people. Knox [Fortune] had
posted something about this studio—it was in
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Wicker or some shit. I just wanted to check it
out, and I wanted to get to a studio, so I went
there. I recorded, and I put out this song. People in my high school were going crazy about
it; years later I’m like, “This is trash.” Any time
I go around my grandma’s house, those same
people are like, “Oh my God, dude, remember
that song you made?” And I’m just like, “Yo,
can you not talk about this?”
Beginning in 2017, I started making art. I
started making cover art and stuff like that.
I was linking up with all these local rappers.
I was hanging out with Adot a lot, like, latter
half of 2017 to 2019. I was the person who
made his debut cover art [2018’s Midnightt],
because he was the homie. It was kind of the
scene at that present moment, and I was
hanging out with them and doing their cover
art and stuff like that. Meanwhile, I was still
rapping, and it felt like I was trying to convince those people around me that I could rap.
And they weren’t taking me seriously—they
wouldn’t take me seriously at all.
I feel like people only really have the attention span for one thing, usually. So since I was
making cover art, nobody was hitting me up to
rap or make music with them. It wasn’t until
I started doing all this stuff on my own that
people were like, “OK, this person can actually
make music and has a voice to do so.”
But I think it was more of a confidence thing.
I think being around those people and having
them basically treat me like I wasn’t able to
do something because I was doing something
else was a blow. But in that same light, it also
pushed me to adapt and make the things that

I wanted to make, which in turn boosted my
confidence. Before, I wasn’t really confident
in my raps or my music. Making more songs,
getting comfortable with my voice, and being
comfortable to experiment helped me find
where I am now.
I book shows. I’m trying to get in contact
with more venues, but I feel like every single
time I actually throw a show it’s really good.
When I book shows I do it underneath “Daybreak.” Daybreak is a collective slash booking
company, but it’s not really a booking company because I handle all the shit myself. With
Daybreak, I try to only book Black and Black

trans people to give them more of a platform.
Otherwise, if I get on a show and there’s not
enough POC or Black people, I would recommend Black and POC people to perform.
There’s literally so much talent there. It’s
oversaturated with non-Black people—like,
white people specifically—taking up slots and
throwing these parties. And sure, they can do
that, but there’s so many people that aren’t
getting enough shine. There’s not enough people getting traction. There’s Black and Black
trans people that have followings, but they’ve
never been to Chicago. I want to provide this
space for them to do that, and also provide
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an as-safe-as-possible environment for them
to do that. It’s super nice, and that’s probably
the bare minimum that I can do, because everybody should be doing that shit in the first
place. But I’m just trying to make it more present and more prominent. I also know how to
organize shows, and not a lot of people know
how to do that.
Having an all-Black and -Black trans showcase speaks volumes to the talent that’s being
slept on as well. These spaces are possible to
be created. There’s a bunch of Black people
that are complaining about the demographics
of the electronic-slash-techno spaces, and it’s
because it’s true; a lot of Black people don’t
be feeling comfortable going to an electronic
show, just off the lack of people that look like
them. There’s things that happen that take
up space, and there’s things that happen that
make Black people feel unsafe, just based on
history.
My goal is to give these people a platform

and a place to do something about it, and
also put my friends on who are very talented
people. Especially now, I feel like Black people
deserve everything, so they should have fun,
be chill, and not have to deal with any bullshit,
which I’d be quick to sort out anyways.
It always comes out super expensive, and I
end up not making that much money from it.
I try to do Daybreak shows, like, three to four
months apart, because it’s a lot of work. Currently, I’m just trying to play shows so I can
make money and also ghost orchestrate everything—not really attach my name or Daybreak
to it, because I do have friends that are nonBlack, and I want to give them the opportunity
to perform too.
The past two Daybreak shows have been
super successful, but I’m not really seeing
any money from them. I’m also trying to play
shows so that I can get paid and do bigger
productions and eventually even go to other
states and do the same thing over there. But I
have to do it in Chicago first. v
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CONCERT PREVIEWS
FRIDAY18

PICK OF THE WEEK

On Comedian, Without Waves make mood-shifting prog metal
that’s no laughing matter

Sir Richard Bishop 8:30 PM, Constellation,
3111 N. Western, $20. 18+

 MATTHEW GREGORY HOLLIS

WITHOUT WAVES, GUEST, NOHMADS, FROM BEYOND THESE WALLS

Sat 3/19, 8 PM, Reggies Rock Club, 2109 S. State, $12, $10 in advance. 17+

I CAN HARDLY BELIEVE it’s been five years since I previewed Without Waves’ previous album, the 2017 release Lunar. When the Chicago
progressive-metal quartet leapt back into the saddle for their third full-length (their second for Prosthetic), that time seemed to just melt away:
the new Comedian is one of the best records I’ve heard so far in this very young year. The pacing on Lunar is very good, if not entirely mature, but
Comedian locks that down—and when it goes hard, it packs a punch as fierce as its predecessor’s. The high-tension wallops of “Good Grief” and
“Animal Kingdom” inhabit the same landscape as the vulnerable melancholy of “Day 15,” where the band sing their own name (“an emotion without
waves”) and it absolutely fits the mood. “Do What Scares You” seamlessly weaves sweeping guitars together with anxiety-invoking plinky-plink
keyboards, and “Seven” alternates between a quietly unsettling, elegiac vibe and passages that unmask the song’s lurking malice lurking over a
rolling wave of clean guitar and a pulsing grim undertone. I’m struck by how clearly the personality of the band comes through on every track of
Comedian: while vocalist Anthony Cwan swings from growls to whispers, his bandmates reinforce the themes of his lyrics with on-point versatility.
I especially love “Algorithm” for its juxtaposition of subtly philosophical observations (“Art is anything you can get away with / Art is all that
makes wrong right”) and nuclear instrumental fury, but there are so many great moments that it’s hard to settle on a favorite. Without Waves
were slated to play at the Save the Rock ’n’ Roll Fest back in January, which was postponed by the Omicron wave, so cross fingers this long-awaited
record-release party goes on without a hitch. —MONICA KENDRICK
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Sir Richard Bishop has spent about as much time
recording under his own name as he did with the
Sun City Girls, a deftly bohemian, genre-bending
avant-rock act that dissolved after the 2007 cancer death of founding drummer Charlie Gocher.
For almost 30 years, the band (which also included Bishop’s brother Alan) teased at the edges of
popular music from around the globe—occasionally in a problematic way. The nonsense vocals on
“Soi Cowboy,” from the 1996 album 330,003 Crossdressers From Beyond the Rig Veda, are a broad,
cartoonish approximation of an Asian language.
Bishop, though, has dedicated a significant portion
of his life to travel and something that approaches ethnomusicology, and he’s created a guitar language along the way that’s as indebted to Indonesian gamelan as it is to Delta blues. His latest
album, 2020’s Oneiric Formulary (Drag City), does
an admirable job of collecting and assimilating his
various tastes, as opposed to the 2015 all-acoustic
affair Tangier Sessions or the 2009 Egyptian fantasia The Freak of Araby. Some of the tracks on his
new record cleave history, though; “Graveyard Wanderers” eschews Eastern and Western traditions as
Bishop assembles a collection of electronic gestures and watery noises over the course of about
eight minutes. Showgoers likely won’t encounter
this side of Bishop’s music during this Constellation show; in a live setting, he frequently sticks to
fingerstyle guitar. But just as he embraces electronic experimentation for a single track on Oneiric Formulary, Bishop also slots in an ensemble tune, “Dust
Devils,” with droning strings and reeds and repetitive drums. The tune’s juxtaposition with other
selections here recalls the Sun City Girls (specifically their pick-and-choose appropriations), and so do
the spacey, layered guitars of “The Coming of the
Rats.” Some of Bishop’s acoustic fare on the record
(and in his live sets) owes a debt to blues practitioners, but he’s been able to cultivate a singular
voice as an instrumentalist while continually surprising listeners with new turns and worldly combinations. —DAVE CANTOR

SATURDAY19
Without Waves See Pick of the Week at left.
Guest, Nohmads, and From Beyond These Walls
open. 8 PM, Reggies Rock Club, 2109 S. State,
$12, $10 in advance. 17+

THURSDAY24
Duma Ono and Fruit Looops open. 8:30 PM,
Empty Bottle, 1035 N. Western, $15. 21+
Africa’s metal scene has been quiet compared to
its counterparts on other continents. Duma rectify
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Let’s Play!
Make time to learn something new with
music and dance classes at Old Town
School! We offer flexible schedules for
all skill levels both in-person and online.

3730 N CLARK ST
METROCHICAGO.COM
@METROCHICAGO

SAT MAR 19

WED MAR 23

A SPECIAL ON THE
FLOOR ALL AGES SET

BLACK
MIDI

FACS /
MIKE LUST

+ NNAMDÏ

+ Lifeguard

TUE MAR 29

TOUCHÉ
AMORÉ

MON APR 04

QROCK 100.7 WELCOMES
METRO + KICKSTAND PROD.
PRESENT

CODE ORANGE

+ vein.fm
+ Militarie Gun
+ Scowl

+ Loathe / Vended
+ Dying Wish

TU E SD AY APR 12 / 8 PM / 18 +

FRIDAY MAR 25 / 9PM / 21+

@ SLEEPING VILLAGE / SV & METRO PRESENT

PLOSIVS

MOGWAI
+ Nina Nastasia

+ Meat Wave

TH U RSD AY APR 14 / 8 PM / 18 +

SATURDAY MAR 26 / 7:30PM / 18 +

DRAGONFORCE
+ Firewind / Visions of Atlantis
+ Seven Spires

1833 WELCOMES / DALE GAS TOUR

SNOW THA
PRODUCT
+ Nina Nastasia

F RI DAY APR 01 / 7PM / 5+

THE AMITY
AFFLICTION

APR 15

+ Archetypes Collide
+ The Seafloor Cinema

SATURDAY APR 09 / 7PM / 5+

SLOWTHAI
+ Jean Dawson

APR 16
APR 19
APR 22
APR 23
APR 25
APR 28

BENEFIT FOR CHARLES LEVI
FT. STABBING WESTWARD
TEDDY SWIMS
DON BROCO
MALL GRAB
BLACK PISTOL FIRE
PABLLO VITTAR
MILD HIGH CLUB

SMARTBARCHICAGO.COM
3730 N CLARK ST | 21+

Sign up for classes today at

oldtownschool.org

FRIDAY MAR 18

MOVE D
SASSMOUTH
PAT BOSMAN
SATURDAY MAR 19
Good Girls ft.

DJ LADY D
LORI BRANCH
VITIGRRL

MUSIC CLASSES
FOR ADULTS & KIDS

FRIDAY MAR 25

REGIS / BRENDA
GABRIEL PALOMO

LINCOLN SQUARE
LINCOLN PARK
SOUTH LOOP & ONLINE
OTS_1_2V_ClassAd_072921.indd 1

Laid Back | Cold Beer | Live Music

7/23/21 2:21 PM

21+

@GMANTAVERN
GMANTAVERN.COM
3740 N CLARK ST
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Plosivs  CHRIS VALLE

continued from 38
that, and loudly. Vocalist Martin Khanja (aka Lord
Spike Heart) and guitarist and producer Sam Karugu hail from Kenya, and they relocated to Uganda
to release their self-titled 2020 debut album on
Kampala’s Nyege Nyege Tapes. That label is known
for harsh polyrhythmic electronica that borders
on noise—many acts on its roster, including Tanzania’s Sisso and DRC’s La Roche, make grimy dance
music out of electroshock ear bleed in the tradition
of Kinshasa’s Konono No. 1 and Durban’s gqom artists. Duma take things a step further, leaping out of
the club and into the mosh pit. The duo’s beats are
so distorted and frenetic they verge on blown-out
black metal or the chain-saw squall of grindcore,
and their piercing, feedback-laden screams hit with
the pummeling cyborg intensity of industrial power
electronics. Duma’s most recent release, the 2021
single “Cannis” (Sub Pop), ups the intensity. In the
best metal tradition, Khanja screams like evil spirits
are trying to claw their way out of his larynx, and on
the B side, “Mbukinya,” the crazed drum programming feels like a cross between the frantic pulse of
footwork and a ceiling fan to the face. Duma’s music
is true to metal and to the modern sounds of East
Africa, and their combinations of the two make
them one of the most exciting heavy bands anywhere on the planet. —NOAH BERLATSKY

Otherpeace The Keener Family and Official
Claire open. 9:30 PM, Hideout, 1354 W.
Wabansia, $10. 21+
In the early months of the pandemic, Wandering
Boys banjo player Rob Jensen reached out to Matt
Clark (of slowcore trio Pinebender and drone duo
White/Light) with an invitation to jam. The music
they made together planted the seeds for Clark’s
new solo endeavor, Otherpeace, a loose group
where he’s backed by Jensen (drums), Pinebender
bandmate Stephen “the Kid” Howard (bass, electric guitar, drums), and a handful of other guests.
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CantBuyDeem  KONSEPT THE EMCEE

The project’s forthcoming self-released debut, Capitalism Blues, charts the space between the introspective ambience of Clark’s back catalog and the
rough-hewn nuance of relaxed roots and country. When the music dissolves those sounds into
each other, it creates a soothing elixir: the melodies are droning and moody, and the ambient passages contain bits of twang like bubbles in amber.
Clark’s guitar playing is animated but unfussy, and
his gently soulful singing sometimes drops into a
half whisper. Otherpeace is witty and thoughtful,
like Clark’s down-to-earth personality, and those
traits are underlined by subtle touches from his
collaborators: Jensen, Howard, Scott Ligon (keyboards), Mike Burns (electric lap steel guitar), and
Mark Greenberg (Mellotron). Otherpeace has
booked a Hideout residency on the fourth Thursday of each month, and for the first night Clark will
perform with Howard on electric and baritone guitars; their decades-long musical relationship should
help them deepen the textures and emotions in the
songs. —LEOR GALIL

FRIDAY25
Plosivs Meat Wave open. 9 PM, Sleeping
Village, 3734 W. Belmont, $24, $20 in advance. 21+
The pandemic has shattered so many bands that
any project that’s come together since March 2020
represents a small victory. And when the project in
question is as much fun as Plosivs—a new four-piece
consisting of vocalist and guitarist Rob Crow, vocalist and guitarist John Reis, bassist Jordan Clark, and
drummer Atom Willard—the victory isn’t so small.
If you’re familiar with the work these west-coast
punk luminaries have done in Pinback, Rocket From
the Crypt, Hot Snakes, Mrs. Magician, and Against
Me!, among others, you’re probably anticipating
high-intensity rock ’n’ roll you can shake your hips
to—and you’d be right. Plosivs’ self-titled debut full-

length (on Reis’s Swami imprint) is exactly that kind
of rock ’n’ roll, and it doubles as a demonstration of
the power of making music with friends to purge
anxiety and dread. On “Iron Will,” Crow’s sweet
melodic sensibility gives Reis’s ferocious guitar playing a new sheen without smoothing out its wonderfully jagged edges. The band’s hooks (especially on
“Iron Will” and opener “Hit the Breaks”) will bounce
around in your head for days, while “See You Suffer” and “Pines” start out sounding like straightforward pop punk before before taking a left turn
into something more complex. COVID isn’t in the
rearview mirror just yet, and even if it were, there’s
plenty of additional strife and heartache happening
(the brutal Russian invasion of Ukraine, the cruelty
of Republican officials toward LGBTQ+ children in
their own communities) that would make it impossible to feel like the world is back to “normal.” But
Plosivs seem to have found a sweet spot between
sunny resilience and fiery rage—everyone walking
away from their Sleeping Village show ought to feel
just a little bit better about the world than when
they walked in, and these days that’s no small thing.
Make sure to show up early for Chicago punks Meat
Wave, who just announced they’ve signed with
Swami and released their first single for the label,
“Honest Living.” —JAMIE LUDWIG

ALBUM REVIEWS
Absent in Body, Plague God
Relapse
absentinbody.bandcamp.com/album/plague-god
Like it or not, supergroups are an inevitable part
of the music landscape. There’s always a new one
in the works, in no small part because they reliably
attract media attention even before they’ve done
anything. More often than not, though, supergroups
turn out to be letdowns compared to the amount of
hype they generate. Absent in Body have a lot of

expectations riding on their brand-new debut fulllength, Plague God (Relapse), due to the insane list
of heavy hitters in their lineup: Colin H. van Eeckhout and Mathieu Vandekerckhove of doomy Belgian postrock outfit Amenra, Scott Kelly of sludge
icons Neurosis, and Igor fuckin’ Cavalera of Sepultura. But on Plague God, we hear a supergroup
who live up to the fevered imaginings provoked by
the news of their formation. Absent in Body absolutely rip, whether they’re slithering and oozing
through bombastic, earth-shattering doom, unleashing relentless industrial noise, or exploring yearning,
ambient-flavored postmetal. Each member brings
his best, most characteristic moves to the project—glimmering soundscapes, massive slo-mo riffs,
inhuman vocals, smashing electronic rhythms, tectonic drumming—and they create pure magic while
doing it. As far as heady, experimental metal goes,
these musicians are at the top of their game, no
matter the project—and we’re lucky that the stars
aligned for them to come together in Absent in
Body. —LUCA CIMARUSTI

CantBuyDeem, CDs, DVDs, Loose
Squares
Self-released
soundcloud.com/cantbuydeem/sets/
cdsdvdsloose-squares
If an MC has put in enough work that they can wrap
a verse around a beat so tightly you can’t separate
the two, then the odds are good they’ve accumulated a trunk full of unreleased material in the process.
Englewood’s CantBuyDeem is just such a rapper,
and he’s strung together a handful of those loosies
into a new self-released mixtape called CDs, DVDs,
Loose Squares, in homage to the hustlers who’ll sell
you anything you need, illicit or otherwise. The mixtape’s tracks address a grab bag of topics, appropriately, such as finding romance (“I Like Me Too”),
keeping his head above water (“50 Cents for Extra
Sauce),” and looking for luxury wherever he can
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AUDIO EXPO NORTH AMERICA
APRIL 22-24, 2022 • CHICAGO
RENAISSANCE SCHAUMBURG
HOTEL & CONVENTION CENTER

HEAR HERE!
GREAT MUSIC. INCREDIBLE SOUND.
ALL IN THREE DAYS.

Live! April 22,
8:00 pm

Friday Night
Blues Night!

Toronzo
Cannon

Whether your passion is analog, streaming,
headphones, speakers, the music or all of the above,
AXPONA is where you can discover the latest gear
from the brands you love to create your ultimate
listening experience. And you can connect with fellow
enthusiasts, designers, and industry experts.
Feast your ears on more than 200 exhibits to really
experience what the newest audio products can
deliver, including:
• Turntables
• Vinyl
• Loudspeakers
• Electronics
• Headphones
• Accessories

See you at AXPONA!

Tickets on Sale NOW!
Visit www.AXPONA.com

Live! April 23,
8:00 pm

Saturday
Night!

Lori
Lieberman

For information on exhibiting,
contact Mark Freed: mark@jdevents.com, 203-307-2688

Health & Safety:
AXPONA is committed to the health and safety of our exhibitors, attendees, partners
and staﬀ amid the COVID-19 pandemic and as we prepare for the AXPONA 2022 event.
For more information visit: https://www.axpona.com/health-safety.asp
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4544 N LINCOLN AVENUE, CHICAGO IL
OLDTOWNSCHOOL.ORG • 773.728.6000

NEW SHOWS JUST ANNOUNCED • ON SALE NOW
5/1
6/11

Suzanne Vega
Max Allard • Odes/Codes album
release • with special guest Jonas
Friddle & Andrew Wilkins
FOR TICKETS, VISIT OLDTOWNSCHOOL.ORG

FRIDAY, MARCH 18 8PM

Amy Speace /
Jill Sobule In Szold Hall
SUNDAY, MARCH 20 4 & 7PM

Ladysmith Black
Mambazo
FRIDAY, MARCH 25 7 & 9:30PM

Joseph

The Requests Only Tour

Ensemble dal Niente  ALEKS KARJAKA

FRIDAY, APRIL 1 8PM

Sarah Harmer

with special guest Charlotte Cornfield
In Szold Hall

SATURDAY, APRIL 2 7:30PM

Bruce Molsky

In Szold Hall

SUNDAY, APRIL 3 7PM

Bill Frisell Trio

featuring Thomas Morgan & Rudy Royston

THURSDAY, APRIL 7 8PM

Alex Cuba
SUNDAY, APRIL 10 8PM
Thalia Hall & Old Town School of Folk Music present

Watchhouse

(formerly Mandolin Orange)
1807 S Allport St • Thalia Hall

SUNDAY, APRIL 24 7PM

BeauSoleil avec
Michael Doucet

Au Revoir - One Last Time!

THURSDAY, APRIL 28 8PM

Juana Molina
WORLD MUSIC WEDNESDAY SERIES
FREE WEEKLY CONCERTS, LINCOLN SQUARE

3/23
3/30

Alash
Chalaban with special guest
The Arab Blues

OLDTOWNSCHOOL.ORG
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(“On LSD Not the Drops”). But several skits reflect
the title explicitly, as does the song “CD Man,”
where Deem stitches the hustlers’ silver-tongued
pitches into vignettes sketching their unexamined
lives. Deem’s voice flits between solemn and flamboyant as he evokes the emotional high-wire act
of making a living by hawking loose cigarettes and
bootleg movies. He switches up the speed of his
flow as he switches his tone, and that rhythmic playfulness spills out from “CD Man” into the rest of
CDs, DVDs, Loose Squares. Deem likes to get people excited about something mundane that they’ve
never considered before, and no matter what’s on
his mind, he brings the same spirited engagement
to it. —LEOR GALIL

Ensemble dal Niente, Object/Animal
Sideband
dalniente.bandcamp.com/album/object-animal
Ensemble dal Niente’s Object/Animal follows closely on the heels of the local contemporary classical group’s November release, Confined. Speak., a
retrospective of pieces performed sans live audiences in 2020 and 2021. Object/Animal is likewise
chronologically narrow: dal Niente premiered all
the works on the album in 2017. Aesthetically, however, the three featured compositions are as farflung as you could imagine. LJ White’s “We Don’t
Eat Dead Things” compiles its postmodern-ish,
Dada-ish text from snippets of songs by indie musician Christopher the Conquered. Sopranos Amanda De Boer Bartlett and Carrie Henneman Shaw
sing those words at the top of their range with the
precariousness of a high-wire act, which much of
the instrumental writing echoes with its breakable
brittleness. The fragility of the music is emphasized by the sound of harpist Ben Melsky smashing a beer can against his instrument—a repeated
percussive motif throughout the work, one of the
most gripping in White’s catalog to date. Jeff Parker’s “Water on Glass” is just as brief as “We Don’t
Eat Dead Things” but manages to pull off a slow

Heavee  COURTESY OF BACKSPIN PROMOTIONS
burn in eight short minutes: Shuddering, sputtering synth textures retain their chewy grit even as
they fan out into intoxicating chords as sumptuous
as anything Maurice Ravel ever wrote—imagine his
Daphnis et Chloë sung by the hollowed-out shell of
an abandoned city, its rusted I beams groaning and
its streetlamps humming. “Water on Glass” evaporates quickly, paving the way for Swan, the half-hour
tour de force occupying the second half of Object/
Animal. Written by Turkish-born, NYC-based composer and producer Murat Çolak, who also mastered the album, Swan begins not with an evocation
of the bird but rather with the blood-curdling snarls
of a lion struggling against iron chains. From there,
the three-part composition roves through heaping
synth-and-wind chords, bobs to trancelike EDM, and
kneels in a dreamlike mosque saturated with crackling vinyl and the metallic aureoles of struck gongs.
White and Parker’s compositions are more immediately striking in their model-boat marriage of brevity and detail, but Çolak’s contribution blossoms
upon repeat listenings. Like Parker’s “Water on
Glass,” though, Swan disappears as suddenly as it
touches down—and the silence is wrenching. Trust,
then, that its foliage will flower long in your imagination. —HANNAH EDGAR

Freakons, Freakons
Fluff & Gravy
fluffandgravy.com/artists/freakons
In the early days of the COVID pandemic, retail
clerks, day-care staff, public-transportation employees, and many other workers learned what coal
miners have known for a very long time: that the
authorities who deem their labor essential don’t
necessarily feel the same way about their lives.
Freakwater and the Mekons have each sung folk
ballads about the travails that miners have faced
under the earth and on the picket line. The former is
the country duo of Janet Beveridge Bean and Catherine Irwin, based in Chicago and Louisville, while
the latter is a British-born, globally scattered band
that planted some members here decades ago; the

two groups share interests and aesthetics as well as
bonds of friendship, so their choice to unite as Freakons seems well-nigh inevitable. On the Freakons’
self-titled debut LP, Irwin, Bean, and Chicago-based
Mekons Jon Langford and Sally Timms blend their
voices in harmonies as solid as mine-shaft beams
and trade spirited vocal leads over sparse guitar
and fiddle accompaniment. The record’s 12 tracks
include “Blackleg Miner,” a 19th-century anti-scab
anthem, and Hazel Dickens’s “The Mannington Mine
Disaster,” which memorializes an explosion that
killed 78 West Virginia miners in 1968. But most of
the material is written by various Freakons. Their
original songs acknowledge mining’s disastrous
environmental consequences as well as its social
impact, and they also celebrate the triumphs of
industry escapees such as actor Richard Burton, the
son of a miner. —BILL MEYER

Heavee, Audio Assault
Hyperdub
heavee.bandcamp.com/album/audio-assault
The producers who created footwork’s molten polyrhythms designed them to give dancers the flexibility to switch tactics in the middle of a battle.
Yes, there are specific moves (Ghost! Erk n Jerk!),
but the ever-changing percussion and bass patterns create a destabilized space where footworkers can “choose their own adventure,” as it were, by
adapting those moves in their own ways. Chicago
footwork producer Heavee has found a sweet spot
by melding the jackhammering beats of footwork
with serene synth sounds borrowed from contemporary video-game scores—another form of music
that encourages people to play. His new Audio
Assault (Hyperdub) favors the trancelike side of
the video-game sound world, and he keeps a foot
in those dreamlike environs even when his loops
cycle so fast that they seem to jitter nervously.
The spelunking synths of “Machines Can Talk” feel
sleepy and nocturnal, but Heavee’s hiccuping footwork percussion speckles them with glimmers of
light. —LEOR GALIL
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MARCH
20

CHRISTIAN
SANDS
TRIO

MARCH
27

CLAP YOUR
HANDS
SAY YEAH

MARCH
31

CYRILLE
AIMEÉ

MARCH
15

POI
DOG
PONDERING

MARCH
18

GERALD
MCCLENDON
& THEO HUFF

MARCH
19

STACEY
KENT
7PM
+ 9:30PM

CHICAGO
SOUL
DOUBLEHEADER

MARCH
21 + 22

IRON
& WINE

MARCH
23

IRIS
DEMENT

MARCH
24

THE TIM
O'BRIEN
BAND

MARCH
27

MICHAEL
CERVERIS

MARCH
30

THE
LAST
WORD
QUINTET

SOLD OUT

MARCH
25 + 26

GRAHAM
NASH

SOLD OUT

WITH
KIMBERLY KAYE
(1PM MATINEE)

EVANSTONSPACE.COM
@EVANSTONSPACE
1245 CHICAGO AVE.
EVANSTON, IL
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The Chicks come to the Hollywood Casino Amphitheatre in June.  OLIVER HALFIN

NEW
Pepe Aguilar, Leonardo Aguilar, Angela Aguilar, Antonio
Aguilar 9/30, 8 PM, Allstate
Arena, Rosemont b
Cyrille Aimée 3/31, 8 PM,
SPACE, Evanston b
Alice in Chains, Breaking Benjamin, Bush 8/24, 5:30 PM,
Hollywood Casino Amphitheatre, Tinley Park b
Altin Gün, Pachyman 4/7,
8:30 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
Aly & AJ, Brummies 4/19,
7 PM, House of Blues b
Angel Dust, Spiritual Cramp,
Webbed Wing 4/16, 9 PM,
Sleeping Village
Belle & Sebastian, Divino
Niño 5/26, 7:30 PM, Riviera
Theatre, 18+
Cancerslug 6/15, 8 PM, Reggies Rock Club, 17+
Caustic, Richard 23 (DJ set),
Shannon F (DJ set) 9/24,
11 PM, Smart Bar, part of Cold
Waves X festival
Max & Iggor Cavalera 6/4,
8 PM, the Forge, Joliet b
Chicago Immigrant Orchestra,
Zeshan B. 5/6, 7 PM, American Islamic College F b
Chicks, Patty Griffin 6/15,
7:30 PM, Hollywood Casino
Amphitheatre, Tinley Park b
Covenant, Kite, Empathy Test,
Spike Hellis, Ghostfeeder,
Rare DM 9/23, 7 PM, Metro,
part of Cold Waves X festival,
18+
Cozyboy, Thomas Reid,
Arkaeo, Woven in Hiatus,
Eliza Grace 4/17, 7:45 PM,
House of Blues
Dead Rider, Nude Model 4/2,
8 PM, Hideout
Élage Diouf 4/6, 8:30 PM,
Maurer Hall, Old Town School
of Folk Music F b
Dip, Wyatt Waddell 4/8, 8 PM,
Thalia Hall b

El Ten Eleven, Cedric Noel
4/8, 8 PM, Chop Shop b
Electric Six, Volk, Lollygagger,
Dust Biters 4/7, 7:30 PM, the
Forge, Joliet b
Flatliners, Emily Wolfe 6/18,
8 PM, Chop Shop, 18+
Fletcher, Julia Wolf 4/1, 8 PM,
House of Blues b
Flosstradamus 5/6, 10 PM,
Concord Music Hall, 18+
Front 242, Nitzer Ebb, Portion
Control, Light Asylum,
Foreign Resort, Hapax 9/25,
7 PM, Riviera Theatre, part of
Cold Waves X festival, 18+
Gatecreeper, Narrow Head,
200 Stab Wounds, Fearing
5/5, 8 PM, Bottom Lounge, 17+
Gustaf, Ethers 4/2, 8:30 PM,
Empty Bottle
Alex Hall, South City Revival
5/20, 8:30 PM, Carol’s Pub
Heavy Sounds, Michael
Damani 4/4, 8 PM, Hideout
Erwin Helfer 3/31, 6 PM,
Hideout
Hurray for the Riff Raff,
Anjimile 4/9, 8:30 PM, Thalia
Hall, 17+
Eric Hutchinson, Caleb
Hawley 4/2, 8 PM, SPACE,
Evanston b
Aya Ito 3/31, 9 PM, Tack Room
F
Jaytoo 3/31, 9 PM, Punch
House F
Jeff Givens Band 5/28, 9 PM,
Carol’s Pub
John 5 & the Creatures,
Haxans 5/5, 8 PM, the Forge,
Joliet b
Kabareh Cheikhats, Les Filles
de Illighadad 4/13, 8:30 PM,
Maurer Hall, Old Town School
of Folk Music F b
Kaleta & Super Yamba Band
4/27, 8:30 PM, Maurer Hall,
Old Town School of Folk
Music F b
Kishi Bashi, Tall Tall Trees 4/5,
7:30 PM, Thalia Hall, 17+
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Daniel Knox 4/15, 9 PM, Hungry Brain
Kyle, Levan Kali 4/7, 8 PM,
Chop Shop, 18+
Mila La Morena, Ebony Loren,
Cece Maravilla 4/4, 7:30 PM,
Schubas F
Lady Gaga 8/15, 7:30 PM, Wrigley Field b
Léon, Catie Turner 5/31,
7:30 PM, the Vic, 18+
Lido Pimienta, Combo Chimbita 3/31, 8:30 PM, Empty
Bottle
Ludo, Clownvis Presley 4/224/23, 8 PM, House of Blues,
17+
Main Squeeze, Cloudchord
3/31, 8:30 PM, Lincoln Hall, 18+
Eve Maret, Hali Palombo, Hen
of the Woods 4/4, 8:30 PM,
Empty Bottle F
Maverick City Music, Kirk
Franklin, Jonathan McReynolds, Housefires 6/26,
6:45 PM, Hollywood Casino
Amphitheatre, Tinley Park b
Mayhem, Midnight 4/3, 7 PM,
the Forge, Joliet b
Mono, Bing & Ruth 4/2, 9 PM,
Lincoln Hall, 18+
Kevin Morby, Coco 10/31, 8 PM,
the Vic, 18+
Maren Morris, Natalie Hemby
8/10, 8 PM, Huntington Bank
Pavilion b
Nothing More, Asking Alexandria, Atreyu, Eva Under
Fire 6/3, 6:30 PM, Riviera
Theatre b
Offspring, Blame My Youth
5/21, 8 PM, Aragon Ballroom,
17+
Ohmme 4/29, 9 PM, Golden
Dagger
Opliam 5/4, 8:30 PM, Maurer
Hall, Old Town School of Folk
Music F b
Orphx, Patrick C. (242 DJ set),
Baby Magick (DJ set) 9/23,
11 PM, Smart Bar, part of Cold
Waves X festival

WOLF BY KEITH HERZIK

EARLY WARNINGS

CHICAGO SHOWS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT IN THE WEEKS TO COME

b ALL AGES F
Steven Page 5/5, 8 PM, Maurer
Hall, Old Town School of Folk
Music b
Plack Blague, Liebknecht &
Andi Harriman (DJ set) 9/22,
11 PM, Smart Bar, part of Cold
Waves X festival
Porcupine Tree 9/20, 7:30 PM,
Auditorium Theatre b
Joe Pug, Dead Horses 4/15,
8 PM, Golden Dagger
R&B Only Live featuring DJ
Tiara Monique 4/2, 8:30 PM,
House of Blues
Dianne Reeves 4/8, 8 PM, Symphony Center b
Regrettes, Alex Lahey 5/13,
7:30 PM, Metro b
Remember Jones 4/6, 8 PM,
Schubas
Dave Rempis, Ed Wilkerson,
Junius Paul, and Tyler Damon
4/10, 9 PM, Hungry Brain
Chris Renzema, Antoine Bradford 4/4, 7 PM, Thalia Hall b
Revolting Corpse, Stromkern,
Rein, Haex, Cyanotic,
Haloblack 9/24, 7 PM, Metro,
part of Cold Waves X festival,
18+
Ritt Momney, Hannah Jadagu, Shane T 4/1-4/2, 8 PM,
Schubas b
Rivals, Ashland, Josh Lamber,
Ethan Cutkosky 4/7, 8:30 PM,
Beat Kitchen, 17+
Rotting Christ, Borknagar,
Abigail Williams, Ghost Bath,
Stormruler 4/30, 6:30 PM,
Reggies Rock Club, 17+
Sean Rowe, Matthew Fowler
4/1, 9:30 PM, Hideout
Se So Neon 4/6, 7 PM, Chop
Shop b
Sons of Kemet, Sistazz of
the Nitty Gritty 4/4, 8 PM,
Lincoln Hall, 18+
Stand Atlantic, With Confidence, 7ru7h 6/18, 7 PM,
Bottom Lounge b
Stick Figure, Elovaters 5/13,
8:30 PM, Aragon Ballroom, 17+
Sumo Cyco, Black Satellite
6/11, 7:30 PM, Reggies Music
Joint
Tay Money 4/10, 7:30 PM, Subterranean b
Tayls 4/3, 8:30 PM, Empty
Bottle
Traveler 8/20, 8 PM, Reggies
Music Joint
TR/ST, the KVB, Actors, Kontravoid, Leathers, New Canyons 9/22, 7 PM, Metro, part
of Cold Waves X festival, 18+
Uma Bloo, Bridey, Brigid Broderick 3/31, 9:30 PM, Hideout
Suzanne Vega 5/1, 7 PM, Maurer Hall, Old Town School of
Folk Music b
Summer Walker, No1-Noah,
Marvxxl 3/31, 7 PM; 4/1, 8 PM,
Aragon Ballroom b
We Were Promised Jetpacks,
Weakened Friends 4/6, 8 PM,
Thalia Hall, 17+
The Weeknd, Doja Cat 7/24,
6:30 PM, Soldier Field b
Susan Werner, King Margo 4/1,
8 PM, SPACE, Evanston b

Never miss
a show again.
Sign up for the
newsletter at
chicagoreader.
com/early

Yasmin Williams 4/1, 8:30 PM,
Constellation, 18+
Zorila, Mel Seneze, Chan
Fuze, Goof 4/1, 8 PM, Chop
Shop, 18+

UPDATED
Alison Wonderland, Valentino
Khan 4/9, 9 PM, Aragon Ballroom, lineup updated, 18+
Big Thief, Kara-Lis Coverdale
4/25, 7:30 PM, Riviera Theatre, lineup updated, 18+
Corridor, Pool Holograph
4/3, 8 PM, Schubas, lineup
updated, 18+
Jawbreaker, Built to Spill,
Smoking Popes, Irene Tu
4/13-4/16, 7 PM, House of
Blues, 4/16 added; 4/14 and
4/15 sold out, 17+
Sinead O’Connor 5/17-5/18,
8 PM; 5/20, 8 PM, City Winery, canceled
Sasami, Jigsaw Youth 4/1,
9 PM, Lincoln Hall, lineup
updated, 18+

UPCOMING
Airborne Toxic Event, Mondo
Cozmo 4/14-4/15, 7:30 PM,
the Vic b
Beausoleil with Michael
Doucet 4/24, 7 PM, Maurer
Hall, Old Town School of Folk
Music b
Belmont, Super American,
Youth Fountain, 93feetofsmoke 4/1, 7 PM, Bottom
Lounge b
A Benefit for Charles Levi featuring Stabbing Westward,
Combichrist, Chris Connelly & Martin Atkins, Krztoff
Bile, Chris Harris, Bryan
Black, Anthony Stock, Louis
Svitek, Duane Buford, and
more 4/15, 8 PM, Metro, 18+
Canyyn, Souls Extolled, Dorian
Taj, Bandy 4/9, 8:15 PM,
Burlington
Cavetown, Tessa Violet 4/23,
7:30 PM, Riviera Theatre b
Dakhabrakha 4/10, 7 PM, Patio
Theater b
Del Amitri, Kris Dollimore 4/11,
7:30 PM, the Vic, 18+
Forester 4/9, 9 PM, Beat
Kitchen, 17+
Fruit Bats 4/29, 8 PM, Thalia
Hall, 17+
Robbie Fulks, Al Rose & Steve
Doyle 4/30, 8 PM, SPACE,
Evanston b
Latto 4/9, 7 PM, Patio Theater
b v

GOSSIP
WOLF
A furry ear to the ground of
the local music scene
EVEN BEFORE local singer-songwriter
Dan Schneider released his first album as
the Singleman Affair in 2006, his psychfolk solo project had become a fruitful
nexus for collaboration. Schneider has
not only brought together amazing musicians—including folks from Mucca Pazza,
the Cairo Gang, Califone, and Fruit Bats—
to perform and record with him, but he’s
also regularly featured well-curated local
talent on a long-running multimedia series
at Cafe Mustache he calls the Orpheatric Variety Show. On Friday, March 25,
Schneider’s own Cardboard Sangria
label will release the fourth Singleman
Affair album, 4PM Sunlight, whose pastoral jams glow like the ethereal golden
hour of a summer evening. That night, the
Singleman Affair performs at Constellation, backed by a video composition that
Schneider made from eight-millimeter film
footage he’s shot over the past 20 years.
On Saturday, the folks at DIY space the
VCR released a compilation of live recordings from 2017 and 2018 called The VCR
VHS. The 40-track album is available on
VHS tape, with trippy visuals by Brian
McCabe (for the first half) and Sky Goodman. Engineer Chris Lee recorded the
audio, which includes tracks by Girl K ,
Sol Patches, Kevin & Hell, and Piss Piss
Piss Moan Moan Moan. All proceeds benefit the Young Center for Immigrant
Children’s Rights. CAN TV will screen
The VCR VHS on Thursday, April 7, at
11:30 PM, after which the video will stream
via the Sinema Obscura Vimeo channel.
Earlier this month local psychedelic country collective the Keener Family dropped the dreamy, droning new single “Honest,” their first release since
the 2020 EP Hold Me Close. On Thursday, March 24, they’ll help kick off Otherpeace’s residency at the Hideout , performing as an eight-piece whose roster
includes former Disappears and Facs guitarist Jonathan Van Herik, making a oneoff appearance subbing for regular Robby
Haynes. —J.R. NELSON AND LEOR GALIL
Got a tip? Tweet @Gossip_Wolf or e-mail
gossipwolf@chicagoreader.com.

ll

ll

Donate to get Leor Galil's best articles
over the past 10 years of Chicago music!
chicagoreader.com/leorbook

Into It. Over It.
3 / 17 & 3 / 18 @ Sleeping Village
OTHERPEACE
Keener Family / Official Claire
3 / 24 @ The Hideout
RICHIE RAMONE
4 / 8 @ Reggies
David Nail
4 / 30 @ Joe’s on Weed St.

LIVE MUSIC IN URBAN WINE COUNTRY
1200 RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO, IL 60607 | 312.733.WINE

3.22
3.23
3.24

3.18
3.19

The Flat Five

Joshua Radin

with The Total Pro Horns

3.20
3.21
3.25
3.26
3.28
3.30

OLETA ADAMS
THE OTHER FAVORITES
WITH EDWIN

DWELE
CHANTÉ MOORE
MIKE ZITO & ALBERT CASTIGLIA
EXTC XTC’S TERRY CHAMBERS &

FRIENDS

Christian Scott
Atunde Adjuah

SF Jazz Collective

with Azure Ray

don’t miss...

3.29

3.27
New Works Reflecting the Moment

Coming Soon...
3.31
4.01
4.02
4.03
4.03

THE IGUANAS & KEVIN GORDON
NICK WATERHOUSE WITH

4.04

CHICAGO FARMER & THE
FIELDNOTES WITH BARBARO
GREAT MOMENTS IN VINYL PLAYS

4.06

THE HAMILTONES

4.07

COLIN PETERIK WITH
THE DEVONNS
ELVIN BISHOP
NRBQ

THE ROLLING STONES - 12 PM

4.084.10

WILL DOWNING

SOUL MUSIC CELEBRATION:

4.11

BRENDAN BAYLISS

MCKINLEY JAMES

THE BIRTH OF SOUL

4.05

(OF UMPHREY’S MCGEE)

4.12

RODNEY ATKINS AND
ROSE FALCON - THE
ROD + ROSE TOUR

4.13

BILLY PRINE &
THE PRINE TIME
BAND - SONGS OF
JOHN PRINE

4.14

ELIANE ELIAS

4.15

ELLE VARNER

4.16

REGINA BELLE
WITH SPECIAL GUEST
KYLA JADE

4.174.18

JUSTIN FURSTENFELD

4.19

JONATHA BROOKE

4.20

THE QUEBE SISTERS

4.21

THE CLAUDETTES
WITH BETH BOMBARA
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OPINION
 JOE NEWTON

SAVAGE LOVE

Age-old problems
PIV and parenthood with an age gap
By DAN SAVAGE
Q: I have a problem. (How’s

that for an opener?) I’m a
60-something cis woman
with a 30-something cis man
lover. The problem is my
vagina is extremely tight.
Also, sometimes I bleed a
little bit after PIV [penisin-vagina intercourse] and
then urinating burns, but
only briefly. We are only
able to hook up about every
other week, so frequency
isn’t going to “stretch me
out.” I had previously been
diagnosed with vaginal
atrophy, which for many
women can result in pain
during PIV intercourse.
We’ve been using Uberlube
with silicone, which has
helped, but it still gets
painful. Any suggestions?
I’ve been on an estradiol
vaginal insert for three

months, which helps my
overall dryness but not PIV
so much, although he has
said I feel softer inside. I
could really use some help
because as much as I love
having sex with him, I’m
going to have to pause
PIV altogether due to my
discomfort. I also will say
that before him it had been
17 years since I’d had sex.
I find this embarrassing
to admit, but it may be
information that will help you
answer my questions.
— AGE-GAP ENHANCING
INTENSE SEXUAL TREATS

P.S. He propositioned me.
I was initially mortified
but I have since overcome
my ageist bias against
relationships with large age
gaps. Oh, and last night I
experienced the “luxurious”
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sensation of having my anus
licked for the first time!

a: “Vaginal atrophy is very
common in women and
people with vaginas, and it
can make not just PIV but any
type of penetration painful,”
said Dr. Lori Brotto, a clinical
psychologist, author, and sex
researcher at the University
of British Columbia. “And
while Uberlube is a fantastic
external lubricant that makes
sex more comfortable, it
does nothing to moisturize
the vagina.”
Dr. Brotto says your
hunch—that more frequent
penetration might help—is
correct, but you don’t have to
wait for your lover to return
to experience it.
“There are well-known
advantages to regular vag-

inal dilation for people who
have not had penetration in
a long time,” said Dr. Brotto.
“So, I would recommend that
in between the times AGEIST has sex with her partner,
she uses a dilator—or uses a
dildo—to engage in solo vaginal penetration. She should
do it at least once per week,
with copious amounts of
lubricant, and use it while
fantasizing or enjoying erotica, to stimulate her mind’s
arousal.”
You don’t have to simulate fucking with a dilator or
a dildo (and a dilator in this
case is just a dildo by another
name); instead, gently insert
the lubed-up dilator, remember to breathe, and then—
once it’s all the way in—read
some erotica or watch some
porn. And then, if you’re feeling it, masturbate to climax.
And then, when you’re with
your lover, do the same but
with his dick. Get his P in
your V without it being about
his pleasure. It’s about yours.
When you do feel ready to
let him fuck you, don’t feel
obligated to endure it until
he finishes. Only let him fuck
you for as long as it feels
comfortable and/or good for
you, and then pivot to something else you both enjoy if
he hasn’t finished.
Dr. Brotto also suggested
that you talk to your gynecologist about switching to
a different vaginal estrogen
delivery system—there are
tablets, creams, and rings in
addition to the inserts you’re
using—while at the same time
adjusting your dose.
“She also might also consider seeing a pelvic floor
physiotherapist in case some
of the discomfort is arising
from pelvic floor tightness,”
said Dr. Brotto. “Pelvic floor
physiotherapists have very
effective exercises to deal
with vaginal pain. Additionally, some positions can create more pain in an already
painful vagina, so AGEIST
and her lover should try dif-

ferent positions. And since
the length and girth of a
partner’s penis can also be
a contributing factor, some
couples use OhNut (www.
ohnut.co), which are a series
of rings that can be placed at
the base of the shaft of the
penis to reduce the length.”
It’s also important that
you’re feeling aroused—not
feeling dread—when your
lover is on his way over.
Knowing you can look forward to what works for you
and makes you feel good,
and knowing that he doesn’t
expect you to grin and bear
what doesn’t (even if that
means taking PIV off the
menu for now), will not only
be the best way to make sure
you feel relaxed and aroused,
but it’s also the quickest way
to get PIV back on the menu.
Good luck.
Follow Dr. Lorri Brotto on
Twitter @DrLoriBrotto. And
you can see Dr. Brotto in the
new Netflix docuseries, The
Principles of Pleasure, which
premieres on March 22. (The
first episode focuses on the
erogenous parts of a woman’s anatomy, AGEIST, and Dr.
Brotto suggests you watch it
with your partner!)
P.S. No need to put “luxurious” in scare quotes
when you’re talking about
anilingus!

Q: My boyfriend and I have

been together for six years.
We have a great relationship,
he’s very caring and
thoughtful and we survived
the pandemic together, so I
think we’re very compatible.
I’m in my late 30s now, and
I’m starting to realize that
time is running out if I ever
want a baby. The problem:
my boyfriend is 30 years
older than me. If he were
45, he would be a great dad,
but it doesn’t seem fair to
have a child with a man who
is almost 70. He doesn’t have
children from his previous
marriage so this would be his
first. Should I let go of the
man I love to see what else is
out there and find someone

more suited to a future that
hopefully includes a child?
Or do I take the plunge with
my boyfriend and hope for
the best?—TICK TOCK BIO
CLOCK

a: Let’s say you dump the

old man you love—an old man
who could live for another 20
years—to go find a younger
man. How long would that
take, TTBC? A year? Two?
Because it’s not just a guy
closer to your own age you
need. You have to find a guy
you like, a guy who wants
children and wants them
soon, and then date that guy
long enough to fall in love
with him. And then you’re
going to have to live with that
guy long enough to know
you aren’t going to fall out of
love with him anytime soon.
And if it doesn’t work out—if
the first guy you pick isn’t the
right guy—you’re gonna have
to start all over again. And
before you know it, TTBC,
you’re 50.
As I see it, TTBC, you have
three possible choices/likely outcomes to choose from
here: having to get out there
and find a new guy who
wants a kid, having to date
as a widowed single parent if
your current boyfriend dies
while your child is still young,
or having to date as a single parent if the relationship
you rushed into with some
30-something dude you barely knew after dumping the
60-something man you loved
didn’t work out.
In your shoes, TTBC, I
would go with the guy I’ve
got—the known quantity—
over a stranger I hadn’t met,
might never meet, or might
come to regret meeting.
P.S. You don’t mention
discussing this with your
boyfriend. Does he wanna
have a child? That seems . . .
germane. v

Send letters to mail@
savagelove.net. Download
the Savage Lovecast every
Tuesday at thestranger.com.
 @fakedansavage
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600+ Tours starting from $1,200 pp

Speak to an expert at:

866-502-2279
Hours: 9 am - 7 pm EST Monday - Friday

Where
ALL GUYS
come together
Visit www.squirt.org today to join the action
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CLASSIFIEDS
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MARKETING
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RENTALS
FOR SALE
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PROFESSIONALS

& SERVICES
CLEANING

RESEARCH

ADULT
SERVICES

JOBS
The Department of Medicine, at the Univ of IL at
Chicago (UIC), located
in a large metropolitan
area, is seeking a fulltime Assistant Professor
of Clinical Medicine/
Physician Surgeon to
assist the department
with the following responsibilities: Under direction
and supervision, assist
department teach, train,
and advise medical students and residents in the
ﬁeld of Internal Medicine.
Provide clinical patient
care in Internal Medicine
to a diverse and medically underserved patient
population in the outpatient clinic and inpatient
service settings. Participate in undergraduate,
graduate, and continuing
e d u c a t i o n p ro g r a m s
of the Department and
organize and conduct
re s e a rc h i n I n t e r n a l
Medicine. Participate in
committee assignments,
curriculum development,
and administration.
Assist department conduct medical science
research, publish scientiﬁc ﬁndings, and perform
administrative duties
and University service as
assigned. Some travel
may be periodically required for commuting to
local worksite locations,
conferences, and/or professional development.
This position minimally
requires a MD degree or
its foreign equivalent, 3
years of Internal Medicine
residency training, a valid
Illinois medical license
or eligibility for an Illinois
medical license, and
board certification or
eligibility for certiﬁcation
in Internal Medicine. For
fullest consideration,
please submit CV, cvr ltr,
& 3 references by April
14, 2022 to Department
of Medicine HR, Univ of IL
at Chicago, 840 S. Wood
St, Suite 1020S (MC 787),
Chicago, IL 606012 via
email to medicineHR@
uic.edu. UIC is an affirmative action, equal
opportunity employer
that has a strong institutional commitment to the
principle of diversity and
is particularly interested
in receiving applications
from a broad spectrum
of people. We do not
discriminate on the basis
of sex, gender identity,
sexual orientation, race,
color, religion, national
origin, disability, protected Veteran status, age, or
any other characteristic
protected by law. Oﬀers
of employment by the
University of Illinois may
be subject to approval
by the University’s Board
of Trustees and are made
contingent upon the candidate’s successful completion of any criminal
background checks and

other pre-employment
assessments that may be
required for the position
being oﬀered. Additional
information regarding
such pre-employment
checks and assessments
may be provided as applicable during the hiring
process. As a qualifying
federal contractor, the
University of Illinois
System uses E-Verify
to verify employment
eligibility. The University
of Illinois System requires
candidates selected
for hire to disclose any
documented finding of
sexual misconduct or
sexual harassment and to
authorize inquiries to current and former employers regarding findings
of sexual misconduct or
sexual harassment. For
more information, visit
https://www.hr.uillinois.
edu/cms/One.aspx?portalId=4292&pageId=1411899. University
of Illinois faculty, staff
and students are required
to be fully vaccinated
against COVID-19. If you
are not able to receive
the vaccine for medical
or religious reasons, you
may seek approval for an
exemption in accordance
with applicable University
processes.
The Dept of Economics,
at the Univ of Illinois
at Chicago, located in
a large metropolitan
area, is seeking a fulltime Clinical Assistant
P ro f e s s o r w i t h t h e
following responsibilities: Under direction and
supervision, assist the
department teach undergraduate and graduate
students in the field of
Economics, including
introductory and elective
undergraduate courses
and courses in our graduate level Applied Economics program. Mentor
and advise undergraduate and graduate students, including in honors
theses, independent
projects, and programs
in the ﬁeld. Participate in
the intellectual life of the
Department by undertaking high-quality research
in the ﬁeld of Economics,
including the publication
of articles in refereed
journals and the submission of applications for
grant funding when applicable. Support departmental committees and
perform other University
service as assigned.
Some periodic travel may
be required for conferences, professional development, or local travel
in between worksites.
This position minimally
requires a Ph.D. degree
or its foreign equivalent
in Economics or related
ﬁeld of study. For fullest
consideration, please
submit CV, cover letter,
and 3 references by April

13, 2022, to the attention
of the Search Coordinator
via email at jsifz@uic.edu,
or via mail at Univ of Illinois at Chicago, Dept of
Economics, 601 S Morgan St, MC144, Chicago
IL 60607. The University
of Illinois is an Equal
Opportunity, Affirmative
Action employer. Minorities, women, veterans, &
individuals w/ disabilities
are encouraged to apply.
The University of Illinois
may conduct background
checks on all job candidates upon acceptance
of a contingent oﬀer letter. Background checks
will be performed in
compliance with the Fair
Credit Reporting Act.
Relativity (Chicago, IL)
seeks SQL Database
Administrator to leverage knowledge of MS
SQL, admin. tasks & the
ability to consult on design, development, & automation improvements.
Option to work remotely.
Submit resumes to Recruiting@relativity.com, to
be considered, reference
Job ID: 21-9017 in the
subject line.
Mental Health Counselor in Chicago IL. Must
have Master’s Degree in
Counseling, psychology
or social work; 1 yr exp.
as Mental Health Counselor; IL LCPC or LPC
license. Provide outpatient trauma-informed individual, couples & family
w/ mental health counseling services & care
coordination. Complete
all necessary clinical
documentation in compliance w/ Medicaid Rule
132. Develop & foster
community relationships
w/ schools, hospitals, &
other service providers
to identify community
needs. Perform administrative tasks as assigned.
Supervising Masters level
interns. Perform crisis
interventions w/ clients.
Send resume to: Midwest
Asian Health Association,
230 W Cermak Rd., 2nd
Floor, Chicago, IL 60616.
Business Analyst
Riskonnect, Inc. has
an opening in Chicago, Illinois. Business
Analyst (SW Systems):
design & development
for solutions re: systems
architecture. Submit resume (principals only) to:
careers@riskonnect.com
Must include recruitment
source + full job title in
subject line. EOE
Local Health LLC in Chicago IL seeks a pharmacist with state license;
required to dispense
medications according
to the prescription; send
resume to Adonis Dure
@3533 W Lawrence Ave
Chicago IL 60625.

ES&A Architect (Mana g e r ) , H u ro n C o n sulting Services LLC,
Chicago, IL: Lead the
implementation lifecycle,
incl. planning, config.,
design, build, conversion, training, go-live,
and post-production
support. Shape & create
user friendly, innovative,
& cutting-edge Vlocity
vertical web apps from
the ground up based
on Salesforce Platform.
Must have a Master’s in
Comp. Sc., Info. Sys.,
Comp. Apps, or rel
field & 3 yrs of exp. w/:
(i) Analyzing rqrmnts,
writing functional specs.,
conducting tests, troubleshooting issues, &
interfacing with business
users; (ii) Leading medium to large-scale Adaptive Insights (or similar)
implement. projects; (iii)
Adaptive Insights in both
development & admin.
roles; (iv) Automation &
integration of Adaptive
Insights; (v) Financial
Planning & Analysis
(FP&A) processes & activities; (vi) Team mngmt.
& managing ppl (mentoring, delegating, reviewing
work, & coaching staff);
(vii) Pre-sales activities,
proposal dvlpmnt, presentations, & demos; (viii)
Utilizing Salesforce Service Cloud, Sales Cloud,
& Community Cloud
platforms; (ix) Operating
Salesforce Lighting platform, Lighting Components, & Sales/Services
Console; & (x) Developing
Salesforce.com platform & API. Exp may
be gained concurrently.
Alternatively, may have
a Bach’s in Comp. Sc.,
Info. Sys., Comp Apps,
or rel. field & 5 years of
exp. w/ the above. 80%
travel to unanticipated
worksites throughout NA.
Telecomm. allowed when
not traveling. Individuals
may reside anywhere in
the U.S. To apply, send
resume to: apply@hcg.
com.
Mirage Software Inc.
dba Bourntec Solutions
located in Schaumburg,
IL seeks A) Software
Developers to dsgn,
dvlp & test new Drupal
features, components, &
modules; B) Sr. Business
Analysts (Healthcare) to
oversee dsgn & conduct
analysis to evaluate overall eﬀectiveness of clinical
prgrms; & C) Technical
Specialists to gather bus
reqmnts, analyze current
Oracle EBS HCM systm
set ups for fit-gap analysis & prep BRD, FSD, &
Tech Spec docs. No trvl;
no telecomm. Job duties
proj-based @ unanticipated sites w/in U.S. Relo
may be req’d @ proj end.
Mail resumes to: Mirage
Software Inc. dba Bourntec Solutions, ATTN: HR,
1701 East Woodﬁeld Rd.,
Ste 200, Schaumburg, IL
60173.

ENGINEERING
CollectiveHealth, Inc.
has the following job
opps. in Chicago, IL:
Lead Software Engineer
[Req. #LSE93]. Drive the
dsgn & dvlpmnt of SW
backend systms. Manager, Data Platform [Req.
#VSM87]. Manage team
of data/SW engineers
to dsgn, dvlp & maintain
SW for healthcare data
systms. To apply email
resumes referencing Req.
# to sponsorship@collectivehealth.com
Clear Corp. seeks
Graphic Designer
(Chicago IL) Concept
& execute visual communicat’n. Must have
Bachelor in graphic
design, multimedia arts,
rltd/equiv. & 1 yr exp.
In 1) creat’g graphics in
multimedia campaigns,
promot’l products, social
media, & comp. graphics & 2) utiliz’g Adobe
Creative Ste & Office
Ste. Commute rq’d to
company HQ in Rolling
Meadows IL 1x every
2 wks. CV to B. Sokol,
accounts@clear.us.com.
SERVICES ARCHITECT
Okta, Inc. is accepting
resumes for Services
Architect in Chicago, IL.
Work with customers to
document technical and
functional requirements
for specific solutions.
Telecommuting allowed
in US. Mail resume to
Okta, Inc, People Team,
300 Park Avenue, Suite
400, San Jose, CA
95110. Must reference
Ref. PS-CHIL.

PROFESSIONALS

& SERVICES

CLEANING SERVICES
CHESTNUT ORGANIZING AND CLEANING
SERVICES: especially for
people who need an organizing service because
of depression, elderly,
physical or mental challenges or other causes
for your home’s clutter,
disorganization, dysfunction, etc. We can organize
for the downsizing of your
current possessions to
more easily move into
a smaller home. With
your help, we can help
to organize your move.
We can organize and
clean for the deceased
in lieu of having the bereaved needing to do the
preparation to sell or rent
the deceased’s home.
We are absolutely not
judgmental; we’ve seen
and done “worse” than
your job assignment.
With your help, can we
please help you? Chestnut Cleaning Service:
312-332-5575. www.
ChestnutCleaning.com

RENTALS

H u g e A r t i s t / Wo r k
Studio For Rent $1800
a month plus utilities
In Wicker Park - 3000
sf includes finished
basement, garage door
& rear entrance. Call Ari:
312.912.1135

SECURE, QUIET & EXTR
A
CLEAN 7-STORY BUILD
ING
❐ Loyola University ❐ Thor
ndale Beach
❐ Whole Foods ❐ Mia Fran
cesca
– all steps away!
$825 – $860 rent / 1ST month ½ price
!
$275 move-in fee / no security depo
sit
STUDIOS AVAILABLE!

❐ Heat & Electric FREE
❐ Laundry Room
❐ Bike Storage
❐ Furnished Lobby w/ Secured Entry
& FREE WIFI
❐ On-Site Engineer
❐ Cats OK

FOR MORE INFORMATION
(773) 396-6785 ✶ AffordableEdgew
ater.com
AffordableKenmore

RESEARCH
Have you had an unwanted sexual experience since age 18? Did
you tell someone in your
life about it who is also
willing to participate?
Women ages 18+ who
have someone else in
their life they told about
their experience also willing to participate will be
paid to complete a confidential online research
survey for the Women’s
Dyadic Support Study.
Contact Dr. Sarah Ullman
of the University of Illinois
at Chicago, Criminology,
Law, & Justice Department at ForWomen@
uic.edu, 312-996-5508.
Protocol #2021-0019.

ADULT
SERVICES

Danielle’s Lip Service,
Erotic Phone Chat. 24/7.
Must be 21+. Credit/
Debit Cards Accepted.
All Fetishes and
Fantasies Are Welcomed.
Personal, Private and
Discrete. 773-935-4995

Love Mature Queens
Latin male, 34, seeking
friendship with attractive
widowed or divorced
white lady, 40-52, in
her womanly prime.
Ta l l , b u s t y a n d a
religious or conservative
background are pluses
but not prerequisites.
Franklinxg@protonmail.
com
MJM DOM SEEKS
OLDER SUB FEMALE
married jewish male
dom 52 seeks older
submissive female
who needs on going
pleasure and punishment
spanking oral pleasure
and will train and seeking
discreet LTR I can host
and discreet call or
text-224-292-9899 em
dragonmastercs69@
gmail.com
Submit your Reader Matches
ad today at chicagoreader.
com/matches for FREE.
Matches ads are not
guaranteed and will run in
print and online on a spaceavailable basis.

WANT TO ADD A LISTING TO OUR CLASSIFIEDS?
Email details to classified-ads@chicagoreader.com
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The

Reach local buyers and find
what you’re looking for

Chicago
Reader

anytime,
anywhere.

More than 60,000
copies will be available
at nearly 1,200 locations
across the city and
suburbs.

is now
biweekly
Upcoming Issues:
Mar. 31, 2022

Spring Theater/Arts Preview

Apr. 14, 2022

Cannabis Conversations

Apr. 28, 2022

chicagoreader.com/classifieds

The Sound Issue

May 12, 2022
May 26, 2022
June, 9, 2022

Pride Issue/WCT Insert

June 23, 2022

Summer Theater/Arts Preview

July 7, 2022

Cannabis Conversations

July 21, 2022

Food & Drink Issue

Ben Joravsky’s Greatest Hits is a collection of profiles and
features hand-picked by Ben from his 40 years of writing
for the Reader. Each article offers a distinctive portrait of
an activist, politician, writer, or sports personality who has
left an indelible imprint on Chicago.

Find one near you and/or
download the current issue:

chicagoreader.com/map
235 pages / perfect bound / 5.5” x 8.5” size
Available in paperback and PDF download

chicagoreader.com/store
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the platform
The Chicago Reader Guide
to Business and Professional Services

entertainment

mental health

home improvement
Noise from Outside?
Soundproofing
Window Inserts
Outside Noise Reduction

Visit stormsnaps.com
or noisewindows.com

Reduce or
Eliminate
Fog & Water

Keeps
Bugs &
Spiders
Out

sales@stormsnaps.com

Alpina Manufacturing, Chicago, IL

1-800-915-2828

Fun, Clean, Picture Frame assembly JOB $18/hour

Tired or bored of clicking away on a keyboard working at home? Keep your hands and mind busy with a fun, safe, clean
assembly job. You’d have your own large assembly zone, at least 15-20 feet away from others, so we’re really safe here.
Top rated firm Alpina Manufacturing LLC founded in 1992 Beautiful campus in Galewood, near Mars candy, 3 blocks
north of Oak Park. We build and sell display framing systems to customers nationwide including Wal-Mart, Verizon,
Circle K gas stations, Hospitals. Full time, Part time, Flex hours for working parents or students. We train, no travel, work
in Galewood. Open to any backgrounds. Excellent pay, friendly caring management. Stop in anytime between 7am and
4pm M-F ask for Izzy to apply and check us out. Alpina Manufacturing 6460 W Cortland St., Chicago, IL 60707

insurance services

legal

shop local

Considering Divorce? We Can Help.
Collaborative | Prenuptual
Divorce | Mediation

dance

Brigitte
Schmidt
Bell, P.C.

847-733-0933
lawyers@bsbpc.com
BrigitteBell.com
BrigitteSchmidtBellPC

What Greta said . . .

wellness

books
A Matter of
Consequences

CHICAGODANCESUPPLY.COM

773-728-5344

by Michael W. Falls

A Classic Chicago Mystery

Available on Amazon and Booklocker

5301 N. Clark St. Fl.2

business
consulting

your heading
here
Customized Massage Therapy, Intuitive
Energy Work, and Holistic Talk Therapy
2514 W Armitage Ave, Suite 211
Chicago, IL 60647
773-697-9278
www.intuithealing.com
th+f 11am-8pm sat 9am-5:30pm
sun 10am-6pm mon 11am-6pm
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

YOUR AD
HERE

JOIN US!
WWW GECHAMBERCOM
WWW

To advertise, email ads@chicagoreader.com
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SCAN
HERE

the cannabis platform
a Reader resource for the canna curious

CBD PAIN
RELIEF CREAM

The Budrista platform is a cannabis
industry and lifestyle project. Its
purpose is to support the healthy and
balanced lifestyle of cannabis
industry workers. Budrista functions
through various outlets such as
educational programming and
recreational events. By signing up,
you’ll have first access to our events
and programming!

GREAT FOR:
BACKACHES
ARTHRITIS
MUSCLE ACHES

greencbdtoday.com/reader

Your partners in health and wellness.
Find out today if medical
cannabis or infusion therapy is
right for you. Telemed available!

Serving medical cannabis patients since 2015.

www.neuromedici.com 312-772-2313

The relief you need exactly where you need it most.

& get 3 FREE Gifts

LET US CLEAN

25

$

OFF YOUR
FIRST CLEAN

New customers only. Limited time offer. No cash value. Void where prohibited.
Coupon must be presented at time of estimate. Not valid with any other offer.
Valid only at participating locations. Other restrictions may apply.
Offer expires 07/31/2022

• Professional Quality
• Affordable Price
• No Contracts
• 24-hour Clean Warranty
• Call for a FREE Estimate

833-751-0835
©2021 Molly Maid, LLC. Each franchise locally owned and independently operated.

To advertise, email ads@chicagoreader.com

USE CODE: PAIN

CBD / cannabis recipes, psychedelic drawings to color, word
puzzles to stimulate your brain, growing tips, and more!

chicagoreader.com/420book
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With her sexual orientation
called a motive to kill, she’s now
appealing for clemency
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Generations of trans women activism “Voices” of a queer historian
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In-person &
telehealth
appointments
now available

care where you are
For the safety of our community, masks and face
coverings are still required in our clinic spaces.
Call 773.388.1600 to schedule today.
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ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN ON LIVE TV. AND ONE NIGHT IT DID.

BY DOUG WRIGHT | DIRECTED BY LISA PETERSON
Emmy Award-winning actor and producer Sean Hayes
(Will & Grace) stars as the irrepressible Oscar Levant.
It’s 1958, and Jack Paar hosts the hottest late-night talk-show on television. His favorite guest? Character actor,
pianist and wild card Oscar Levant. Famous for his witty one-liners, Oscar has a favorite: “There’s a fine line
between genius and insanity; I have erased this line.” Tonight, Oscar will prove just that when he appears
live on national TV in an episode that Paar’s audience—and the rest of America—won’t soon forget.

NOW THROUGH APRIL 17

New Play
Award

Lead Corporate Sponsor

WINDY CITY TIMES

Corporate
Sponsor Partner

312.443.3800
GoodmanTheatre.org

Groups 10+: Groups@GoodmanTheatre.org
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Jaylin
McClinton

Jaylin D. McClinton.
Photo courtesy of
McClinton

Aiming for history in Cook County
commissioner race
BY ANDREW DAVIS
Jaylin McClintock is running for the Cook County
commissioner representing the 5th District—and,
in so doing, is aiming for history.
Should he be elected, McClintock will be the
first Black, openly gay Cook County and the second openly LGBTQ+ commissioner overall, after
current commissioner Kevin Morrison—and he
has already garnered the support of politicians
like state Rep. Lamont Robinson, who has made
history himself as the first Black, openly gay person in his position.
McClinton, who’s about to graduate from law
school, recently talked with Windy City Times
about the reasons behind his run as well as
things he’s discovered about himself.
Windy City Times: This is your first time
running for something this important. Tell me
a couple of the lessons you’ve learned so far in
running this campaign.
Jaylin McClintock: I think it’s interesting because I’ve hovered around politics and public
service my entire life, and I will tell you that one
thing I realized very quickly is that being an operative and being a candidate are completely different. For me, some of the early values that have
resonated [with me] are remaining steadfast in
my convictions. Many people are so disenchanted
with our democracy that when I’m knocking on
doors, they’re slammed in my face because people are so frustrated with the system and with
the rampant neglect and corruption. Having grit
and not feeding into the idea of rejection [are
important].
I think it’s also important to surround yourself with people who are truly supportive because
politics can be lonely. For the better part of January and February, I was out knocking on doors
in 19-degree weather just to get the minimum
number of signatures—and that process is very
lonely. You learn who your real friends are. But
I’m excited about the opportunity to represent
my community, which has raised me for 28 years.
Having a true commitment to community is
so important. Frankly, I could choose to be anywhere in the world right now, right? I could be
in New York City, California or Detroit—but there
was something about being in this community
that has always stood out to me. That’s why I
came back to Chicago after working in D.C.
WCT: You’re in Roseland. Why did you decide

4

to run for commissioner instead of an office
that could more directly impact your community, like alderman?
JM: That’s a great question and it’s one I get
asked often. I think this region of Chicago and
Cook County is one that’s been neglected and
ignored. I’ve always been infatuated by policy
and this idea of being a lawyer-legislator—like
Barack Obama and Abner Mikva—would allow
[me] to help fundamentally change people’s
lives. I see it even more with people like Mondaire Jones so being an alderman never jumped
out to me because I see these policy role models
and what they do.
While there’s an opportunity to impact policy,
the role of alderman (quite frankly) is administrative in the sense that you’re dealing with people’s
personalities and attitudes as they relate to their
trash pickup, streetlights, tree removal, etc. I
just didn’t feel that was the right entry point for
me, but I’m certainly looking forward to working
with our next alderman, as the current one [Carrie Austin] has announced her retirement. Similarly, Deborah Sims [the current commissioner] is
retiring, so I think there’s an opportunity in this
region to elect someone who’s going to show up
for the residents of the 5th District.
WCT: If Commissioner Sims decided not to
retire, would you still run?
JM: Public service is something I’ve been
thinking about actively for some time now, and
in 2022 I was already contemplating a run for
some office. This was one of the positions on the
table for me. It just so happened that the stars
aligned and she announced her retirement.
WCT: I looked at your website, and did not
see any issues on your platform. Candidates
say they want to help people—but I don’t
know specifically HOW you want to help people.
JM: Yes, and my website will be undergoing a
facelift shortly. This first phase is about introducing myself to people.
There are four to five pillars. The first is healthcare. Simply put, we’re still in a pandemic and
it’s affected Black and LGBTQ people disproportionately. Working to get out of it is a huge priority—and what better place to do that than at
the place that [involves] the health and hospital
systems? This district also has an overwhelming
senior population. I live with my grandparents
and I’m a caregiver to one who has Alzheimer’s—
so you better believe they’re going to be senior

advisors to me about issues that affect that population in my district.
[Also], looking at the healthcare system, it’ll
be important to make sure that funding really supports our hospitals. Every time I look up,
Roseland Hospital is on the chopping block.
When you hear community members talk about
the hospital, it’s an asset—but they don’t even
want to go to the hospital to get service. We have
to fix that.
I know Windy City Times caters to the LGBTQ
population and, in that vein, we need to make
sure medical professionals have the tools and
the training to interface and interact with trans
youth and LGBTQ people.
In addition, the county board recently passed
an $8-billion budget—and I have to wonder how
much of that is going to the 5th District. Residents can expect me to be a true advocate for
them about [bringing] revenue to the area in an
equitable manner. I don’t want them to get the
short end of the stick.
Beyond that, there are wages. We’re talking
about a minimum wage of $15/hour but, frankly,
we need to be talking about more than that. We
need to create diverse pathways for revenue.
Also, there are public safety and criminal-system reform, right? Having a voice that has been
on both sides of the system—as I have, as a law
student—is important. I’ve worked in my law
school’s criminal-defense clinic to advocate on
behalf of my clients, and in my law firm, I’m doing plaintiff work for consumers. And there’s the
weight of being a Black man and interfacing with
the criminal legal system, right? My mom and I
have been pulled over simply just jamming to
tunes; that adds a new layer to making decisions
on the county level. I absolutely want to have
safe neighborhoods but, with that, I don’t think
we should punish our way to public safety.
Now is the time to elect people who are going
to reimagine what public safety and the criminal
legal system are going to look like. Accountability is important, but we also need to invest in
initiatives that really get to the root causes of
why people commit some of these crimes in the
first place; for example, people need access to
mental-health services.
Quickly, there are two other areas. One is climate change. Cook County has jurisdiction over
forest preserves; we need to think about how we
use the space. And corruption needs to be tackled. Every time I look at the headlines, Chicago
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is in the news for corruption. There are a lot of
things that can be done on the county level to
curb corruption and bring in good government
practices. It’s not lost on me that the current
incumbent is leaving after 28 years—my entire
life—with a credible retaliation claim against
her.
It’s time for a leader with a fresh face and new
perspectives.
WCT: There’s been a lot of criticism leveled
at Cook County State’s Attorney Kim Foxx. How
do you think she’s doing?
JM: I would say State’s Attorney Foxx is doing
a good job, but that’s a tough job. I’m not going
to shy away from the fact that I supported her
recent election. The voters have choices, right?
They knew exactly what they were getting because she talked about all the things she wanted
to do. With that, her job is very challenging and
you’re not going to solve everything overnight.
In a system that’s so complex, a lot of things
come at you all at once.
As a Cook County commissioner, I certainly
look forward to being a partner to promoting
accountability and justice in a system where we
may disagree.
WCT: These past couple years have involved
a pandemic for all and a racial awakening for
some. There’s been a lot of time for self-reflection. What have you learned about yourself
these past two years?
JM: It’s interesting that you mention this racial
point. I’ve been Black my entire life; obviously,
that’s not going to change. The racial [aspect]
has never fazed me; I’m excited with respect to
truth and reconciliation. As long as Black people
were held in bondage and mutilated throughout
history, the longer we avoid [confronting] those
things, the longer we’re going to be in this cycle
that we’re in. Right now, there’s a real opportunity to address those things, in my private life and
as a public servant.
I’ve always had something to say, but I’ve always been timid about how I say it. These last
two years have given me a platform and a voice
to speak about who I am and the challenges our
city, county, state and country are facing.
I’m excited to be the graduation speaker at
my elementary school this year. I’ve been asked
before but I always [declined] because I didn’t
know what to say to people. Now, I’ve challenged
myself and I know I have a lot to say.
See https://www.jaylindmcclinton.com/
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Openly gay
meteorologist
makes play for
17th District
congressional
seat

HOLLYWOOD
By BARRY BALL and CARL MENNINGER
Directed by DAVID H. BELL

BY MATT SIMONETTE
There has not been a meteorologist who has
served in Congress in about half a century, said
Eric Sorensen, an openly gay meteorologist who
previously worked in broadcasting in various markets in northwest Illinois.
“With all the climate change challenges that
we have, we need a meteorologist,” Sorensen
told Windy City Times. He is currently running for
the 17th congressional district seat being vacated by U.S. Rep. Cheri Bustos, who announced her
retirement in April 2021.
Bustos’ announcement coincided with a pivotal moment for Sorensen, who lives in Moline and
had been a broadcast meteorologist there for 11
years.
“Everybody in television has their ‘contract
year,’ and [2021] was the year for me,” he recalled. “I had to think about, ‘Where am I called
to serve?’ I had to do a lot of soul-searching to
be able to say, ‘I have accomplished all of the
things I want to do in my career in 22 years,
but now I feel that, [since] the community has
continued to support me all this time, I need to
continue to support them.”
He speaks fondly his broadcasting career in Illinois. In the early ‘00s, Sorensen took a $12,000
pay cut to take a job in Rockford, his hometown,
a few years after his employers at a Texas station
told him he had to remain closeted in order to
keep his job. He was already out to his family,
and was determined not to hide his sexuality
from the public any more.
“There’s something about working in your
hometown,” he said. “I couldn’t not be myself,
because I was reporting the weather not only to
my community, but my family. I was my authentic self. You know what happened? Nobody cared.
Everyone accepted me.”
Sorensen has been equally out since moving
to Moline: “People know the name of my partner
here, and the names of our two dogs.”
Beyond climate change, Sorensen is now campaigning on a platform that includes strengthening healthcare access, investing in education resources, creating sustainable jobs and continuing
to address the COVID-19 pandemic. He’s especially passionate about connecting with students, he
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said, noting that the young people of today may
just be the generation that makes discoveries for
tornado detection or cancer cures, for example.
“Who is it going to be that does that?” Sorensen asked. “It’s somebody who could be in a
fifth-grade class today. We’ve got to make sure
that we make it so that they have every opportunity. I don’t want to see one child fall through
the cracks. … Education is super-important to
me.”
Sorensen has also served on the boards of
Clock, Inc., an LGBTQ community center in Rock
Island, Illinois; and The Project of the Quad Cities, a Moline-based mental-health services agency focused on people living with HIV as well as
LGBTQ community members and people impacted
by crime.
“I’ve always been connected to what’s going
on in my community,” he said. “That’s because
I’ve been [a] witness to just about every newscast, every day. … I’ve been the meteorologist
who has played backup to the local newscasters,
and been understanding of what’s going on.”
See ericforillinois.com .
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With her sexual orientation called
a motive to kill,
BY CHLOE HILLES
This story was initially produced by Injustice
Watch, www.injusticewatch.org/, a nonprofit
newsroom focused on exposing institutional failures that obstruct justice and equality. Subscribe
to its weekly newsletter.
Prosecutors in Bernina Mata’s 1999 murder trial
made an unusual claim about her motive to kill:
the fact that she identified as a lesbian.
Troy Owens, then an assistant state’s attorney
in Boone County, Illinois, prosecuted the case.
He alleged that Mata was “a hardcore lesbian”
who decided to kill John Draheim after he made
a pass at her at a local bar in Belvidere, outside
Rockford.
“A normal heterosexual woman would not be
so offended by such conduct as to murder,” Owens argued at Mata’s trial.
Mata’s attorneys said she acted in self-defense
after Draheim came back to her apartment and
tried to rape her. The attorneys argued that her
sexual orientation had nothing to do with her actions.
Mata’s roommate at the time testified for the
prosecution that Mata had told him she planned
to murder Draheim because she was angry that
he touched her at the bar. (He pleaded guilty to
helping dispose of the body and was sentenced
to four years in prison.) The jury sided with the
prosecution and sentenced Mata to death. In
2003, then-Gov. George Ryan commuted her sentence to life in prison, along with the sentences
of everyone else on death row in Illinois.
In 2006, an appeals court found there was sufficient evidence to prove that Mata had planned
the murder in advance.
Now, Mata’s lawyers are asking Gov. J.B. Pritzker to grant her release from prison to fix what
they call a “horrendous wrong.” They filed a petition for executive clemency Tuesday. The petition
will now go to the Illinois Prisoner Review Board,
which will hold a hearing in April and then make
a recommendation to Pritzker.
“Essentially, our criminal legal system is replicating the very forces and dynamics and oppression that some of us say we’re against,” said Joey
Mogul, a partner at the People’s Law Office who
has represented Mata since 2002. “I think Bernina Mata’s story exemplifies that — how racism
and anti-lesbian oppression was used to incarcer-
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she’s now appealing for clemency
ate and try to kill her.”
Owens, who is now an attorney in private practice, said in an interview with Injustice Watch
the arguments he made at trial about her lesbian
identity were “not biased.”
A dozen local organizations are backing Mata’s
bid for clemency, and advocates are working to
support her through the process and raise awareness about her case.
“These last 23 years have been very hard for
me,” Mata wrote in a letter to her supporters
in October. “I am not the same person I was all
those years ago. I am 51 years old now and would
really love a second chance at life.”
But Mogul and the rest of Mata’s “freedom
team” face long odds in their fight for her release. Since 2014, Illinois governors have granted less than 10% of clemency petitions that
they’ve reviewed, according to an analysis of the
data from the Prisoner Review Board through October 2021. In just the past two years, Pritzker
has granted over 90 commutations — which is
over three times more than have been granted in
the previous decade — but still a small percentage of the requests that he has received.
Women with history of abuse are more vulnerable to incarceration
Mata is one of 44 women serving life sentences
in Illinois as of September. Like many other incarcerated women, Mata is a survivor of abuse. She
was sexually abused as a child by her father and
stepfather, Mogul said.
Mata’s attorneys say Draheim was trying to
rape Mata at the time of the murder. The clemency petition cites his history of domestic violence,
including a 1995 conviction for domestic battery
and an order of protection filed against him by
his ex-wife in 1997.
Before Mata went on trial for Draheim’s murder,
a forensic psychologist examined her and determined that she was suffering from rape trauma
syndrome, post-traumatic stress disorder, and had
flashbacks of her abusive father at the time of
the crime, according to Mogul.
Women and members of the LGBTQ community
who have experienced abuse are more vulnerable than men to arrest and incarceration, said
attorney Rachel White-Domain, director of the
Women & Survivors Project at the Illinois Prison
Project and part of Mata’s legal team. The pattern
is known as the “abuse-to-prison pipeline.”
Research shows that most women in prison
have experienced abuse or trauma. According a
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report by the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority in 2010 ( www.jrsa.org/awards/
winners/10_Victimization_Help_Seeking_Behaviors_Female_Prisoners_Illinois.pdf ) — the most
recent on the subject — 99% of incarcerated
women in Illinois reported having experienced
emotional, physical, and/or sexual abuse at some
point in their lives.
A recent report by the Sentencing Project, a
nonprofit research organization that promotes
criminal justice reform, suggests that women
face gender-based stigmas and biases in the
courts that can affect their sentencing outcomes.
Those biases are compounded for women of color,
such as Mata, who is Latinx, Mogul said.
Mata’s attorneys say that happened in her
case. The prosecutors, judge, and jury failed to
take her history of abuse into account, instead
relying on outdated and incorrect stereotypes
about her lesbian identity, Mogul said.
“If it wasn’t for these ways of demonizing her
based on her race and sexual identity, she never
would have been charged with capital murder,”
Mogul said. “She would have never been given
a death sentence, let alone have a life sentence,
and it’s likely she could be out to this day.”
Owens defended his handling of the case and
his use of Mata’s sexual orientation as a motive
for murder.
“If there was a heterosexual motive to kill, we
would have argued that — if it existed,” Owens
said. “If there was any other basis to argue that
she had to kill, then we would have used that as
a basis for motive.”
Clemency has an established history with
lawyers and abolitionists as a tool to free criminalized survivors of abuse. In the late 1980s, as
self-defense laws changed nationally, clemency
campaigns for “battered women” began popping
up in various states, White-Domain said. She said
the Illinois Clemency Project for Battered Women
had dozens of successes in the 1990s.
More recently, “participatory defense campaigns” have been an abolitionist organizing
strategy to support survivors, especially people
of color and members of the LGBTQ community.
Groups like Love & Protect, a Chicago organization that supports criminalized survivors, have
successfully helped free survivors, such as Marissa Alexander, Tewkunzi Green, and Bresha Meadows.
Effective defense campaigns demonstrate care
for incarcerated people through letter-writing

campaigns, prison visits, and financial support,
according to members of Love & Protect. They
also work to raise public awareness about a case
and push for legal remedies, such as getting prosecutors to drop charges, asking courts to review a
wrongful conviction, or petitioning a governor to
commute a sentence.
“Clemency is an extremely proper vehicle to
address exactly the sort of problems that we see
in Bernina’s case — mainly not recognizing or
understanding trauma and abuse and how they
can affect someone’s mindset,” White-Domain
said. “I think there’s agreement that we have
come a very, very long way since 1998 on issues
like that.”
‘A check on the excesses of the judicial system’
Illinois abolished discretionary parole in 1978,
which means that people serving life sentences,
such as Mata, have only one avenue for release:
executive clemency.
The Illinois constitution gives the governor
broad powers to grant pardons, which eliminate
a person’s criminal record (usually after the state
releases them from prison), and commutations,
which shorten a person’s sentence.
“It’s supposed to be a check on the excesses of
the judicial system,” White-Domain said.
But historically, governors have denied clemency petitions far more often than they’ve granted them.
Since 2004, Illinois governors have granted
about 1,150 pardons and 117 commutations out
of more than 11,000 clemency petitions heard
by the Prisoner Review Board. More than 75% of
the commutations over that period were granted
by Pritzker from January 2020 through October
2021. (The Prisoner Review Board did not respond to our request for updated data.)
Since he came into office in January 2019,
Pritzker has granted more than 200 pardons and
nearly 100 commutations, according to the data
from the Prisoner Review Board. That’s about
one-quarter of the petitions that he has acted
upon. Many of those came as the Covid-19 pandemic swept through prisons last year, killing
at least 88 incarcerated people. Pritzker also
pardoned more than 11,000 people for marijuana possession in December 2019, on the eve of
cannabis legalization in the state, the Chicago
Tribune reported. But those pardons are not included in the Prisoner Review Board’s data.
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The Prisoner Review Board heard about 650
clemency petitions per year, on average, from
2004 to 2019. The board makes a confidential
recommendation to the governor, who has no
deadline to decide.
Former Gov. Bruce Rauner, a Republican, approved less than 5% of clemency petitions that
he reviewed, according to an Injustice Watch
analysis of the data. From 2009 to 2015, former Gov. Pat Quinn, a Democrat, approved 25%
of clemency petitions that he reviewed, many of
which were backlogged from his predecessor, former Gov. Rod Blagojevich. Blagojevich, a Democrat who had his sentence on federal corruption
charges commuted last year by former President
Donald Trump, granted 65 pardons. That was less
than 1% of petitions heard by the Prisoner Review Board during his six years in office, according to the Prisoner Review Board data.
Filing for clemency is typically the last option
for incarcerated people after they’ve exhausted
all avenues for appeal. Many incarcerated people file clemency petitions without the help of
an outside attorney, said Anthony Jones, a paralegal who served almost 30 years in prison. He
helped dozens of other prisoners file clemency
petitions while he was in Stateville Correctional
Center, he said. Those petitions are less likely to
be approved but no less worthy of mercy, said
Jones, whose petition for clemency was granted
by Pritzker last year. He currently works as a community educator at the Illinois Prison Project.
While incarcerated at Logan Correctional Center in Lincoln, Illinois, Mata received her GED
certificate, has taken college courses, trained
service dogs, and helped care for incarcerated
people with disabilities, Mogul said. Her freedom
team hopes that her accomplishments in prison,
along with the details of her prosecution, will be
enough to convince the Prisoner Review Board
and Pritzker to give her a chance at freedom.
“We’re really fortunate that we have this tremendous team of people who are supporting Bernina and wrapping their arms around her,” Mogul
said, “and showing the (Prisoner Review Board)
that she is a valuable human being, like all human beings, that she’s loved, that she’s cared
for.”
Chloe Hilles is a senior at Northwestern University studying journalism and political science. She was an intern at Injustice Watch in
Fall 2021.
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ACTIVISM

PASSING THE

TORCH

How generations of trans women
approach activism, advocacy

BY MAX LUBBERS

As part of an older generation of transgender
women in Chicago (including icon Gloria Allen),
advocate Channyn Lynne Parker knows the work
will outlast her. That’s why she thinks of advocacy like a marathon, not a sprint—and believes
that in order to win, trans leaders must continuously pass the torch.
“Oftentimes, we say things like, ‘I am lighting the path for the generations to come,’” Parker
said. “But I think what’s more appropriate to say
is ‘I am giving this generation to come the fire to
light their own path.’”
Reaching across generations, trans women of
color continue to light the way toward liberation. But the fight is not as easy as the metaphor
might paint it.
As Parker first began her advocacy more than
a decade ago, she had no model to turn toward.
Trans visibility was low, and trans women were
excluded from leadership in many service organizations. To Parker’s knowledge, she was one
of the first to hold a title. In that tenuous atmosphere, she knew what needed to be said and
done—but had to walk a balance.
“It’s not that my generation is complicit, but
we were more afraid,” she said. “Repercussions
were great. Who can honestly blame a person for
choosing survival amid oppression?”
They did what they could, she said—and now,
she is thankful to see younger generations building on that work. The goal has shifted from surviving to thriving.
However, many of the systemic issues that
faced Parker’s generation persist today, with
trans women of color continuing to experience
housing insecurity, employment discrimination
and high levels of violence.
To address these issues, there needs to be
community-based and community-centered solutions, said activist LaSaia Wade. In 2017, she
founded Brave Space Alliance, the first Black- and
trans-led center on the South Side.
While she holds a lot of respect for older generations, Wade also said she’s learned what not to
do from them. If the world is changing, she said
she wants to change with it—and to push the
boundaries herself.
Now in her early 30s, she began activism in
her college years, but her work has taken on
new meaning after her son was born in 2020.
She fights for herself and other trans women in
Chicago and beyond, but she also fights for the
generation to come, wanting a better world for
her child.
“As of right now, the world sees him as a Black
boy, so what are all the steps that I could pos-
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During the 2021 Trans Day of Remembrance, younger activists honored Lia Stokes, Iyanna Frantz, Reyna Ortiz and Trisha Lee Holloway.
Photo by Max Lubbers

sibly do to make sure when he hits 12 years old,
he won’t be seen as an enemy to the city or the
state?” she said. “What am I doing to make sure
that not only my LGBTQ youth are not going to be
targeted…but also make sure I’m including their
voices?”
As Wade looks to the generations below her,
Parker is now looking to the generations above.
She said many services are youth-focused, and
as trans people begin to get older, they may not
have the privilege of family networks to support
them or access to retirement money. When they
enter into senior care, they may detransition in
order to avoid harassment by their caretakers.
“What does retirement look like for a 60-yearold trans woman?” Parker said. “We’re headed for

a crisis. We are living a lot longer than we once
did, and that’s a beautiful thing, but it also begs
the question of what to do for the seniors to live
a comfortable life.”
The needs of one generation of trans women may not be the same as the next—and their
definitions of transness and language they use to
describe their experiences also differ. Because of
that, Wade said it can sometimes be painful to
engage in intergenerational conversations. She
lacks the energy to debate some beliefs held by
older trans women, even if she understands their
perspectives were shaped by another time.
Meanwhile, older trans women may be accused
of being “has-beens” or harboring jealousy toward younger women, said Lia Stokes, also known
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as the performer Amailia Black. She said the community could benefit from some mutual respect
between generations.
“I hope that [younger women] will never forget to remember that there were some very powerful women that came before them, and to never
lose sight of that journey that we traveled,” she
said. “Oftentimes, when someone older tries to
give someone younger some advice, especially
in the trans community, it’s very quickly pushed
aside.”
Rather than listen to simply respond to one
another, people need to listen to hear each other, Parker added. Though younger generations
shouldn’t forsake the lessons of their elders, they
should mold those lessons to their own purposes,
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she said. It’s great to push forward with progress,
but she hopes youth will take some time to remind older trans women that they’re still needed
and they still matter.
This intergenerational solidarity is important,
said activist Zahara Bassett. For years, she had
felt alone. When she realized that other people
shared her experiences, and there was a gap in
resources and services for trans individuals on the
West Side, she founded Life Is Work.
But without the support of older trans women
to guide and encourage her, Bassett would have
had a much harder time navigating the world of
activism.
“I’m surrounded by generations of trans leaders that poured into me, that pushed me and
helped me thrive as a Black trans woman in this
work,” Bassett said. “To have that circle of women who call me their own…I’ve learned a great
deal of knowing how to lead with love.”
Bassett hopes to continue the trend and give
support to younger generations. But regardless
of age, these women each hold a voice and perspective to contribute. As they shared the best
advice they’d given or received, a steady theme
arose across generations: Don’t doubt yourself.
Don’t lose hope. Instead, when it’s time, pass the
torch.
“As much pain, as much hurt, as many deaths,
just don’t stop,” Wade said. “We have proven as
trans people, we do not stop. Regardless of what
it looks like, we continue to grow.”
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VOICING
BOOKS

HISTORY
Chicago historian “invites the audience to the party” that is queer history
BY KAYLEIGH PADAR
The book Voices in Isolation: 4 Queer Plays at a
Social Distance is a collection of stories about the
LGBTQ+ community designed to preserve “fading
memories” of queer history and experiences by
“inviting the audience to the party,” said author
and Chicago historian Owen Keehnen.
The pieces memorialize vibrant queer spaces
and figures—such as The Belmont Rocks and the
iconic drag performer Wanda Lust—through characters speaking about their personal experiences
almost as if they’re gossiping with the audience.
“A lot of times, the way that we’re given history, especially as queer people, is sort of dusty,”
Keehnen said. “I wanted to show that our history
is full of a lot of fascinating people and let them
tell their stories.”
The four performance pieces fill in personal details about what it’s been like to live as a queer
person at various points in time.
“For me, it’s much easier to connect with history if I can connect with the people,” Keehnen
said. “I want to know where the people went to
have fun and what they did on the weekends. I
think that when you preserve history in a way
that captures the people you connect across generations.”
By highlighting everyday experiences in history, Keehnen hopes he can help queer people
today “get a glimpse of how much they can learn
from LGBTQ+ seniors.”
“Writing about the fun parts of being queer
back then, I hope can be a bridge or an avenue of
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communication between the generations,” Keehnen said. “The generations seem like they have so
much in common but it’s like we’ve adopted that
generational gap from the other world.”
The Belmont Rocks—a stretch of grass and
stone along Lake Michigan between Belmont and
Diversey—were one lost space Keehnen brought
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back to life in the book by weaving together the
voices of various characters reflecting on spending time together.
The space was “a sanctuary” that formed “organically” in the ‘60s, according to Keehnen. It
was bulldozed in 2003 as part of a project to
safeguard against shoreline erosion.
“We claimed this land right in the middle of
the city for ourselves,” Keehnen said. “Just the
fact of being LGBTQ+ people hanging out in the
sun in a time when our bars still had blackened
windows was so empowering psychologically for
people.”
Keehnen started working on the book before
the pandemic, but he said the current political
moment made him feel that passing on queer history was more important than ever.
In the preface of the book Keehnen explains
the pieces are “an attempt to explore an added
queer aspect to social distance in all its forms—
from assimilation to separatism, from past to
present, from onstage to offstage, and from
whom we are to who society defines us as being.”
He hopes the book can provide a fuller picture
of the LGBTQ+ community’s history and all its
quirks.
“For example, I tried to show in the piece
“Pansies on Parade” how there was this stretch of
time where nothing was hotter than seeing a man
in a tuxedo being as effeminate as he possibly
could,” Keehnen said. “So much of our past is
just glossed over, and I think remembering every
part of it enriches it. It’s all part of our story and
the more we get down on paper, the better.”
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OUT
Chicago-based queer writer

Julian Randall and ‘Pilar Ramirez’
BY ANDREW DAVIS

Julian Randall—a Black queer Dominican American writer who lives in Chicago—has, up to this
point, been known for his award-winning poems
that cover a wide range of themes.
However, he now has released a novel, Pilar
Ramirez and the Escape from Zafa. The contemporary middle-grade fantasy centers on the 12-yearold Chicago-based title character, who searches
for answers connected to the disappearance of
her cousin Natasha—who vanished in the Dominican Republic 50 years ago, during the Trujillo
dictatorship. Ramirez lands on Zafa, an island
with fantastical creatures—and a magical prison
where her cousin is being held captive.

Image from Macmillan
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Windy City Times: This book is a bit different than your previous work. What compelled
you to go this route?
Julian Randall: In 2018, I put out my first book
of poems, called Refuse. And throughout the time
of that tour, there’d be parents who brought in
their kids—including multiracial families. People
would say, “I can’t wait until my [child] is old
enough to read this.” On one hand, I was really
excited but I also thought about adolescent anxiety and pain; I kinda wrote this book to help that
kid. I started thinking, “How can I take my gifts
and help kids while they’re still kids?”
I eventually linked up with my amazing agent,
Patrice Caldwell, and she asked me if I wanted to
pitched a middle-grade Dominican fantasy. I have
to say that I love poetry. I’m not a super-spiritual person, but I have to say that writing for
young people has me feeling what people who do
believe in spirituality call a “divine purpose.” It
feels like what I was built to do.
WCT: One of the things I noticed about the
book is that the text is not quite Spanglish,
but there are Spanish words [interspersed]
throughout. Was that to reflect your background, to expand the readers’ vocabulary or
something else?
JR: There are two tiers to this answer. On
[one] level, it’s how Pilar’s voice appeared to
me. And I was able to build on the [source] of
this voice. Pilar grew up in a household that was
full of Spanish but she doesn’t necessarily have
a full grip on fluency. Like many third-genera-

tion kids, she has a lot of feelings and built-up
shame around that, but she has a lot of access to
Spanish. One of the things I had to think about
Zafa is what language people would speak, so it
helped to have these elements of Spanish that
made it feel like home—and it connected to my
own heritage.
WCT: Maya Angelou once said, “There is no
greater agony than bearing an untold story inside you.” Do you agree?
JR: I think there are very few things I’ve read
in my life that are more accurate.
In the process of learning how to talk about
this book, you have to explain why this book,
this project, is so important to me—why I have
to spend so much time in a room pretending I’m
a 12-year-old. The reality is that this story began
in 2019, but I actually have been trying to write
it in my head since I was 8. [Randall is now in
his late 20s.] Twenty years ago I walked in on
my mother crying, and it was the first time I had
ever seen her cry—and it was because she was
reading In the Time of the Butterflies, by Julia
Alvarez. [The book is a fictionalized account of
the Mirabal sisters during the time of the Trujillo
dictatorship in the Dominican Republic.]
She explained to me that this was the story
of sisters who stood up to the man who kicked
them off the island. Trying to figure how that
whole story fit together was agonizing as a kid
because there was nothing to explain what was
going on—and certainly nothing for a third-gen
kid, which is what I am. Now, 20 years later, I
wrote my attempt.
WCT: So this is going to be a series?
JR:It is a duology. What would I ever come
back to Pilar? Nothing’s ever written in stone but
I’m feeling really great about the ending.
WCT: How does Chicago figure into this latest work?
JR: You know, it’s Chicago over everything. I
love this city and it’s like nowhere else. It’s a
deeply Chicago story; throughout the course of
her life, Pilar has seen how Logan Square has
changed. On a fundamental level, this is about
why memory is so important and why stories are
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so important—and being in Chicago helps Pilar
understand not only the world she’s born into but
the world she transitions into.
WCT: You wrote a poem called “Chicago,”
and there’s a line that reads, “The city breathes
too hard.” What did you mean by that?
JR: “I am from Logan Square/in Illinois there
are tornadoes/In Chicago the city breathes too
hard/we make our own disasters.”
What Lori Lightfoot said today is probably a
good place to start with that. [WCT: What did
she say?] Every time I see her talk, I feel that
something bad is going to happen.
On a policy level, on an attitude level, there’s
just so much displacement that is happening inside the city that is the epicenter of dopeness in
the modern world. We are in this constant struggle between people who are ruining the city and
the folks who live in the city and who are trying
to preserve. We have to breathe too hard because
[those who are in charge] are not really listening.
WCT: How has sexuality informed your work?
JR: Yeah… This is something my partner was
helping me make some sense of: For both of us,
coming into our queerness is not just about sexuality but is about understanding every piece of
information that has come into our trajectories.
The world’s trajectory and your own deserve to be
questioned and reformatted in order to best serve
you and your community.
I have all these different drafts of myself—
including the days when I was supposedly
straight—from which I can pull in order to [compose] characters and reimagine scenes. That
period of reimagination allows me to accept my
sexuality and to continuously reinvent myself so
I understand myself. To quote Prince, “I am an
experience.”
WCT: I want to conclude this interview with
a question I’ve asked a variety of people. People have had a lot of time to self-reflect these
past two years thanks to COVID, and some have
had a racial awakening. What have you learned
about yourself during this time?
JR: Whoo… This is going to sound corny, but
I learned a little bit more about the other side
of my dream, and what it takes to sustain that
is going to be way different than I had been living previously. What I mean is that I come from
a regular family of really hard workers and hustlers—that Chicago work ethic. That carried me
through for years and then I went to college; I
became a writer but I didn’t [abandon] that work
ethic.
I think I also believed that gentleness was antithetical to progress. I have to reconceptualize
what that means going forward. There’s still so
much more going on in my head that I want to
show people.
More about Julian Randall as well as works
(including Pilar Ramirez and the Escape from
Zafa) is at https://juliandavidrandall.com/. He
can be found on Twitter @JulianThePoet.
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The only way to describe Iceland is ... magical. It
truly is. Iceland is like no other place I’ve visited in the world. It’s topography, climate, people,
culture, history, and nightlife blended together
make Iceland a surreal adventure that everyone
should experience at least once in their lifetime.
In my case, this is my second visit to the country,
and probably not my last.
The first time I set foot on the island, I was
on a mission to see the elusive northern lights.
While they evaded me during that visit, this
time was different. I didn’t see Aurora dancing
through the sky, but I did see a hint of the lights,
enough to make me stop and stare in awe of their
beauty.
One of Iceland’s many strengths is its people.
I met an incredible group of people who helped
make this visit extremely memorable, including
openly gay Icelandic pop star Friðrik Ómar, who
invited me to his Christmas concert. Although
most of the concert was in sung in Icelandic,
many of the songs were recognizable, including
a fabulous version of Mariah Carey’s “All I Want
for Christmas”. Friðrik was a former contestant on
Eurovision, and it was easy to see why. His vocals
and stage presence were extraordinary, reminiscent of George Michael.
Book your stay at the Reykjavik Konsulat hotel
located in the heart of the downtown Reykjavik,
just a short walk from all of the city’s main attractions including Harpa concert hall, Sun Voyager and the iconic Hallgrimskirkja cathedral, the
largest church in the country which and towers
over the center of Reykjavik. Its 240-foot-high
tower provides a wonderful 360° view of the city.
Visitors can either walk up the stairs to the top
or pay a small fee to use the elevator.
Our spacious room at Reykjavik Konsulat included a walk-in shower, king bed with ultra-luxurious linens as well as a seating area. Every day
the hotel offers a complimentary happy hour as
well a delicious breakfast buffet, featuring a variety of local specialties including smoked salmon.
The hotel also offers a nice fitness center as well
as bath house complete with sauna and hot tub.
Don’t get too excited, bath house means something completely different in Iceland than it does
in the United States.
Going to Iceland in the winter is an adventure. It definitely isn’t a relaxing trip; more like
a journey to the most extraordinary ends of the
earth you will ever discover. With that in mind,
book a full day private excursion to the South
Coast with Friend In Iceland. Our wonderful guide
Gunnar picked us up from our hotel in a Mercedes
mini-bus and we were off to explore a part of the
country I hadn’t been to on my prior visit.
The nearly 9-hour tour took us to Seljalandsfoss and Skógafoss waterfalls where we had the
opportunity to stand at the base and feel the
power of these natural wonders. Next, we journeyed up to the top of a cliff which provided
views of the ocean as well as a rock formation
jutting out into the sea which connects to Reynisfjara black sand beach. Words can’t describe
how beautiful this moment was. I’m almost in
tears again just thinking about it. The waves
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Above: Joey (right) with Tyler at the
Seljalandsfoss and Skógafoss waterfalls.
Below: Sun Voyager sculpture in Reykjavik.
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crashing on the beach coupled with a clear sky
and mesmerizing sunrise made for an absolutely
majestic view.
Gunnar then brought us to a cute restaurant
where we had lunch which consisted of pizza and
a sandwich, not typical Icelandic cuisine, but it
was delicious non the less.
Reykjavik is home to one gay bar, called Kiki.
Although it was closed during this visit due to
COVID-19 restrictions, we did happen to meet the
owner who invited us back to the country this
summer for their pride celebration. 2022 marks
the 23rd annual Reykjavik Pride, which is held in
early August. The festival attracts over 100,000
people to the city for a week-long celebration including a festival, parade, and numerous parties.
Wake up early the next morning and get ready
for your next Icelandic adventure in the Golden
Circle. Although this region is easily drivable
from Reykjavik in the summer, I wouldn’t recommend venturing on your own during the winter
months as many of the roads are icy and the
weather can be quite spontaneous. One moment
it will be sunny and then 30-minutes later you
can find yourself in a winter storm with 40-mile
per hour wind gusts.
Begin your Golden Circle tour with a trip to
Thingvellir National Park, a UNESCO heritage site
and home to Gullfoss, also known as the ‘Golden
Waterfall’, one of the most beautiful and powerful
waterfalls in Iceland. I recommend descended the
stairs to the lower viewing area to really comprehend the size and scope of this natural treasure. Not too far away is Geysir, Iceland’s version
of Old Faithful. The geyser erupts about every 7
minutes, so keep your camera ready.
Finally, end your tour with a snowmobile ride
on the Langjökull glacier. This is also something
I didn’t experience on my first visit, and I can
honestly say it was one of the coolest (literally)
experiences of my life. We had to jump off our
luxurious tour bus and board a souped-up monster truck looking bus which transports you to
the glacier where a team is ready to outfit you
with protective gear and teach you how to use
the snowmobiles. The hour tour of the glacier will
make you feel like you were on another planet.
There are points where the sky and the glacier
meet, and you can’t tell them apart. I was fooled
by a few optical illusions a few times.
Iceland can be inexpensive to get to, but then
very expensive while you are there, so please plan
accordingly. Food and alcohol can add up really
quickly, so pace yourself when visiting the bars.
One of my favorite restaurants we visited in Reykjavik was Noodle Station. Guests can order soup
three ways: with chicken, beef, or just vegetables. It is the perfect way to end a long day spent
playing in the ice and snow and quite affordable.
Do your research before visiting to find some of
the city’s hidden gems and cheap eats.
Icelandair offers direct flights to Reykjavik
for relatively low prices from Boston, New York,
Chicago, Raleigh-Durham, and a few other U.S.
cities, so check their website regularly to catch a
great deal.
Enjoy the journey!
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STUD
PHOTOGRAPHY

Fairy Stud
Mother, Stud
Model Project
normalizing
images of
masculinepresenting
people

While she was growing up, Teresa Morcho “didn’t
have the words” to describe the masculine parts
of her identity. She just knew she hated wearing
her white Confirmation dress so much that she
showed up to prom in a suit.
“It was those little moments that I think about
now,” Morcho remembered. “I knew that femininity wasn’t necessarily something for me. It was a
constant battle.”
Now, dubbed by her coworkers the “Fairy Stud
Mother,” Morcho helps to mentor and promote
masculine-presenting people through the modeling organization she founded, the Stud Model
Project.
The project aims to increase the visibility of
people like her, who were assigned female at
birth and have a masculine style. Morcho started
the organization in 2012 after noticing it was
difficult to find stock images of masculine women
when she was working as a LGBTQ+ party promoter.

“It’s not exactly a modeling agency; instead,
we develop you,” Morcho said. “We kind of try to
connect all the dots and help people out.”
Morcho explained models can choose to buy
their photos to build their own portfolios or allow
the organization to edit the photos and create
profiles for them. On the other side of things, the
organization sells the images to companies, with
a focus on “normalizing” masculine-presenting
people in everyday advertisements.
“Imagine if you’re a transgender man and
you’re pregnant and you need to look for a
OBGYN, wouldn’t it be beautiful if you went on
someone’s website and you saw someone that
looked like you?” Morcho said. “I want you to
drive down the highway and see a photo of a
queer woman on a huge billboard or the side of a
truck.”
For Morcho, the most rewarding part of her
work is seeing the models bond with each other
in an accepting space.

BY KAYLEIGH PADAR

Stud Model Project. Photo by Teresa Morcho

“The model project allows me to honor that
masculine energy because I know that there are
people out there who just can’t do it,” Morcho
said. “I want to normalize seeing this kind of
group of people.”
Models who are in Morcho’s 12-month program
have access to monthly training videos about all
things fashion, beauty, skincare and modeling.
They also receive both a remote challenge designed to bring models out of their comfort zones
and two themed photoshoots each month.
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“It became a network of fellowship, a community, and you can see that when they come
together—it’s just so beautiful,” Morcho said.
“They meet each other for the first time, and before you know it, this brotherhood happens, and
that’s when my heart is like, ‘Oh, my babies!’”
As a mentor, Morcho also advocates for people to take care of their mental health and seek
resources from people who are familiar with the
Black LGBTQ+ community.
In addition to the Stud Model Project, Morcho
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started her company Mopao, which helps businesses develop an online presence.
“Especially, in the Black community, they just
lack the resources—or the knowledge, I should
say—in the space of technology,” Morcho said.
“So, I try to fill that space in kind of a fun way.”
Morcho explained activism is intertwined with
each of her projects because she sees it as her
duty.
She moved to the U.S. from Cameroon when
she was 11, and said she’s “almost embarrassed
to say” it took her some time to understand
the oppression Black people face in the United
States. After doing her research, she started to
better comprehend the racism she encountered,
especially as a Black woman serving in the military and working in the tech industry.
Morcho said she “always volunteers to be in
the room” to speak up for marginalized groups,
since “there are so many boxes she checks” as a
Black queer woman, an immigrant and a disabled
veteran.
“Here I am, a girl from Africa living in America
and getting to enjoy being an openly gay woman
and not being killed for it,” Morcho said. “How
dare I live in this country, benefitting from what
Black Americans went through so I could enjoy
that privilege, knowing I have a strong voice and
not using it to advocate?”
For more information about the Stud Model
Project, see studmodelproject.com/models.
For more information about Morcho’s company,
MAPAO, see www.mopao.co/ .
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In Your Community

Working Statewide So
Communities Are Livable
for People of All Ages
By 2030, one out of every five people in the United States will be age 65
or older. By 2034, the nation will have more older adults than children
under 18 for the first time ever. That’s why AARP is working with local
leaders nationwide to help towns, cities, counties, rural areas and even
entire states become more livable for people of all ages.
In a livable community, people
of all ages can …
• Live safely and
comfortably

• Ride a bike

• Enjoy public places

• Shop, socialize and
be entertained

• Work or volunteer

• Spend time outdoors
• Get around without a
car
• Go for a walk

• Access healthy food
• Find the services
they need and

… make where they live a lifelong home.

/ AARPIllinois

@aarpIllinois

Learn more about AARP Livable Communities by visiting www.makeroomforfamily.
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